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"Tbe intent of our efforts is to create well-qualified new citizen~qualified
socially, qualified politically, qualified to earn a living, qualified to raise a
family-who can add to the society in which they live."
-U I President Robert Koob.
President Koob has pointed out, the effectiveness of a great university must
e measured by something more than the personal succes of its graduates. That is
ecause our families, our schools, the businesses we operate and the representative
form of government in which we participate are enlivened by one e ential element:
effective, respon ible citizens.

This issue of University of Northern Iowa Tod~y provides numerous examples of excellent
citizenship applied for the good of communities in Iowa and elsewhere. Over and over,
we find NI graduates practicing the essential give-and-take between a healthy society
and its individual participants. We see the quality of effective citizenship at work in our
undergraduates, alumni and spanning entire lifetimes in tho e who have passed on to leave
an enduring legacy. As you read their stories, we hope you'll agree that their work and
their commitment is gratifying evidence that our goal of creating effective citizens is being
achieved.

G

rald Anglum, editor o f this publication for many years,
ied November 26. The details are better addressed elsewhere in
1i magazine. I wa going to resist another eulogy on this page
for many rea ans. For one, he wa n't one for a lot of fanfare under any
circumstances. For another, there's a danger of saying something maudlin,
which he would have edited out in about one second. Mainly, goodbyes
among colleagues and friends are, in part, a private matter.

Once a year for the past five years, Gerald invited me into his office for my
performance evaluation. We spent most of the hour talking about bass
fishing, Mark Twain, tide guitar players and El Caminos-not because
I was perfect or he had nothing to say, but because the real busine
took only a few minutes and his meaning was alway crystal clear. Gerald was as
concise and to the point in his leadership as he was in his writing.
In his office was a black metal Smith Corona manual typewriter, a relic from hi days as a
reporter on the Estherville Daily News. He no longer used it, but there it was. It weighed
about a ton. Anyone who's used one of these behemoth knows that it takes a considerable,
deliberate effort to make a single keystroke. Once committed to hammering ribbon to paper,
there's no taking it back. Therefore, it's a good idea to choose each word very carefully.
Maybe that's where he learned it.
Gerald loved the university and he loved this magazine. At the risk of violating my own
restraint , I must say that I am humbled and honored to be the recipient of a torch he pas ed
even as he courageously accepted the inevitability of his illness. We will cany on the best we
can, and that's alt he asked. Still, there's a big empty hole in the offi ce. No carefully chosen
words are going to change that.
-DK
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UNI Citizens at Work

A

urvey of graduates from any era wou ld probably show that no job market
ever looked easy, but the past few years have earned a reputation as being
particularly tough. It' more important than ever that people contribute to
an organization, or more importantly to society at large, in a way that's greater
I graduate -recent,
than the sum of their individual abilities. A close look at
brand new and experienced-shows why return on investment is typically high
for employers and organizations that put their money and trust in people with a
I background.

·'J didn 't realize how

big an indu try it has
become... My opportunities
here are endless. "
- arah Van Gorp

with, Van Gorp said, since everybody
in Iowa, somewhere in his or her life,
comes in contact with agriculture . But
if you want to be truly persuasive,
there is positively no ub titute fo r
knowing what you're doing.
"In the ag world , I usually find
myself in front of a group of older
male farmer ," she aid. "As a young
female , I had better know what I'm
talking about. Once they find out that
I do, it's kind of like becoming one of
them. You have to earn their trust."
Van Gorp's communications
I helped with developing
cla e at
those skill . She came to appreciate all
of the opportunities provided by UNI'
rigorou public relations program once
he became an active participant in
the job market. Preparing campaigns
for real clients in public relations
cla e , involvement with student
groups like PRIDE & PRSSA, and an
internship with the non-profit group
Leave-A-Legacy gave her an impressive
portfolio fo r interview .

A bountiful market for her talents

B

efore her graduation in 2002,
arah Van Gorp envi ioned
her elf working for a public
relation agency or a big corporate
entity uch as Disney. Being a town
kid from Cedar Falls, he'd never
thought much about agriculture , let
alone considered it a viable career
environment.
That didn't matter to Iowa
oybean As ociation officials, who
appear to have made a bang-up hiring
decision. In just two year , arah has
become the point per on for soybean
producers looking to market biodie el
fuels to the farm and trucking indu try.
Already a easoned practitioner, he
can take a subject that may appear to
be of marginal intere t to the general
public and infu e it with urgency.
"If every o n-road die el vehicle
in the .S. would use a 2 percent
blend of soy biodiesel, which i 98
percent No. 2 die el fuel and 2 percent
biodiesel, we could use up all of
Iowa's soybean crop," Van Gorp sa id.

One of the major benefits of the fuel,
she say , is that it is renewable and
better for the environment. About 50
percent of Iowa farmers already u e
soy biodiesel in their farm equipment.
When President Bush signed the
JOB bill that provided tax incentives
to make biodiesel price competitive,
Van Gorp dived headfirst into a
detailed market analy is of the trucking
indu try. he'll soon start developing a
marketing plan for implementation in
2005.
Educating her con tituencies on
the advantages of biodiesel takes about
80 percent of Van Gorp' time. h al o
is busy telling retailer and consumers
about the clean-burning benefit of soy
candle , the production of which ha
the potential to use llO million bushel
of soybeans annually.
How does a young profe sional
gain the credibility needed to
effectively advance important and
complex agri-economic initiatives?
Maybe it' not such a stretch to begin

ome interviewers were
amazed that I already had such great
experience in college," Van Gorp aid.
I definitely ha a
"I found that
good reputation in the field of public
relations."
Van Gorp has never really
thought about leaving the state to
pursue employment, which is good
news for Iowans concerned about
keeping homegrown talent in-state.
Her experience may encourage other
graduates to expand the cope of their
searches into profe ional areas they
had not previously considered.
"I never thought I'd be working
in the ag indu try," Van Gorp said.
"You don't think of it as being fun
and exciting, but I've definitely
been urpri ed. I didn't realize
how big an indu try it has become.
Once you 're in, especially in Iowa,
you realize that there are so many
organizations relating to agriculture.
My opportu nities here are endless. "
University of Northern Iowa 'iotMft
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raduatio n is not necessarily
the end of meaningful collegerelated experience . In Matt
Harris' ca e, a post-graduation summer
job in 2004 at 1I's GallagherBluedorn Performing Arts Center
helped pave the way to his position as
development coordinator for the Civic
Center of Greater Des Moines.
Harris' three-mo nth contract selling
ads for the GBPAC playbill combined
hi intere t in the art with hi degree
in public relations and marketing, and
ultimately gave directio n to his job
search.

interview, Harris said, is a willingness
to learn. "They appreciate an attitude
that ay 'thi i what I know, and this
is what I'd like to become, with your
help'."
Grant writing is a kill that is new
to Harris but it is a key element of
hi new job. "I made it clear in my
interview that it would be an area
of growth," Harris said. "That's an
example of them taking a ri k with
me."
Moreover, the adjustment from
college life to participation in the real
world involve an intensified pre sure

his extracurricular activities included
member hip in igma Phi Ep ilo n
fraternity, tudent Alumni Arnba sado rs
and Varsity Men's Glee Club. He said it
wa that broad cope of personalized
experience that enabled him to focu
in on the right professional choice.
"The great thing about
I is that
you can do so many different thing
in o ne day," Harri said. "I was just
a bu y out ide class a I wa inside.
It wa n't really calculated at the time ,
but taken a a whole, it all rolls into a
calling card fo r your career."
For Harri , life after graduatio n

Bringing his best performance
eVery day
~
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"For people in my major, the
challenge i to merge your career
qualificatio ns with something that gives
you per onal ati faction," Harri aid.
" elling advertising fo r the GBPAC gave
me a ta te of working in an industry
I'd always supported . So, when the
Civic Center opportunity presented
itself, I was open to the idea."
Harris now busies himself with
patron relationship and member hip
develo pment. He coordinate , among
other things, a premium-seating
program for high-level donor . He
fo ter relationships by hosting events,
taffing the patron lounge and in
effect "adding another face to the
organization."
He has a fresh perspective on
what new graduates can expect in
today's job market. "It's pretty daunting
at fir t," Harris aid. "It' not ea y to
capture your elf on one sheet of paper.
You have to how that you're a worthy
inve tment for an employer. I was able
to how that I had an interest in the
Civic Center's mission and had a flavor
for what they are trying to do, which
is promote the arts in such a way that
patron ee the value of it."
Employers are keenly aware that
a new graduate can't know everything
about the job when he or she applies.
What they really want to see in an

environment you
don 't have the
lux w y of having

to perform. "I've become accountable
for my exi tence," he aid, adding
that his GBPAC experience was
particularly effective in preparing him
fo r consi tent performance.
"The pre ure of college seem
great, and a lot of times they are, but
you can adjust the amount of effort
according to the importance of a
cla or a paper," Harri aid. "In a
profes ional environment you don't
have the luxury of having an 'A,' 'B' or
'C' week."
Getting a grip on one's priorities
i what college is all about, and
Harri took advantage of the range
of opportunitie that comprise life
as an undergraduate. A short list of

is the right mix of the new and the
familiar. He said he wa open to
following opportunity wherever it
presented itself, but preferred taying
near hi Iowa roots and do e to family.
He think most grads are looking
fo r an experience that' one part
opportunity and o ne part adventure .
"Iowa does a good job of
positioning itself with quality of life
and family values that you might not
get in a big city," Harri aid. "That's
not nece sarily what all new grads are
looking for, and you can't fau lt them
for that. We have to let them know
we'll welcome them with open arm
when they decide to come back."

tate Army? In a word, remote.
Yet, that's what Kathy (Kir chbaum)
Harrington (BA '85) and Chris
(Kirschbaum) Fox (BA '86) have
done.

K

athy (Kirschbaum)
Harrington ('85), i a
civilian-soldier who e
commitment has taken her halfway
around the world-to central Iraq,
and a traile r where she live in a
10' x 10' space. She walks 100 yards
to get to a bathroom and shower. It'
Lt. Col. Kathy Harrington, in "the
but a minor inconvenience. he's just
chair" in the Palace at Camp Victo1y,
happy to have air conditioning when
Iraq, one of Saddam 's many palaces
the te mperature hits 130 degrees.
currently used as office space by the
A enior program management
Army. "Eve1yone gets a picture taken
director with excel Communications,
sitting in this chair, " she said.
~
re erve Maj. Harrington was mobilized ,__
last March for a one-year de ployment
in which they ran over an IED only
to Iraq in June. On August 26, she
becau e they were in an armored
was promoted to lieutenant colonel.
vehicle,"
she aid.
ow stationed at Camp Victo1y , Iraq,
Harrington
a ured u that
Harrington is deputy of the Force
Camp
Victory
is
"probably on one
Modernization Division, working to
of
the
afe
r
ba
e
" in Iraq , although
get armored equipme nt, high-tech

______________

friends i still one of
the biggest challenge
she face .
"I didn't question
my obligation to be
here, and you can
pretty much say the
same about every
other oldie r over
here-probably the
most committed and
loyal group of people
you would ever
n1eet."
Harrington,
whose undergraduate
degree wa in
marketing, said
her NI and ROTC
experience helped
her acquire the
independence and
adaptability he
needs in her current circum ranees. "I
learned to be flexible and not be afraid
of change. I e pecially learned during
ROTC how important it wa to how
initiative and not be afraid to take on
omething new. Self-confidence i a
key component of leade rship, and I
believe I reinforced my elf-confidence
at
I."

Uncommon commitment x 2
products and training to oldier in the
field .
"Thi was a completely new role
for me, but it turned out there were a
lot of similaritie with my civilian job,"
Harrington said. "I am respo nsible
for inserting new technology, systems
and equipment into Iraq to uppo rt
the soldiers fighting the war. It's very
similar to program managing a new
initiative or product implementatio n at
excel."
Bottom line, Harrington i aving
lives. he i working with Army
Headquarters to replace "soft-skinned"
vehicles with up-armo red ver ion
that can with rand an in1provised
explo ive device (IED). "There are
many testimonial from oldiers that
have walked away fro m an incident

it doe get random, pe riodic mortar
and rocket attack . "The e ne my
is usually somewhere outside our
perimeter. Most of the time, they are
a bad aim and don't hit anything but,
unfortunately, we have had ome
incide nts in which soldie rs have been
killed."
Harrington erved active duty from
1986-1995, during which he earned
a maste r's degree in management
info rmatio n ystem . Upo n returning
to civilian life , her stateside military
re erve a ignment became per onnel
command in Alexandria, Va. Her last
de p loyment was during Desert Storm
while she wa till on active duty.
nlike 10 year ago, there i e-mail
and Inte rnet acce thi time around ,
but being away from family and

Emeritus professor Jack on Baty
was a key influence in Harrington'
deci ion to come to
I and join
ROTC, choice that were "in trume ntal
in forming the person that I am
today." Baty had met Kathy and Chris
Kir chbaum at the McGregor marina,
back when both high- chool girls
worked summe r job on the docks. "I
had it narrowed down to two college .
Jack helped pu h me 'over the edge,'
and I elected U I, which turned out
to be a great choice," Harrington aid.
Her siste r also chose
I, and
Baty sponsored both women into
the ROTC program. He al o w rote
recommendations that helped them
get ROTC scholarships. "Although
the re were points in my ROTC te nure
when I wondered if I made the right

- - - - - - - - - - ~ ~- ~==================
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decisio n, in hindsight, my 10 year
of active duty in military service wa
very rewarding and I learned a lot. I
have no regret whatsoever and plan
o n continuing my military reserve
commission until I complete a 20-year
career. "
Harrington characterized the
camaraderie in the military as
"amazing." She said she's making
friends that will last far beyond this
deployment. "I feel like what I'm
do ing i very rewarding," she said. "I
know that I am making a difference
every time I get another armored
vehicle out to the soldiers. I have had
o much suppo rt from my family and
friends at ho me, it is just unbelievable.
Even folks who don't believe in thi
war are still very upportive of the
troops over here. I ho pe that never
change . But I will still be very happy
to get back to the good ol' U A in May
when I finish my deployment."

equipment they need to accompli h
their mi io n," Fox said. "It is my
job to identify the shortfalls in the
intelligence system that currently exi t
in the Army and build a system that
overcomes these hortfall ."
Specifically, Fox's position
i deputy sy tern manager fo r a
new intelligence system called the
Distributed Common Ground ystemArmy (DCG -A). Her team of nine
military and civilian personnel i
currently researching and writing
requirement fo r the sy tern.
"DCGS-A
will provide
near-real-time
information to
the warfighter
in the field,"
said Fox. "I
represent
the end user
throughout
development
hris (Kirschbaum) Fox ('86),
by ensuring
is a year younger than Kathy,
the program
but o utranks her sister by six
manager build
month . he is in her 18th consecutive
the system in
year of active duty, and wa promoted
accordance
in February 2004 to lieutenant colo nel,
with
Acqui itio n Corps, in the nited State
requirement .
Army.
Once the
Fox is currently a signed to the
y tern is built,
nited tates Army Intelligence Center
it i fielded to
at Fort Huachuca in ierra Vi ta,
the units and
Arizona. Her living condition ~ - - - - - - - - - "I grew up in a very small town
are admittedly fa r superior
in
rural Jow~approximately
to her i ter' . "I have the
luxuries of home ," Fox said. "I 1,000 people. My graduating
soldiers,
work an average of 8-10 hours class was only 42 students. U/\1
which is the
was a great school for me. It
a day and get to go home
pha e my
each night to my husband and gave me the same close family
sister
Kathy
atmosphere I had while I was
fo ur children. However, my
is
involved
growing up. "
job doe require me to travel
- Chri Fox, Lt. Col. , with."
extensively to ensure that I am
Getting
nited State Army.
adequately repre enting the
a
system
end-user of the system I am
all the way
building."
from
development
to
the
field
is a
The end user Fox represents is
task
of
near
epic
proportion.
After
the field old ier. To those of us whose
the information is gathered and the
daily tasks do not involve the ultimate
requirements written, documentatio n
survival of other , the re pon ibility
mu
t be "packaged" o that industry
seems enormo us. "I am respon ible
can
bid on the job, write the code ,
for en uring that the soldiers in
build
hardware , oftware and
the field have the right tools and

C

firmware, and design and conduct
testing to ensure interoperability with
all other sy tern .
"It can take as long as five to 15
year from generating new system
requirements to the development,
training and fielding of the new y tern
to units in the field," Fox said.
One of the to ughest aspects of
the job is that a team seldom cays on
a program to completion. "We only
tay on an assignment for three years
and then we transfer co another," Fox
said. "It's imp rtant fo r us to move to
different positions and jobs
in o rder fo r us co grow and
excel."
Fox exemplifie
the ability to do both.
he expanded on her
I degree in industrial
technology by earning
a master' degree in
y terns management
from the Univer ity of
Southern California while
rationed in Frankfurt,
Germany, from 1987-1991.
he credits her ROTC
experience at UNI with
giving her the tools to
grow professionally and
personally.
"My ophomore year,
I wa awarded a threeyear ROTC scholarship to
I," Fox said. "It helped
to offset the cost of going
to college, since my mom,
a single parent with eight
kid , could not afford to monetarily
assist Kathy or me with college. Once
I jo ined the ROTC program I knew
I wa going to be in the Army fo r at
lea t 20 year and here I am, only two
years short of that dream.
"The Army's been great for me ,"
Fox aid. "I've had the opportunity
co meet new people, travel to
many place I would never have
dreamed, and to be part of a large
organization- the nited tates Army.
I credit all of thi to the University of
orthern Iowa, it ROTC program and
all the professor and tudent who
make it great."

University o1

Northern
Iowa

A half century down, -the future to go

for graduate programs that enrich the culture
t is by design that UNI has established
itself a the premier undergraduate public
of the university and, in doing so, enhance
comprehensive university in Iowa. A
the experience of all students and faculty on
long-standing commitment to excellence
campus.
in teaching, scholarship and service has
In a recent address to graduate faculty
members, President Robert Koob elaborated
prompted independent reporting organizations
to annually corroborate
on the importance of
its standing as one of
graduate education
Maisha Smith (MA '01) is pursuing a
at UNI, evidenced by
the best in the nation
Ph.D. in counseling psychology at Indiana
the fact that graduate
for quality and value.
State University. "The professors at UNI
enrollment has grown
For the past
were demanding, but also gave assistance
from around 10 percent
half century, highly
unselfishly. UNI gave me opportunities for
to 12.5 percent of total
personalized programs
numerous research experiences, which
enrollment over the past
of graduate study
made
the
transition
to
a
Ph.D.
program
have quietly, but
decade.
purposefully, woven
extremely smooth."
Clifford Highnam, professor and head of the
their way into
I's
educational fabric. Less
master's program in communicative disorders
a part of the univer ity's
program. "Our program is unique in that it offers
public persona than its
clinical services. We offer those experiences not only
heralded undergraduate
to our graduate students but also to undergraduates.
programs, U I's Graduate
It allows them to 'whet their whistle' and they say in
College is stepping out
exit interviews it's one of the most valuable pai1s of
of its normally reserved
the program."
character this academic
year to take a well"Knowledge has a way of accumulating,
deserved bow.
the
more
complex the world becomes,"
But the 50-year
Koob
said.
"We see an evolution within the
celebration is about much
university toward more and more graduate
more than kudos for
education. If we're not prepared for it, then
One ofmany shining stars amon UNJ's graduate programs, past achievements. It is
we haven't prepared well for the future. It's
helping to chart a course
the "Ensemble Peterho.ff' Quarlel was started in 2002 by
that simple."
the UN! Graduate College, Int
ional Programs and
Kim MacLin, assistant
the School ofMusic. Six graduate S, udents (five from St.
professor of psychology
Rose Quirk (BA '81), a graduate student in the
Petersburg, Russia and one from edar Falls, Iowa) have
and
chair of the graduate
participated in theprogram. '!be uartet holds community
Master of Social Work program, is doing a 500council
at UNI, said
outreachperformances througho Iowa, the United States
hour placement at Covenant Cancer Treatment
exposure to grad-level
and internationally. 'lbis year the students will pe,form
Center in Waterloo. "I appreciate the 'hands-on'
research is a tremendous
recitals on the UN! campus, in Sa Jose, Costa Rica, and
work we are doing. The placement is an excellent boon to undergraduate
on the US. east coast. 'lbe students are also members ofthe
part of the program."
education. MacLin is
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony Orchestra.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a strong proponent of
giving undergraduates what
John Vallentine, professor and director of the School of
she calls "a peek behind the
curtain" at graduate-level research
Music. "Students in our graduate program have a distinct
by Denton Ketels
activities. Whether it comes
advantage because of the excellent individual attention they
through involvement in the
receive from professors. Our graduate students continue to be
accepted into the best doctoral programs in the country or serve classroom, as lab assi tants or
through participation in research

Celebrating

50 Years
of

Graduate
Education

as leaders in Iowa's public schools."

University of Northern Iowa %~

at UNI desirable. Tom Keefe, head of
conferences, she
Gail Moon (BA '74, MA '88, Ed.D.), principal of Waterloo
the department of ocial work, said the
said, "It absolutely
West High School. "During my dissertation process I could
addition of a master's program three
enhances
communicate with a staff committee that allowed me to grow.
years ago has definitely helped with
undergraduates'
Without my faculty chair, Dave Else, I would have stumbled,
faculty recruiting in his department.
educational
"We can compete for top level faculty
experience."
perhaps to a halt! He kept me focused and aware that the light
much better than
"It is the mo t
at the end of the
intense form of the
tunnel was not a
Helen Harton, associate professor of psychology. "We know before," Keefe said.
usan Koch,
classroom," MacLin
train."
we have a strong reputation because out-of-state students with
associate provost
said. "Students get
no outside funding choose to come here. They find out from
and interim dean of
to see what it's like
their
professors
that
UNI
is
a
better
choice
for
advancing
to
a
the graduate college,
to be grad students because they're
good Ph.D program or getting practical experience they can
said "As we celebrate
working alongside them."
take into the workplace."
50 years of graduate
Regardle s of whether
education
at the
undergraduates go on to graduate
University
of orthern
study, MacLin said students
Iowa this year, we are recognizing the
gain "incredible skills," having
Seabron Reese, president of the UNI Minority
many contributions of our graduate
had a glimpse of the realities
Graduate Student Association, is pursuing a
who have created and nurtured
faculty
of a professional discipline.
master's degree in educational leadership. His
graduate
education at U I. We're also
Those who do seek advanced
practicum in principalship lets him work closely
acknowledging the more than 12,000
degrees are even better prepared
with area principals. "I see what they deal with
alumni of our graduate programs, who
to compete against the best
in terms of student, teacher and administrative
are now leaders and innovators in
students in graduate programs
relationships, and the programs they have to
schools, businesses and communitie
around the country.
implement. That's what separates UNI from
across Iowa and beyond.
The interface of research and
other
programs
"More
teaching at U I is substantially
importantly,
different from typical research
in educational
Tom Keefe, director of the MSW program.
though, we are
settings in which professors
leadership."
"Our intent is to maintain a high-quality,
looking
ahead
are primarily active in research
selective program. The MSW program is
to
I's
next 50
while graduate assistants teach
'volunteer'
meeting a critical need in Iowa by creating
year , planning
undergrad classes. Realizing a hope
precious
and retaining social workers, upgrading the
strategically to
expressed in the Strayer Report of
time to serve
problem solving ability of current professionals continue growth in
1950, U I's approach to graduate
on graduate
and making master's level social workers
graduate programs
education attracts top faculty that could thesis
available
to agencies.''
be at research institutions but would
committees
rather combine their research interests
if there is no
Rashad Sanford is an executive assistant
with their aspirations in teaching.
recognition
manager with Walgreens. "In the UNI MBA
"Research keeps faculty
nor compensation for doing so.
program, knowledge meets application.
intellectually involved so that their
Without hesitation, I replied, 'Because
strong faculty and diversified student
A
teaching is enhanced," MacLin said.
that's the best part of my job.' It
experiences foster a great academic
"They're more sati fied with their
may get stressful at times, but then I
environment."
profe ional live ."
remember what my colleagues and
Professor Sue Jo lyn, chair of the
I are able to do as graduate faculty
I division of health promotion and
members at
I - explore creative
that complement our undergraduate
education and the 2004 Outstanding
ways to solve problems that affect
programs, enhance the intellectual life
Scholar Award winner, is a perfect
people, generate new knowledge, and
of
the university and provide advanced
example of the prevailing attitude.
encourage and perhaps in pire the
career
opportunities for our graduates."
"When I was in my first year as a
same in others. What a great job!"
graduate faculty member, a graduate
Consequently, highly qualified
student asked me why would faculty
candidates are finding the atmosphere
7

en Len Froyen fir t came to
owa tare Teacher College and
saw his dorm room, hi mother
aid, "Oh, Leonard, you're not going to
live here."
But for the young fre hman from
Clarion, Iowa, living in radium Hall
wa an adventure.
"I had no qualms about living
there. It was kind of exciting," said
Froyen, a 1957 graduate and professor
emeritus of education/educational
p ychology and foundations. "Thi wa
the '50s. We didn't question much. I
had no mi givings about it."
Froyen belongs to a special group
of men who called Stadium Hall their
home away from home.
Between 1947 and 1961, more
than 1,600 I TC freshmen lived in
Stadium Hall. Altho ugh similar to other
dorms on campus-crowded, no isy,
with small living quarters and linle
privacy- it was not your typical dorm.
"It was stark; it looked very much
like a pri on. The entrance wa a
garage door," said Froyen, who also
erved a a head resident. "We were
kind of like the guys who lived o n the
other ide of the track . There was a
camaraderie amo ng u that
was hard to
explain. It was
like an extended
family. "
OW

that extended
family can get
reacquainted.
The
I Alumni
As ociation will
host a reunion for
8

Stadium Hall residents during
this year's Homecoming
celebration, October 14 and
15. Froyen and Don Adams,
(BA '57), are co-chairing the
reunion committee.
"I chaired my 40th class
reunion and thought a reunion of
Stadium Hall re idents would be fun,"
Froyen said.
Of those 1,600, nearly 850
graduated from I TC and 715 are
till living. The reunion will include
traditional Homecoming event , uch
as the Homecoming parade, a well
as pecial reunion event , including a
dinner October 14 in the Commons.
"There won't be any pecial
speakers. It will be the torie -a
time of recollection and storytelling,"
Froyen said.

STADIUM HALL BACKGROUND
Thanks to the GI Bill, signed in 1944
by President Roosevelt to provide
veteran with education and training,
veteran accounted for 49 percent of
college enrollment throughout the
country. Iowa rate Teacher College
wa
no exception,
as enrollment
urged.
In 1945,
the Board
of Regents
approved
an addition
to Seerley
Hall that
would have

accommodated nearly
200 men. But the post-war
economy created shortages in steel
and other upplies, so construction
had to be delayed. During the war,
the mezzanine level of the O.R.
Latham football radium had been
used to house military per onnel, o
President Malcolm Price announced
the mezzanine would be converted
into dormitory pace equivalent to
20 room . The pace, for incoming
freshmen and transfer students, was
known as Stadium Hall and was to be
u ed for 10 years until a new men's
dormito1y could be built.

MOVING IN
The fir t re ident moved in during
the fall of 1947 and approximately 150
men lived in radium Hall that fir t
year.
Dennis Hendrickson (BA '63, MA
'68) recalls arriving at Stadium Hall.
"My parents dropped me off and
then left. I thought, 'Oh, my gosh,
what is this? What have I gotten myself
into?' I was the first one in the room
o I picked the ingle bed. My other
roommates hadn't arrived yet. I didn't
know anybody. I felt ve1y alone ," aid
Hendrick o n, who is now the associate
director of Admi ion at
I. "Living
University of Northern Iowa %CUifj-

the re proba bly bro ught the
guys togethe r more. Eve1y
othe r guy was going through
the same expe rie nce. That
made it much mo re tole rabl ." 1
Each room contained two 1
bunk beds, a single bed a nd ,
a clothe rack, a window that
ope ned at th bottom with
a view of the ground . Four
rooms served as study area
The re was no food ervice.
Re ide nts had to tre k aero s campus to
the Co mmons for a ll their mea l .
"That walk was so cold in the
winte r. At that time, the re was nothing
between Latha m and the Commo ns,"
Froye n said.

LIVING CONDITIONS
The le ngth of stay va ried fr m stude nt
to stude nt, but Don Adams has the
distinctio n o f living in Stadium Hall the
lo nge t.
"I lived in tadium Hall during
my first year, the fall of 1953. I was
an RA for the fall of 1954 and '55, and
the n directo r o f tadium Hall for the
1957-58 year. I do n't think anyone
else has such a record ," sa id Ada ms,
w ho is now executive assista nt to the
pre ide nt of Drake Unive rsity and
Board of Trustees secreta1y.
"I loved Stadium Hall. Having all
fre hma n me n togethe r helped ma ke
the transitio n to college much easier
a nd helped u be ucce ful ," Ada m
sa id.
With its cramped quarte rs, water
leak and cold and drafty room ,
o utside r found the living conditions
de plo rable. But Stadium Hall reside nts
took it in stride .
"It was so cold that a frie nd had
a bowl of goldfish o n the window ill
and they froze up o licl during the
night," sa id Jere Graetz (BA'56), who
now lives in Burn ville , Minn.
To get to the bathrooms, reside nts
had to walk across the indoor dirt
track. "Kiel nowaday wouldn't put
up w ith it. But that was just the way it
was," He nd rickson sa id. "And I do n't
reme mb r the te mpe rature ever be ing
comfo1table. You were eithe r roasting
or freezing."
Graetz lived in Stadium Hall fo r
less than a week. "While registe ring I

l1tintdl, 2005

heard my name ca lled a nd wa given
the chance to move into eerley Hall,
and I did," Graetz said. "The re is one
thing I re me mbe r, tho ugh. During the
week the guys used both the men's
and wome n's restroo ms o n a regular
ba i . One football aturday mo rning a
frie nd of mine went into the wome n's
bathroom and was sitting the re whe n
sudde nly he noticed wome n's shoes o n
I oth ides of him. We a keel him what
he did then and he said he pulled up
his feet a nd wa ited until they left. "
Ma ny tho ught the uniquene s
of living there outwe ighed the mall
annoyance .
"The indoor track wa down tairs
and caused dirt at times. Whe n the
hot put hit the tee! beam, it vibrated
thro ugho ut the building a nd whe n
it rained the water came clown the
ste ps whe re people we nt into the
stadium , but these were all mino r
inconve nie nces," Ada m aid.
The re we re even some perks to
living the re. Froyen sa id eve1yone sent
the ir laundry home a nd they wo uld
return with home-baked cookies or
ca ndy. And on Friday nights , resid nts
had the best seats in the house-from
the building's roof- to watch the lab
chool play football.

THE END OF STADIUM HALL
With pla ns announ cl in 1959 to build
a new me n's dorm, Rider Hall, the
la t of tadium Hall reside nt left in
ov mber 1961.
The last footba ll game was p layed
at Latham tadium in 1975. We t
tadium was de mo li heel in 1976 and
East Stadium cle mo li hed in 1987.
Th pace wa then converted into a
parking lot.

Even tho ugh
tad ium Hall no
lo ng r xi t , the
me mories r main
intact.
Ada m ·a id, "My
fo ur yea rs in taclium
changed my life in
o many way . Mo t
of what I have do ne
since was greatly
shaped by my yea rs in
tadium."
Although it
presented challe nges at
the time, He ndrickson now appreciates
his days in tadium Hall.
"It was like b ot ca mp; it's a n
expe rie nce you're glad you had but
never want to go through aga in," h
aid. "College wa hard for me . That
first semeste r I thought of leaving.
I was terribly ho mesick. After that
semester I decided it was a matte r of
attitude , so I got involved in things and
I turned a b ig corne r. Maybe tadium
Hall had an impact o n that. It helped
turn me aro und ."

STADIUM HALL REUNION
The Stad ium Hall re union is set
fo r Friday and Saturday, Octobe r
14-15, 2005, and will include a
ba nquet as well as Homecoming
activities. Formal reunion
invitations ,viii be mailed in late
summer.
The Al umni Association has
compiled a list of fo rmer reside nts,
but the list is not complete. If you
lived in Stadium Hall and did not
receive a Save-the-Date postca rd
last October, please call 1-888-UNI
AL M (864-2586) a nd request to
be added lo the mailing list. This
will e nsure you receive the fo rmal
re union invitatio n this su mmer.

PHOTOS WANTED!
The reunio n committee is looking
fo r photos to share at the reu nion.
If you wo uld like to submit a
photo. please contact Arny Mohr.
toll free at 1-888- NI AL I, o r
send an e-mail to amy. mohr@uni .
edu .
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IWRC
becomes
a STAR
for
Defense

"The process is saving
us money and labor.
Environmentally, the
overspray isn't there. It
makes a lot of sense."

by CJ Hines

N

ot far from the University of
orthern Iowa campu its an
unimposing building with the
acronym "PACE" painted on the front.
Inside PACE (Painting and Coating
Enhancement), research technicians
conduct experiment in conjunction
with military per onnel.
These aren't classified, top- ecret
experiments. In fact, the Iowa Waste
Reduction Center and the Iowa Army
ational Guard want everyone to
know exactly what they've been
doing ... painting.
It's not the kind of painting you
would do on the exterior o r interior of
a hou e. Rather, this painting is do ne
on five-ton truck , bulldozer , torage
container and humvees ~ r military
deployments. Speed and efficiency are
critical to the successful de ployment of
any ffil S 10n. ow, to pping po llutio n,
wast and detection by the enemy are
part of the equation too.
Thi new and significa nt
partnership between educational
outreach and armed services began in
early 2004, w hen the IWRC- part of
I Business & Community Servicesmet with Iowa Army atio nal Guard
personnel to introduce new painting
technologies at the Camp Dodge
facility in Johnsto n, Iowa . This was the
first time that the IWRC, e tablished
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-Le. Col. Harold Turner (BA '78)
under the Groundwater Protection
Act of 1987 to provide free and
confidential enviro nmental a i ranee
to mall businesses in Iowa, had
worked with an Iowa Army ational
Guard.
The technology that brought
the two gro ups together was pray
Technique Analysis and Research
program o r STAR®.

STAR®Program
STAR® evolved fro m a 1993 grant
to examine spray techniques and
the ir impact o n material u age and
emissions in the auto mobile painting
proce . Rick Klein , IWRC enior
resea rch technician, and his team
pecifically develo ped TAR®to
enhance the effi ciency of spray coating
o peratio ns by improving painting
technique . IWRC ha since e tabli hed
a training network in Iowa, and TAR®
has become so po pular there are now
36 schools throughout the nation,
incl uding fo ur in Hawa ii.
Instrumenta l in TAR®training
is the Laser Touch®Targeting Tool,
invented by Kle in and his staff,
and patented by the
I Re earch
Foundation. The tool, mounted to a

pray gun, uses a laser device to help
the painter maintain proper pray
technique and distance during the
painting proces . The laser beams
form one dot when the paint gun i
at the correct distance, encouraging
consistent application, which reduce
overspray and harmful air pollution.
"The yearly saving , on average,
for TAR® trainee wa nearly 6,500
la t year, and the average increa e in
transfer efficiency was 27 percent,"
Klein aid. Transfer efficiency is the
amount of paint deposited on a part
compared to the amount sprayed.
STAR®trainee also saw a 22 percent
decrease in material costs and
emission .

Military Applications
More than 350 Department of Defense
(Do D) fac ilities have painting and
coating operatio ns, so what better
place to apply TAR® than at DoD
facilities'
IWRC staff recognized the
potential benefit TAR®could provide
to the military and arrang cl to meet
with per onne l fro m Camp Dodge'
Combined upport Maintenance hop
(CSMS) to discuss the applicatio ns.
University of Northern Iowa %~

Military bases working with I\VRC on STAR4D®
USAF, Pensacola, Fla.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .vlacDill AFB, Tampa. Fla.
Warner-Robins AFB, Macon, Ga.
Camp Dodge, Jo hnsto n. Iowa
Mark Harrington,
185th Fighter Wing, Sio ux City, Iowa
ational Guardsman
Combat Readiness Training Center. Gulfport, Miss.
119th Fighter Wing, Fargo, N.D.
stationed at Camp
Coast Guard, Elizabeth City, N.C.
Dodge. "Before, only
Fo rt Jackson, Columbia. S. D .
35 percent of the
Ellsworth AFB, Ellswonh, S.D.
Lackland AFB. San Antonio
paint went on the
Hill AFB, Utah
part, but with the
Defense Supp ly Center. Richmo nd, Va .
high-pre ure pump,
Maintenance Depot, Mechanicsbu rg, Pa.
Army Aviation Suppo 11 Facility ;,2, Waterloo, Iowa
it' closer to 75 to 80
Sro ur Field, Indianapo lis, Ind.

percent. "
CSMS also
added an automated
pray gun cleaning
machine, which
reduced the amount of waste solvent,
as well as a can crusher, significantly
reducing the amount of solid waste
going to the landfill.
With the new technologies, new
products and reduction in labor costs,
the annual savings are estimated at
mo re than 129,500. "The process
is saving us money and labor.
Environmentally, the overspray isn't
there. It makes a lot of sense," Turner
aid.
Jim Olson, who oversees PACE, is
now working with Camp Dodge on a
waterborne chemical agent resistant
coating (CARC).
"It is less damaging to the
environment. Right now it's only used
by the Marines, Army and the Army
ational Guard," Olson said. "The
military is switching over from solventbased CARC to waterborne CARC.
Camp Dodge per onnel have been
here to experiment with the process.
Our issue is how fast it is going to
dty, how long does it last, those kinds
of things. We can simulate it all right
here."
By early 2006, Camp Dodge's
painting facility will completely convert
to waterborne CARC. "It's an infrared
special paint. You've got to see it to
believe it; it's dull, not glossy. With the
ease of application and no overspray,
there are not a lot of fumes in the air.
It's just great," Turner sa id.

A Congressional delegation, including Iowa
Congressman Jim Nussle, center, learn about the
STAR4D®project at Camp Dodge.
Camp Dodge has since become the test
model for other bases to follow.
"We tried it and it worked," Klein
said. "We then got an appropriation
from our Congressional delegation. It
was a small amount of money to do
it, but the savings were ubstantial.
The Camp Dodge people came to
our center for training and we went
down there to look at their operation.
They have a relatively new stateof-the-art paint facility, optimal for
the implementation of the STAR4D®
program. "
STAR4D®
STAR4D®-Spray Technique and
Analysis Research For Defense-is
similar to STAR®, but addresses the
unique needs of the military, such as
applying paint in the correct thickness,
which provides a more durable
finish and helps prevent enemy radar
detection.
"With the advent of the global
war on terrorism after 9-11, the
command made the decision to paint
every militaty vehicle desert tan. Our
generals believe that if we paint these
vehicles it will prevent casualties," said
Lt. Col. Harold Turner (BA '78), C M
manager for the Iowa Army ational
Guard.
Camp Dodge, which supports 102
Army National Guard unit , r pla ed
its conventional spray-painting method
with an air-assisted airless spray
paint system . The system significantly
reduced overspray, reducing paint
usage by 24 percent.
"We went through the program
in March and applied 4D to our last
mi sion. The quality and length of
time to do it was a lot quicker," said

STAR4D® Expands
With the success at Camp Dodge, the
IWRC has since provided STAR4D®
training to a number of military sites
throughout the count1y . "In less than a
year from its inception, we've worked

with 12 to 13 military bases," Klein
said.
And that's only the beginning.
All 50 states have similar painting
operations within their ational Guard
programs.
"We had the U. Army Forces
command , the four-star command over
all the United States, after this program.
It would save so much money to go
Army-wide . The actual program has
really gotten high-level visibility. The
four-star Forces Commander and his
staff are looking at it as a design,"
Turner said.
In addition to ational Guard
bases, the Air Coast Guard hopes
to train painters at 26 Coast Guard
stations. IWRC also partnered with
the Inter-An1erican Air Force Academy
(IAAFA) at Lackland Air Force Base
in an Antonio to provide STAR4D®
in Spanish to military forces and
government agencies in Latin America
and the Caribbean. Four instructors are
now trained and certified in STAR4D®.
IWRC taff provided classroom
materials, set up STAR4D® equipment
and assisted IAAFA staff with training.
Olson and Klein have identified
other opportunities for applied
research, which include tatistical
evaluation of STAR4D® training data
and the effectiveness of the virtu al
reality painter trainer.
"The VR painter trainer has
reduced the time it take to train a
painter and it allowed IWRC staff to
train larger groups of painters in Jes
time . The VR simulator has reduced
setup and part preparation time
and has reduced hazardous waste
generation," Klein explained. "The best
thing i , the painters really like using
the technology."
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FacultyProjile Richard Utz

A Man for the Middle Ages
R

ichard Utz was born in Amberg,
Germany, which impresses
his tudents if only becau e it
wa once home to 12 breweries. "It
was the end o f the world as far as we
were concern d ," says the professor
o f English Language and Literature.
"I got a good education there, but
you couldn't go anywhere because
of the wall (between East and West
Germany). We were very isolated ."
He got his fir t taste of America n
culture in 1985 when o ne of his
profe or noted that Williams College
in Massachu ett was seeking an
instructor with a background in both
German and English. Utz was the ir
man, having studied both languages
at the niversity of Regensburg in
Germany. Williams College, though,
was a fa r cry fro m hi public school
upbringing. Tuition at that time was
more than 20,000, and tz found
himself rubbing sho ulder with the
children of East Coa t movers and
shakers. "Everyone was either very rich
and intelligent, or not very rich and
utterly intelligent," he recalls.
He also was surprised by the
relation hip between tude nts and
professors. "In Germany, I saw my
advi er fo r five minutes, o nce a
seme ter. They were till immer ed in
a trongly hierarchal stude nt-teacher
relationship. I never enjoyed that," he
ays. "When I came to Mas achu ett ,
I had a o ne-hour conversation with
a profes o r during my fir t week. I'd
never een anything like it. We talked
abo ut everything-how I was doing,
how I planned to pend my time,
everything. I yearned to come back."
It wa at William that tz decid d
to become a med ievalist. The tudy
o f the Euro pean Middle Age wa the
perfect way fo r him to apply much
of the education he'd acquired. "I sat
down and rea lized that the thing I'd
learned weren't ju t rheto ric. ow they
had become practical," he said.
"The Middle Age had the e two
side . On the o ne hand, it' exotic and
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fa r away. On the other, there is the
human ide, and all the is ue that are
still important to us-love and hate,
po litic , histo1y. All of that is w hat I
found in medieval literature."

A

fter a year in Massachusetts he
went back to Germany, still
hoping for an opportunity to return to
the States. An open faculty position at
I in 1991 gave him hi chance. O n
campus, he bumped into a professor
w hose husband had worked at
Williams College. "The first thing she
told me wa ' ow Richard , of cour e
you realize this is not William College.
It's not a campu o f 2,000 tudent and
we do n't have a much money. But
the thing that's similar is the stude ntteacher relationship."'
tz has excelled o n every level
at U I and has the awards and
hon r to prove it. igma Delta Tau
honor society named him English
Pro fessor of the Year in 1993. He was
cho en CHFA Outstanding Teacher
in 1995. He received
I' Donald
. McKay Faculty Research Award
in 2000 and the Regents Award fo r
Faculty Excellence in 2001. In 2003 he
received the U I Distingui hed cholar

Award and in 2004 received the
College of Humanitie and Fine Arts
Faculty Excellence Award .
Utz is the author and co-editor
of 12 books, and ha published mo re
than 80 essays, book chapter and
reviews. He is edito r of the book
erie "Di putatio and Pro le p is: The
Heid lb rg R view of English Studies"
and review editor for "The Medieval
Review." Amo ng the even languages
in which he works are old/ middle
Engli h, Latin and ancient Greek.

R

ecently, h_e was o~fered an
opportu111ty to wnte a many
entrie a he'd like fo r the new Oxford
Dictionary of the Middle Age . Hi
success in the fi eld is not by accident.
"It' a combinatio n of enthu iasm and
serio usne ," he explains. "What I
mean is that I can get very enthu iastic
about any ubject matter I re earch,
and that carries over into the classroom
w hen I ta lk about it. At the same time
my tudent know they have to live
up to my re earch standards, and they
have to be as serio us and enthusiastic
about what they do. It' leader hip by
example. "
-Gwenne Culpepper
University of Northern Iowa 'To~

Bringing ·1.

I

owa communities have a way of
generating quality citizens w ho
don't forget to return the favor.
How many times have we een
someone return to the community
in which they were bo rn, raised o r
schooled to make a positive social
o r economic impact? In their own
I
separate ways, a couple of
graduate are bringing the ir talent and
success full circle.
"One thing I like about the
univer ity that I've een in the last five
years is its involveme nt in the larger
community, beyond the borders of
Cedar Falls, and the university's use of
the kill sets that are on campus to do
positive thing in Waterloo as well,"
sa id David Deeds.
Deeds is contributing to that
"larger community" by restoring a
historic neighborhood in Waterloo, o ne
block at a time .
The Cedar Falls native, who
graduated in 1990 with an accounting
degree, has lived in Kansa City, Des
Moines and Chicago. But after the
senior ho using company where he
worked wa old, he decided to return
horn . De d e tablished th Cedar
Valley Re to ration and Development
Company, which restore historic
home and builds new one in the
Cedar River eighborhood of Waterloo.
"The idea to focus on histo ric
homes and their potential came about
in the last five to six years. Then about
three years ago, I became intere ted
in thi Cedar River eighborhood. It'
actually where I'm living, in a 1911
four- quare," Deeds aid. "I could ee
the potential of thi neighbo rhood
because of it p roximity to the river
and to the downtown. "
While living in Chicago, Deeds
noticed the proliferatio n of housing in
the inner citie - a "new urbanism," he
called it. "If you look at larger citie
aero s the country, people wa nt a
simpler life, w here you don't have to
get in the ca r to do everything. " .
The new urba nism concept 1 that
verything is within walking o r biking
di tance: hop ping, re taurants, bike
trail , entertainment, recreatio n.

'

"Right now we're focusing o ur
effort on one block in particular, so
we can really develo p a positive block.
If people can ee po itive thing in
that bl ck, then we can wo rk our way
out from there . The people w ho ca n
ee that vi io n, in the lo ng-run , will be
rewarded ," Deeds sa id. "It will become
a ne ighborhood that people do n't have
to live in but want to live in."
I alum creating
Anothe r
econo mic impact in his ho metown
is Bill Bonnstetter (BA '64, MA '69).
When Bonnstetter left the no1thcentral town of Corwith to attend
UNI, there were 40 bu ine ses in
town; now there are ix.
He's working to change all that.
In the late 1980s, Bo nnstetter
founded Target Training International
in Iowa, then moved to cottsdale,
Ariz., "In 1988, Iowa wasn't a p lace to
have a software company, " he aid.
But Bo nnstetter always had tro ng
tie to Iowa and his hometown, so
two years ago he bo ught the former
Corwith Bank building with the plan
to turn it into the Corwith Community
Cente r. The building had also housed
City Hall and the Corwith Library
before Bonnstetter bo ught it.
"There were two reasons w hy I
did thi . Fir t, my grandfather built
that building in 1919 so I was alway
interested in buying it. I offered the
Community Center fo r free . econd ,
I'm working with the mayor to tart
an incubato r to attract entrepre neurs,"
he aid. "We're trying to stimulate the
economy in the entire area, not ju t in
Corwith. The purpo e of the Corwith

ome~
Center is to send a statement to the
community to really pull together. I'm
trying to build a model that other mall
communitie can follow."
Dedication ceremonies for the
community center took place in
e ptember with Bonn tetter cutting the
ribbon.
Bonnstetter sees the project as
a way to help the community and
give rural residents access to bu~ine
and communication tools those m
m tro politan areas ta ke fo r granted.
"My whole premi e is if we can
expo rt jobs to India, we can expo rt
jobs to Corwith," he sa id. "With
its small-town virtues and quality
o f life, Co1w ith i an ideal place
for entreprene ur to establish their
business."
I and a particular
He credits
professor with influencing his career.
"A lot can be tracked back to
Leonard Keefe and his marketing
clas e . He definitely had an impact
on me. The best four
years of my life were at

Bill Bonnstetter is helping
to point the way for new
business in Corwith and the

People line up to see the new Corwith Communit)1
Center during its September open house.
Conuilb pboto courtesy CWL Times

u I," he said. "I'm committed to do ing
something in Iowa and specifically
in Co1with . There are o many hightech opportunities in Iowa. That's my
thru t-to energize an entreprene urial
pirit in Iowa."
-Cf H ines
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D ebecca Burkhardt, professor of
l\. .music at the University o f o rthern
Iowa, received a pre tigious honor
by being named guest conductor at
All-State Music Festival in Ames, in
ovember.
"The All-State Committee
of the Iowa High School Music
Association (IHSMA) ust1ally invites
nationally and internationally
recognized conductors, and
seldom invites an Iowa conductor,"
said John Vallentine, director of
the U I School of Music. "This is a
huge honor for Dr. Burkhardt. "
Burkhardt, director of UNI's
orchestral activities since 1988,
said this year's All-State Orchestra
participated in "something
extraordinary" with the premier

of a new work, "Rhapsody o . 1:
Wildflowers," written by Joshua
Reznicow , a U I graduate who
is the high school orchestra
conductor at Cedar Rapids' LinnMar High School.
"Conducting the 2004 Iowa
All-State orchestra was a wonderful
expe rience. The students were
extremely prepared and I wa so
impressed at how well they took
instruction and respo nded to my
ideas. It was a pleasure being part
of more than 200 tud nts' musicmaking experience," Burkhardt
said.
Burkhardt also will direct the
Iowa All-State Orchestra this July
when it plays fo r the ational
Governors Associatio n meeting

24 scholarships awarded at Science, Math
and Technology Symposium

S

eventeen Iowa high-school seniors received full-tuition scholarships_ to .
U I during the 42nd annual Science, Math and Technology Symposium m
ovember.
Another seven scholarships of between $500 and $2,000 were awarded to
other symposium participants.
Keynote speaker was Randy Dumse, '75, who received the Science
Sympo ium Prize for Physics during the 1970 event. He is founder and owner
of ew Micros Inc., a high-tech company in Dalla that provide computer
sy tem to DEC, IBM, AT&T, major U.S. auto manufacturer and many other
companies. He spoke on how his education at U I o pened the doors for him
to become a successful entrepreneur.
The symposium is designed to foster interest in the areas of science, math
and technology, and serves as an introduction to fac ulty and p rograms in the
College of Natural ciences. Each year, hundred of Iowa high chool tudents,
their teachers, coun elors and parents attend the sympo ium.
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in Des Moines. The musician
will play on the teps of the tate
Capitol.
Burkhardt has appeared as
guest conductor of the Moscow
Chamber Orchestra, Waterloo/
Cedar Falls Symphony Orchestra
and Opera Illinois, and also as
music directo r of the orthern
Iowa Youth Orchestra and the
Dubuque Youth Symphony. A
native of Texas, she earned a
Bachelor of Music degree in horn
performance from Southwestern
University, a Master of Music
Education degree from the
University of orth Texas and a
Ph.D. from the niver ity of Texas,
Austin.

John Goossen to be interim
head of UNI Marketing
& Public
Relations
John Goossen,
former publisher of
the Waterloo-Cedar
Falls Courier, has
been a ppointed
interim assistant
vice president fo r Marketing & Public
Relations. He replace Gerald Anglum,
who d ied in ovember.
Goos en will lead the university's
integrated marketing efforts and
will oversee the Office of University
Marketing & Public Relations.
"John brings a wealth of
management, media and leadership
experience that will greatly benefit
this department and the university,"
said Bill Calhoun, vice president for
University Advancement.
Calhoun aid a earch for a
permanent replacement is expected to
begin this spring.
In additio n to his work with the
Courier, Goossen also published
newspapers in Topeka, Kan., Grand
I land, eb., and Hannibal, Mo. He has
a B.A. from the niversity of ebraskaLincoln.
University of Northern Iowa %~
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UNI dedicates new Follon Student Services Center

T

services in financial aid, billing,
he niversity of
student accounts, advising,
01thern Iowa recently
career services, registration and
dedicated its new Fallon
academic record . Jon Buse,
Student ervices Center,
assistant dean of students/
located on the upper level
director of new tudent
of Gilchrist Hall.
program , manages day-to-day
ue Fallon was the
operation of the center.
first woman to be named a
Follon received her B. .
I. She
vice president at
degree from Iowa Wesleyan
served as vice pre ident
College, her Master of Arts
for Educational & tudent
in college student per onnel
Services from 1985, until her
services from U I in 1970, and
death from lung cancer in
her Ed.D. degree in higher
1998. Renee Romano, who
Attendees at the dedication of the Fallon Student Services
education administration from
succeeded Fallon, aid a
Drake niver ity in 1983.
hallmark of Fallon' tenure Center included Dr. Fallon 's sister, Joan Elaine Fallon;
F.xecutive Director of the Iowa Commission on the Status
I, he
Before coming to
was working to enrich the
of Women Charlotte Nelson; and UNI Vice President for
was executive director of the
educational experience of
Educational & Student ervices Renee Romano.
Iowa Cammi ion on the tatus
students.
of Women, a sistant dean
Fallon maintained
of students and coordinator
policies, programs and decisions.
close connections to many
of student activities at Buena Vi ta
The Fallon Student ervices Center
tudents and was an untiring advocate
niversity, director of Campbell Hall
began operation Aug. 16, 2004, in
of a student-centered university.
I, and a teacher at Delmar High
at
the newly renovated upper level of
Students and their development were
chool.
Gilchrist Hall. It offers centralized
her central focus and came first in all

Haack named interim dean of
UNl's College of Natural Sciences
Joel Haack, professor, Department of
Mathematics, ha been named interim dean of the
College of atural cience (C ),
effective Jan. 1, 2005. Kichoon
Yang, who had served as dean of
the college since 2001 , recently
resigned to become provost
at orthwe t Mis ouri rate
niver ity.
Haack hold a B.A. in
mathematical sciences, an M. . in
mathematics, an M.. in statistics
and a doctorate in mathematic , all from the
University of Iowa. He came to NI in 1991 as a
professor of mathematics and head of the former
Department of Mathematics and Computer cience.
In 1992, when the departments split, he headed
the Department of Mathematics, and later served
as interim dean of the C for a year. Previous to
I, he wa at Oklahoma rate University.
coming to
Aaron Podolef ky, UNI provo t and vice
president for academic affairs, said the university
plans to hire a permanent dean before the fa ll 2005
semester begins.

Tbe exhibit, "A T rex
amed UE, " a lifesized replica of the
Tyrannosaurus rex
di covered in 1990,
opens March 5 at the
Cedar Falls Utilities, 1326 Waterloo Road, Cedar Falls. Created
by the Field Museum of Chicago, and hosted by the University
of orthern Iowa Museums, the exhibit includes interactive
exhibits and video footage.
Photo co1111esy of the Field M11se11 m of Chicago
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Rare international internship offers a host of
opportunities

I

n today's labor market, internship
Ag Division, the Gallagerexperiences help students
Bluedorn Performing Arts
gain an edge. For those whose
Center and Waterloo Black
dream include the global arena, an
Hawk Hockey. Two FAW
international internship can be the
tudent ar working with the
Timehne
trump card for landing a dream job.
Iowa Department of Economic
,., by Author
That's why three
I College of
Development to help Iowa
Bu ine Administration (CBA) students
bu ines e find opportunities in
jumped at the chance to live and work,
China.
.,.
John
O.umber 1. 1004
without pay, in China
angtong Shen, currently
November l l,
for a year. Amanda
Three UNI it.dents Joumey to Chin• for the Internship
.,
with the Black Hawk , said,
experience of • lifetime- These p11ge, ere updeted weekly
Jen en (Economics),
November 10,
from Changchun. Chin• et fAW--flrit Automobile Works.
"I
have
learned from my friends
2004
the GM of Clilnel Through theJe p•ge•. enjoy their edvenhre.
John Kellenberger
November 4, 1004
le•m from their experience•. end <Onlid..- thb end other
here about sports promotions,
(Finance '04) and Jesse
study ebroed opportunities offered by UNI.
""" 4, 1004
November
American culture, and how to
t ,, '-'
ever on (Management
V\ewall PoI11
communicate
'04) are n w in
Three UNI interns have greatly with
Changchun, China,
American . I
expanded their knowledge
The Diaries
erving in intern hip
01 , 2004
will go back
of Chinese culture, as seen
with Fir t Automobile
Posted by NMnda Jtn.Ntl
to
China in
in
The
China
Diaries,
the
UICh IMftl II• group Of peopae
go and pqy png pong lhe game room
Works (FAW) Importon
eighth floor One of tt*'1 II I
from
mpon c,epanm.nL It ts amazing
a couple of
weblog
developed
hOW gooCI some of them 1ret I 1\1~ ltways held lhe
to
capture
rt lhe "hand·IMMI.
potltlon.
they haw •
that II dlfferem and seems to '#Ont t>enar
Export Group.
I get
my bun
al
tw'ne') I ne'l'lf realZed
game COUid rlQUlre so muct,
10
the students' thoughts on their months and
pqy There are people 1h11 can put• crazy
on lhe
knOW ••acttv '#here
Known a the
lhey are aifNng
bd 11 II realty
NI we riave some " " line alter lunch
I hope I can
Some people Sleep 11 metr desk m1eae1 Of
experiences.
games or go IOr •
( ee http://www.
(not as
mudl llnCe l II
or even get some
II my tavonle
"General Motor of
pns-M'le dUmg
frN
Jene and got
new tal&' we are heip.,g
improve
cba.uni.edulchinadiaries.)
edil
Engbh ver.lon ol lhefr wet, page that wll r,op.tuty
pu1 up before we
Ch ina," FAW produced a
leave I am exctled IO
ootng someUUng
wll
my own wrlUng skas as wel
my job
as be out thef1 IOr everyone 10 ' " "
million autos and trucks
performance
last year.
I' intern
many girlfriends we have, among other through thi experience."
are placed with FAW' import-export
In ix months the
I tudent
things. It's a time for them to relax and
department, which offers a chance to
will return to Iowa. They hope to
have some fun after a long day, and
learn international busine s from the
work with employers looking for
we get to know them a little better."
Chine e per pective.
international business experience
Jen en ha found her teaching
he learning opportunities have
not usually found among entry-level
experience at Bai Da Wei rewarding.
been truly exceptional. ever on
applicants. Meanwhile, the CBA is
"They (Chine e students) are so
and Jen en have been a signed
seeking aditional placements for FAW
interested in learning about America
to a Web development project for
employees. To explore opportunities,
and showing me Chine e culture," she
FAW to ensure that its writing meets
contact Leslie Wil on, a ociate dean of
aid. "On Teacher' Day, one of my
bu ine s-Engli h tandard . everson
the College of Bu ine Admini tration.
8-year-old students came to me and
has worked to help FAW regi ter
Farzad Mou savi, dean o f the
said he wa orry he couldn't bring me
with the .N. Procurement Divi ion.
College of Busines Admini Cration,
a gift. He didn't have enough mo ney,
Kellenberger spent time at FAW and
said, "Thi i a program where every
but he thought I was a great teacher!
al o the Construction Bank of China.
participant win . The CBA advances
It really made my day, and was better
FAW provides the students with
its commitment to internationalize
than any gift he could have bought."
housing and meals during the work
tudent ' experience, and studentWhile
I students are immersed
week. To meet expen es, the tudents
intern
e nhance their employment
in Chine e culture, employee from
teach English clas e and have found
potential
with firsthand knowledge
FAW are doing the same at
I. A
the Chinese to be very intere ted
of bu ine in China. Local firm
part of the exchange, FAW employee
in learning ab ut .. culture.
travel to Iowa for six months to engage benefit from FAW manager-intern '
The "English Corner," provided by
international expertise, and Chinese
in U.S.-style internships, attend UNI
Kellenberger and Severson, provides a
manager-interns learn how business
cla e and improve their busine
setting for FAW worker to hear about
is
do ne in the .. , China's mo t
English.
thing not typi ally learned in chool.
important
trading partn r. "
Internship placements for FAW
Kellenberger said, "They've asked
employee have included the
I
us what weddings are like, and how
Metal Ca ting Center, the John Deere
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Foundation,
designating
the gift for
"America's

D

aryl Smith, professor of
bio logy and director of UNI's
ative Roadside Vegetation Center,
co-produced a feature-length
documentary, "American's Lost
Land cape: The Tallgrass Prairie,"
tracing the prairie's transformation
from natural landscape to farmland .
The documentary premiered
at
I's Lang Hall last April. It wa
written, directed and co-produced by
David O 'Shields of New Light Media
and narrated by Cedar Falls native and
critically acclaimed actress Annabeth
Gish . Breathtaking cinematography,
original music and moving narrative
are used to tell the story of Iowa's
prairies, which began in the early
1800s when Iowa wa blanketed by 28
millio n acres of tallgrass. "At the time
of settlement in the 1820s, about 240
million acres of tallgrass prairie was a

America," Smith said. "But in one
of the most astonishing alterations
of nature in human history, most of
the tallgrass prairie was converted
to cropland in less than 80 years."
More than 400 people viewed
the film, in December at the Iowa
Public Television studio in Des Moines.
early 150 guests jo ined President
Robert Koob at a receptio n hosted by
U I alumnus David Oman , director of
The Environmental Project, and David
Hurd, retired chairman and CEO of
Principal Financial Group.
Additionally, The Iowa Natural
Heritage Foundation has offered a
$5,000 challenge grant to raise the
remaining $40,000 for productio n
expenses and educatio nal materials.
Contributions may be made to
the niversity of o rthern Iowa

W

ith a renewed university-wide
focus on increasing admissions,
U I has created a personalized Web
site to help prospective students
learn more about UNI and assist in
the college decision-making process.
Personalized Admissions Web
Site or PAWS provides interactive
communication between the student's
personal interests and what U I has
to offer.
Located at www.uni.edu/
paws, it features four main areas of
information-academics, student
organizations, financial aid and
residence life. It also offers student,
faculty and alumni profiles, as well
as the ability to save the personalized
ite.
"PAW can assist future college
students in exploring majors and

activities outside the classroom,
finding a campus job and imagining
what life on a college campus will
be like," says Renee Romano , vice
president for educational & student
services.
For more information, contact
UNI's Admissions Office at 800-7722037.

Landscape ."
To make a
gift through a
secure online
pledge form,
vi it the
I

www. unifoundation.org or the project's We b site
at www.uni.edu/ - lostland.
DVD or VHS copies of the film
may be purchased online at the
p roject's Web site.

Koppensteiner recognized
as Outstanding German
Educator

T

he American
Association
of Teachers of
German (AATG)
has awarded Jurgen
Koppensteiner,
professor of
German at U I,
its "Outstanding German Educator
and Checkpoint Charlie Foundatio n
Scho larship Award" for 2004.
The award is given annually by the
AATG to three instructors, one at either
the elementa,y , middle school or junior
high level; o ne at the high school level
and the third to a college/ university
instructor.
Koppensteiner was recognized
fo r his participation in professional
o rganizations, contribution to German
language education and continued
growth as a German educator.
In conjunction with the award ,
Koppensteiner will attend a one-week
seminar in Berlin, courtesy of the
Checkpoint Charlie Foundation. The
fou ndation was started by The Berlin
State House of Representatives to
support frie ndly German-An1erican ties.
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Panther Athletics

PROGRESS MAKES PERFECT

T

he fall 2004 athletic season
confirmed that the future of
Panther athletics is in good hands,
After last year, when U I claimed
three confere nce championship in
the fall , expectations for thi year
were high, Football returned 43
lette rmen, including senior quarte rback
Tom Petrie and the 2003 Gateway
Conference ewcome r of the Year,
running back Terrance Freeney, The
offense returned nine starte r , while
the defense was depending on six,
including line backer Danny Triplett,
tight end Ryan Arnold, strong safety
Tyler Johnson and corne rback Dre
Dokes.
With a tough first-half schedule,
UNI needed to play its best ball right
o ut of the gates, Unfortunately, the
Panthers went 1-4, losi~g three games
by an average of fo ur points, They
also lost their starting quarterback
in a 40-36 loss at Southern Illinois.
With a Gateway championship gone
and a playoff run questionable, UNI's
younger athletes stepped up ,
Eric Sande rs, the redshirt freshman
quarte rback, led the Panthe rs to six
straight win and was named 2004
Gateway Confere nce Freshman of the
Year. He threw for 1,307 yards and
15 touchdowns, while junior Justin
Surrency nabbed 46 receptions and
seven TD , Junior Terrance Freeney
rushed for 1,100 yards, his second
1,000-plu season, Sophomore Dre
Dokes tallied four interceptions,
including one for a 95-yard score at
Southern Illinois, and ophomore
Patrick Hunter tallied 171 reception
yards and three to uchdowns, The
Panthers won their final six game by
an average of 25 points, o utscoring
opponents 244-94,
After losing eight starters to injury,
UNI finished right behind Southe rn
Illinois and Western Kentucky in the
Gateway.

THE INI VlllEYIAll TEAM had a similar
fate in 2004, Head coach Bobbi
Petersen faced a tough situation as
injuries took their tolL U I lost early
season matches to national powers
Florida , Kansas State and Minnesota,
20

and dropped an early conference
match in the West Gym to Missouri
Valley Confere nce regular season and
to urname nt champion Wichita State.
I went on to win 15 of its next
17 game , including a five-game road
victory over otre Dame, Fo ur players
reached double figures in kills that
evening - freshman outside hitter
Laura Rowe n (21), junior Rachael
Tink (20), hari Vermeer (1 7) and
sopho more Tri ta Humpal (1 5), Senior
setter Erin Hirsch posted career-high
74 assists, most eve r for a U I player
in a five-game match,
Redshirt freshman Danielle Brazda
picked up MVC Freshman of the Year
honors. Brazda tallied 179 total blocks,
second in the Valley. Tink returns as
a senior next fa ll after leading the
Panthers in kills per game and total
points, Vermeer and Tink were first
team all-MVC, as U I finished tied for
second in the Valley,

a

INI MEN'S ANI WIMEN'S CHSS-CIINTIY
TEAMS are full of fresh faces, and neither
team loses anyone to graduation,
Tho ugh 2004 had it ups and downs,
head coach Kyle Kepler was proud of
his athletes,
"In an MVC championship meet
that was full of unexpected hardships,
both teams per evered with several
outstanding individual performances, "
he said,
During the Valley meet,
sophomo re Quinn Vermie was
ove rcome with heat w ith only 500
meters remaining, and junior Randi
Burns tripped w hile running in a
pack. This cost U I everal position
in the team tandings, Freshman Traci
Hawley was U I's top finisher in 17th
place,
Dylan Davi didn't stop for
anything in the men's race, not even
his shoe, Just over 800 meters into
his 8,000-meter tre k, Davi ' shoe was
tepped on and lost, b ut he kept
running and finished 22nd overall,
second for the Panthers. Teammate
Nathan White wasn 't so lucky,
breaking a toe as he ran over some
tree roots, The cross-country teams
learned about perseverance the hard

Junior f orward Shannon Dechant (9),
f rom Marion, Iowa, was first team allMVC for Panther soccer in 2004.
way and may someday be grateful fo r
that ill-fated race in Carbondale, UL

TIE WIMEN'S SICCER TEAM return
every starter next season, Four
Panthers earned all-conference ho no r
this year - junior Shanon Dechant
(first team), junior Brooke Orcutt
(second team), Candice Divoky
(honorable mention) and Amy e ubert
I set a new
(all-freshman team),
attendance record in its home finale
against Iowa at its new facility, the
Cedar Valley Soccer Comp lex, A
partner hip with the Cedar Valley
Youth Soccer Association gave many
fa milies an oppo rtunity to watch the
Panthers in a great atmosphere,
Head coach Linda Whitehead was
pleased with the new fi eld and the
Panthers' response to the large crowd,
"Our p layer played w ith great heart
and battled the e ntire 90 minute , It's
a game we lost but p layed ve1y evenly
w ith Iowa, "
ON ICT. 9, HIINI WAS IROKEN for the
McLeod Center, which will host men'
and women's basketball, wrestling and
volleyball beginning in 2006,
"It'll be a great home for many
port and it ill fr e up th UNIDome to do some extra things," said
Rick Hartzell, U I Athletics Director.
"The money for the McLeod Center
was raised in the Cedar Valley and
across the countty by alumni and
frie nds, We're indebted to the people
who helped us do this, and there are a
lot of people to thank. "
Determined young athletes, great
coaches, solid support and everimproved facilitie make UNI look very
stro ng in 2005 and beyond,
University of Northern Iowa Todaf;,
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campaign update
The campaipn for the

University of
Northernlowa

$100 million goal reached

UNI Foundation achieves record amount a year ahead of schedule

T

he tude nts First campaign bega n
in April of 2000 w ith an initial
goa l of 75 millio n. By Octobe r
of 2002, upport was o strong the
goa l was raised to 100 million for
the national phase of the ca mpaign.
Thanks to the ove1w helming
gene rosity o f U I alumni a nd fri end ,
the 100 millio n goa l ha been reach d
well ahead of the July 2005 ca mpaign
fin ale .
"We 're very pleased to have
achieved this level of success before
the ca mpaign's e nd , a nd would like to
thank all tho e who h lped u reach
this goa l," sa id Bill Ca lhoun , preside nt
of th
I Foundation. "W, lo k
fo rward to continuing our fundraising
effo rts to provide the unive r ity with
the re ource need d to give tude nt
o ut tanding educational opportunitie ."
The campaign includes more
tha n 70 millio n for scholarships
and acade mic programs, with the
additional fund s going towa rd fac ility
constructio n and e nhanceme nt.
Facilitie include the McLeod Cente r,
the Freeburg Early Childhoo I Cente r,
the Ru sell Hall renovation, the Human
Pe rf rmance Complex and equipme nt
fo r Lang Hall and Mccollum Scie nce
hall.
The McLeod Cente r has been the
corne rstone of the fac ilitie ca mpaign
with more than 18 millio n rai ed for
the ports and e nte rtainme nt fac ility. A
groundbrea king ceremony took place
during Ho mecoming 2004 on what
Clark McLeod aptly de cribecl as "an
incredible clay ."
"With ut you and many of our
key Fo undatio n membe rs, this fac ility
would not become a rea lity," Preside nt
Robe rt Koob sa id w hile acknowledging
the alumni, businesses and

Construction has begun on the lvlcl eod
Cente1~ scheduled to be completed in
2006.
o rga nizatio n that have contributed to
the project. Clark and Mary M Le d
we re thanked for their gene rou
naming gift, while Betty McCoy was
acknow ledged for he r significa nt
gift in me mo1y of he r husband ,
Robert McCoy, long-time edito r o f
the Waterloo/ Cedar Falls Courier,
for who m the court will be na med .
Koob also recognized LeRoy and
a ncy Redfe rn fo r their many yea rs of
ervice, a nd a nnounced that the north
concourse area will be named Redfe rn
Te rrace in their ho nor.
The McLeod Center is unde r
construction a nd ca n be viewed
through a live We b ca m on the
Foundation's We b site at www. uni-

found atio n.org. While construction
bids ca me in highe r tha n anticipated ,
the Foundatio n ha voted to gua rantee
securing th remaining 1.5 million
needed . "The price of steel a nd
mate rials has risen d ra matica lly over
the pa t yea r, and we w ill need to
continue our fundrai ing effo rt to
accommodate that fa t," aid Ca lhoun .
In addition to the increased
construction costs,· fundraising
continue fo r pre mie re features fo r the
cente r. A kitchen/cate ring a rea, light/
ound grid , Panther ho pitality suite
and Hall of Fame connector to the
I-Do me are extra compone nts that
will make the ce nte r a mo re ver atile
fa cility.
The Wall of Champions
campaign is now unde rway to assi t
in funclraising effo rts. "The Wall of
Champio n give us an o ppo rtunity
to recognize dono r and provide
additi nal m nie t ensur that th
are na i a premie r facility for the
university," sa id Calhoun . Donors of
1,000- 4,999 w ill be recognized on
the wa ll , w hile anothe r area in the
cente r w ill acknowledge do nors o f
5,000 a nd above.
The 100,000 qu are-foot a rena'
projected completio n elate i 2006.
T ether w ith the
1-D me , the
arena is expected to attract an
additional 225,500 new visitors pe r
yea r, w ith an annual economic impact
o f 15- 20 millio n.
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or many years, there has been a man
behind the scenes of the orthern
Iowa Today magazine who was seldom
acknowledged and rarely seen. In recent
issues, he wrote the inside front cover editorial,
sometimes signed simply GA. Once in a while
you have seen a photo credited to him. His
name was Gerald Anglum, and he was a very
important person to the Alumni Association
and the entire University of Northern Iowa
community.
In April of 2002, Gerald was diagnosed
with lung cancer. Despite the side effects of the
aggressive treatments he was undergoing, Gerald
remained dedicated to advancing the university's
mission. Day after day, he came to work.
After a valiant two-and-a-half-year battle
with lung cancer, Gerald passed away on
ovember 26, 2004.
Gerald was one of those guys of whom staff
often said, "Gerald gets it. He understands what

0

n behalf of the University of Northern
Iowa Alumni Association Board of
Directors, I bring you greetings. It has
been such a fun and eventful year being chair
of this organization! The board is made up of
a diverse group of dynamic people. They bring
progressive ideas to the meetings and are always
eager to work on a committee or help out in any
way that is needed. The energy in the room is
catching when we get together!
That energy became part of each one of us
while attending the niversity of orthern Iowa
years ago. And, students at I today continue
to be filled with that passion. Living in Cedar
Falls, I have the privilege of seeing our university
at work. Working hard in our own children's
classroom is a variety of university students,
each completing a practicum for course work.
Along side of them are the classroom teachers,
many U I alumni themselves, leading with
the example of excellence that they too began
at I. Professors from U I are also present
observing, teaching and encouraging these
future teachers, who demonstrate energy and
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we are trying to accomplish." It didn't matter
if it was something as simple as designing the
banners for the Panther Bash or as complex as
creating the PAWS Web site for the university's
new student recruitment efforts, Gerald was
dedicated to pre erving the integrity of the
university.
Gerald was a niversity of Northern
Iowa kind of guy. He was understated, bright,
witty, clever, happy and oh-so-purple. He was
a creative person and a critical thinker. He
thought in terms of solutions rather than
problems.
He loved strategizing about the next
Northern Iowa Today magazine and utilizing
it as a tool to promote everything that makes the
university great. His goal was to make the next
magazine better than the one before it, knowing
that how the visual and written are put together
determines how the reader connects with the
university.

Gerald left a
legacy of service and
commitment to both the
1,miversity and the Cedar
Falls community. He
taught us about quality
marketing; he taught us how to collaborate for
the greater good; he reminded us to get the job
done well, but have some fun along the way.
Most of all, he showed us that when you have a
career you really love, it becomes more than just
a job; it becomes a passion. When your 8-to-5
routine means that much, you do it up until the
day you no longer can. That's who Gerald was,
and we will miss him.

passion for their work.
The Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts
Center continues to be an awesome venue for
attracting students, alumni and community
to the U I campus. Recently attending a
performance there, I was once again reminded
of the energy U I students share.
The groundbreaking for the McLeod Center
took place during Homecoming. It is exciting to
watch the dirt move and anticipate its opening.
This facility will open more doors to not only
the university and Cedar Valley community,
but to opportunities to showcase the university
and its campus. The McLeod Center will free
up the U I-Dome for many events that were
not possible before, as well as be a stage for
men's and women's basketball, volleyball and
wrestling.
It is apparent that UNI continues to offer
an outstanding educational experience for
its students, full of numerous opportunities.
Regardless of where you visit on campus or in
the university community, a sense of energy,
passion and pride fill you as you talk with

students and observe all
of the happenings at I.
To all current
members of the Alumni
Association, I extend
thanks for all you do
for our university through your generous
contributions of time, talent and support. And
to all non-members, I offer a warm invitation.
Through membership you will open the door to
many fun and fulfilling, as well as rewarding,
opportunities to celebrate and socialize with
fellow Panthers and friends. Our alumni are
more than 100,000 strong. Let your passion for
U I be known. If you have any ideas of how the
Association can better meet your needs, please
contact the U I Office of Alumni Relations. We
welcome hearing from you!

oreen Hermansen '71
President

i3) div 7c/;OA.}t.W
Beth Jorgensen Harri '89
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Visit the online photo gallery at
www.unialum.org for pictures of
recent even ts.

Celebrate the Purple
in Your Life
Alumni, parents and prospective students in
Dubuque and Cedar Rapids enjoyed a special
event, "Celebrate the Purple in Your Life,"
held in their area to celebrate I. The goal
of the event is to connect alumni, parents and
prospective students with the university and
promote all the great programs and services U
has to offer. niversity guests included President
Robert Koob '62, representatives from Athletics
and Admissions and student musicians.
Chicago
More than 100 alumni and friends attended the
annual summer luncheon and Cubs baseball
game event. Head men's basketball coach, Greg
McDermott '88, spoke about last season's trip
to the CAA Tournament. He also invited them
to cheer on the Panthers when they returned to
the Chicago area to take on Loyola University
in December. On December 4, alumni gathered
before the game and cheered the Panthers onto
victory against the Ramblers.
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hu band celebrated their 70th wedding
anniversary. Both are active volunteers in the Tama
area. They have two children, seven grandsons, 15 greatgrandchildren and four great-great-grandchildren.

,3

4 Ralph Novak, BS, was honored by the VFW Post

10695 in Sun City West, AZ, on his 95th birthday.
The Post also named him honorary Commander in Chief
for hi dedication to VFW causes and charities.

,3

6 Milton Meuler, BS, was honored with

Southeastern Community College's 2004
Distingui hed Alum Award in Burlington, and gave the
commencement address. He had been a tudent and on the
faculty at SCC. Since retiring, he actively volunteers and was
honored with the Iowa Department of Education's volunteer
award and the Paul Harris Fellowship from the Burlington
Rotary.

,3

71.aura (Rector) Voelschow, 2-yr., retired

in 1982 after 36 years of teaching. She lives in
Manchester.
, 3 8 Margaret (Kerr) Roderick, 2-yr., is a retired

teacher who volunteers for Crossroads Hospital,
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basketball game again t UMKC brought much
more favorable weather and many alumni were
able to cheer the Panthers onto victory.

Dallas/Fort Worth
Alumni in the Dallas/Fort Worth area gathered
for two happy-hour events in August. It was
the first event held for the area in several years.
Alumni were able to reconnect, socialize and
brainstorm ideas for future events.

Phoenix
Alumni and friends gathered for the Annual
Alumni Social and Diamondbacks Game in
August. An alumni reception is planned for
February- watch your mail for invitations.

Denver
More than 90 alumni and friends gathered at
the Mountain Ranch Club at Coors Field for an
alumni social and Colorado Rockies baseball
game.

UNI vs. lSU
The Alumni Association hosted a tailgate before
the U I - IS football game in August. More
than 300 alumni came out to cheer on the team
and share their Panther spirit.

Des Moines
Alumni in the Des Moines area gathered on
October 7 for their annual Homecoming Happy
Hour. Look for information on the January 29
pre-game gathering for the U I vs. Drake men's
basketball game. Mark your calendars for April
20 when U I's baseball team takes on ebraska
at Principal Field.
Kansas City
Alumni in the Kansas City area were almost
washed away in August when their planned
picnic took place on the same day as a record
thunderstonn. Although the baseball game was
canceled, a few hearty alumni made it to the
park to visit with otl1er graduates. The pre-game
gathering held in December before the men's
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Don't Miss Out
You'll soon receive notification, by e-mail or
mail, of an opportunity to update your personal
information and purchase your copy of the 2006
I Alumni Directory. Listings will include home
and bu iness contact information for alumni
worldwide, including addresses, phone numbers,
and e-mail addresses. The directory will be
available in both traditional printed format and
as a CD ROM. The directory is only available to
U I alumni.

Watch for your notification,
and don't delay!

Class

Jefferson County Hi torical Village, blood drives and the
United Metl1odi t Church's Angels program in Mt. Vernon,
IL.

,3
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9 Luke Boone, BA, was inducted into the

Maryville, MO, Bowling Association's Hall of

Fame.
' 4 6CleoBell (Mimbach) Heiple-nee, BA, 2-yr.

'43, volunteers at the Rancho Santa Ana Botanic
Garden and the historic home of Sam Maloof.
Myrtle A. Merritt, BA, was recently honored by the State
University of New York at Geneseo. The university's multi use
sports facility was named the Dr. Myrtle A. Merritt Athletic
Center. She had served the university for 30 years as a
di tingui hed faculty member and administrator. She retired
in 1982 but is one of Geneseo's most active volunteer leaders
and generous benefactor.
, 4 9cathmar (Shaw) Prange, BA, is painting and

exhibiting. She also visited her Scotti h cousin
and has a new grandson. She \vinters in Florida.
, 51\John Zedrow, BA, retired from teaching after

U 35 years. He is tl1e grounds manager for the
DuPage County Fair Association and lives in aperville, IL.

Notes

, 5 1 Bernard Brommel, BA, i serving on the

Board of Directors of the Society of Midland
Authors, Eugene V. Debs Foundation and the U l Alumni
Board. He has published witl1 co-authors Kathleen Galvin
and Carma Bylund, Fami01Communication - Cohesion
and Change. This is the sixth in the series.
, 5

2volunteer 1vith the BA,Sanretired
as a 10-year
Diego Police Department
Don R. Peters,

in Rancho Bernardo and Montgomery Field with the S.D.
P.O. Air Wing. He is enjoying his 20th year of retirement in
southern California.
, 5 3 Marilyn (Holmes) John, 2-yr., celebrated

her 50th anniversary this summer. She and her
husband John live in Ankeny.
James Livingston, BA, was honored as Educator of the
Year by California State University, Sacramento. He had
been a professor in educational administration at CS and
he continues to be involved in community and educational
issues. He currently is president of the San Juan Unified
School District School Board.
Gladys (Sawtell) Schmidt, BA, is still active teaching
tax preparation classes, preparing taxes and volunteering.
She lives in 1anning.
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ancy (Burham) Henry, 2-yr.; has been
retired for three years and living in Oakridge, OR,
a tiny town in the mountains, where she's been since 196 l.
, 5 4

, 5 5 George Nicodemus, BA, i retired and is
playing softball, basketball and the senior
Olympics in Hereford, t<l. His specialties are the l00-yard
dash and high jump.
, 5 6Phyllis (Chantland) Skinner, BA, had a
poem "My Prayer" win 2nd place in tl1e Iowa
Federation of Women's Clubs Creative Writing Contest. She
lives in Goldfield.
' 5 7 Marvin Giebelstein, BA, spent 23 years in tl1e
USAE He flew almost 800 hours of combat time
in the F-105 in sea. He was a Realtor in the Victor Valley for
22 years and now is retired in Apple Valley, CA.
, 5 9 Marilyn Hala, BA, retired from the ational
Council of Teachers of Matl1ematics headquarters
staff tl1is summer. She lives in Reston, VA.
Ray Johnston, BA, MA '64, received tlie first honorary
doctor of humane letters degree from Shepherd University
and was its commencement speaker. He is the president of
Potomac Valley Properties.
Beverly {Rhines) Koos, BA, received her Master of
Theological Studies from Iliff School of Theology, Denver,
CO.
Keitli McClellan, BA, made a presentation to tl1e annual
meeting for tlie orth American Soclety for Sport History,
Monterey, CA. He lives in Oak Park, Ml.
Arland Waters, BA, retired from Jostens several years ago.
He and his wife Carol live in aples, FL.
' 6OCarole 0ohnston)Gardner, BA, retired
from Saddleback Valley Unified School District in
Mission Viejo, CA, after 15 years teaching in the elementary
school perfonning arts program. She will continue her
career in real estate sales.
Rudy Kubik, BA, received tl1e Lietuenant Governor's
Gold Dome Award for hi volunteer efforts promoting
education, dental health and fire safety. Kubik, a dentist
in Independence, is also volunteer fire chief for tlie Mental
Health In titute in Independence, and member of numerous
volunteer organizations, in which he actively participates.
Kay {Block) Sloan, BA, MA '66, retired from teaching at
tl1e Mason City Community Schools.
Carol {Rowedder) Waters, BA, 2-yr. '57, retired as
a preschool teacher. She and her husband, Arland, live in
Naples, FL.
' 6 1 Thomas E. Bruce, BA, MA '64, a professor at
Sacramento City College, presented "Conflicted
Images of War: a Study of Learned Incongruities" at the
International Conference on Conflict Resolution in St.
Petersburg, Russia. More than 6o countries participated tliis
spring.
S. Joanne Lane, BA, retired after 27 years as director of
family and children services for Exceptional Persons Inc.,
Waterloo.
Marlys (Mullins) Pals, BA, 2-yr. '51 , and her hu band,
David, are enjoying tl1eir I ltli year of retirement. She was
a teacher in the Cedar Falls Schools and he was at the John
Deere PEC.
'6

Bachman, BA, MA '68, was recently
2 Raymond
inducted into the Chapin Society of Beloit

College, in recognition of his contribution to tl1e college.
He lives in Beloit, WI, since retiring from Memorial High
School.
Juditli Bartachek, BA, is retired after 35 years teaching
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physical education. She is enjoying her second career as a
massage therapist.
Bonnie {DeBower) McKean, BA, and her husband,
Frank, have retired to Bonita Springs, FL.

, 6 3 Andria (Meeks )Erzberger, BA, retired
from Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, where she
was on staff witl1 Quar et, a SF-funded particle ph) ics
outreach project. She had been a physics teacher in Palo
Alto, CA, and received the Presidential Award for Excellence
in Math and Science for California. She continues to be
active in leading workshops for physics teachers.
' 6 4Houshang Bozorgzadeh, BA, had been
inducted into the USA Table Tennis Hall of Fame
and recognized as tlie national state games atlilete of tl1e
year, both in 2002. He has coached five Iowans to the junior
national champion hips and one became an Olympian.
He has been coach of tlie U.S. international team and was
the U.S. table tennis coach for the '88 Olympics, Seoul. He
has been a recreational therapist at tl1e Independence State
Hospital.
Bonita Dostal- eff, BA, MA '66, is a voting representative
on tl1e ational Public Broadcasting Board. She has been
teaching in Croatia and South Korea and is in Who's Who
in America. She lives in Munster, I .
Sharon Eddy, BA, retired after 39 years of teaching, tl1e
majority of them in the Mason City schools. Her latest
assignment was a Title I teacher at Madison Elementary.
Dale Rowedder, BA, retired from Ar-We-Va School after
38 years of teaching art.
Gene Schaul, BA, MA '66, teaches high school
mathematics and computer programming at 1aquoketa.
This is his 38th year teaching.
, 6 5 Dianne (Bock) Christopher, BA, is a
minister with tlie United Methodist Church,
Centerville.
Linnea {Low) Graen, BA, 2-yr. '55, and her husband,
Dick, visited friends in Australia. She had taught tl1ere in
1983 on the International Teacher Fellowship. She lives in
Cedar Falls.
Karen {Kelley) Hoffmeier, BA, retired in 2002 after 30
years as a kindergarten teacher in the ewton Community
Schools. She is enjoying her grandchildren, volunteering
and traveling.
Linda {Baker) Morton, BA, retired from tlie University
of Arizona Controller's Office. She and her husband, Frank,
enjoy their lO grandchildren, going on cruises and walking.
She volunteers as a reading tutor at an elementary school
in Tucson, t<l.
Ken Teisinger, BA, retired after 31 years as tlie Black
Hawk County deputy treasurer and auditor. He plans to vi it
France where his brother is buried.
Juditli Walton, BA, retired after 31 years of teaching
kinesiology at the University of Texas, Brownsville. She was
honored this year by being named Professor Emeritus at
UTB.

Janice Marske Witt, BA, retired after 26 years as a
financial manager for Printing Industry of Minnesota. She
had been recognized as Outstanding Graphic Arts Leader in
Minnesota. She and her husband, Bill, live in Ennis, MT.
' 6 6Steven Eggland, BA, MA '67, is executive
director of the Accrediting Council for
Independent Colleges and Schools, Washington, DC. He
has more than 30 years educational and administrative
experience, some of it witl1 ACICS and some with the
University of ebraska. Dr. Eggland is the author or
co-autl1or of 15 books, the most recent Introduction lo

Notes

UNI Alumna named
Director of Iowa
Department of Education
Judy SchradJeffrey, '63, was appointed
director of the Iowa Department of Education
by Gov. Tom Vilsack, during the Iowa State
Association of School Boards annual convention.
Jeffrey had been interim director since
August when Ted Stilwill left the post. Prior to that,
Jeffrey had led the department's early childhood,
elementary and secondary education division
for eight years. She worked for 24 years in the
Council Bluffs Community School District, taught
at Creighton University and at public schools in
Goldfield and Cedar Falls.
She graduated from the University of
orthern Iowa in 1963with a degree in early
childhood education and received her master's
degree from Creighton University in Omaha.
Jeffrey's appointment is pending
confirn1ation from the Iowa Senate.
Business.
Bruce Hoffineier, BA, retired in 2002 after 24 years as a
high school administrator in 1ewton, and is now serving as
1iart-time director of the Skiff Medical Center Foundation,
ewton.
Carol {Kirk) Houk, BA, "is graduating from the third
grade after 37 years", according to her fan1ily. She retired
from Edison Elementary in Waterloo.
Mary Ann {Connolly) Quint, BA, I-yr. '44, 2-yr. '46,
celebrated her 60th class reunion tl1is year. She has taught
for 48 years and is currently a part-time teacher at East
Buchanan Middle School, Wintlirop.
Robert Topliff, BA, MA '81 , retired from teaching social
studies at West High School, Waterloo, after teaching 38
years in tl1e district.
Carol (Brubaker) Walton, BA, was ordained into
tlie ministry this spring at Community Church, UCC,
Richmond, IL.
Dave Wieckhorst, BA, 1A '73, retired after teaching for
36 years in tlie Waterloo School System, most recentlyat
West High School.
' 6 7 steve Fey, BA, was nan1ed supervisor of
school improvement for the Heartland Area
Education Agency. He had been witl1 the Iowa Department
of Education.
Roger Hassel brink, BA, is an adjunct professor of
hi tory at Kirkwood Community College after retiring from
teaching in the Cedar Rapids Schools.
Bonnie (Riesgaard) Lynam, BA, MA' 89, is a high
school principal at Audubon Community Schools. She had
been a resource teacher 1vith tl1e district.
Donna (Wood) Mallin, BA, ~1A '91, an English teacher
at Peet Junior High School, Cedar Fall , was named a Gold
Star Teacher.
Bernie Moine, BA, is a broker/owner of RFJMAX Home
Group, Waterloo.
Jerry Smalley, BA, will continue to coach tennis and
do freelance outdoor writing. He retired after teaching
high school science for 36 years in Iowa, Washington and
Montana.
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Joe Utter, BA, resigned after a 37-year career at Central
Community Schools. Most recently he was principal of
the high school, but had been a math teacher, assistant
principal and a coach.
' 6 8Sandra (Duneman) Busta, BA, has retired
after 34 years as an elementary teacher at Turkey
Valley Community Schools in Jackson Junction.
Gary Kelley, BA, created Legacy, a painting
commissioned by Major League Soccer, which will adorn all
its advertising, tickets, jerseys and other collateral materials.
Sue (Boileau) Kramer, BA, lives in Albuquerque, M.
Chet Mc elly, BA, is retired and lives in Webster City
where he owns Crazy Cat Pottery.
Curt Thomas, BA, retired after teaching high school
math for 36 years at Dunkerton Community Schools. He
also taught driver's education, coached junior football and
golf, was the junior high athletic director and has officiated
football and basketball games.
Richard Wind, BA, teaches band and orchestra for tl1e
Faribault Public Schools, Faribault, MN. His forn1er band,
The Fabulous Uniques, were inducted into the Iowa Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame.
' 6 9 Dave Nichols, BA, MA '75, retired from West
High School, Waterloo, after 35 years in the
district. He taught social studies.
Donn Schafer, BA, MA '90, retired after 35 years teaching
matl1ematics at tl1e secondary level. He also coached
girls' basketball, softball and track, as well as boys' cross
country, football, swimming and track. He served as
regional representative to the Iowa Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and was president and chief negotiator of his
local teacher's association. Donn, his wife and two sons are
all U I alums.
Nancy L. Smith, BA, is a paralegal with the Oregon
Tax Court after 14 years as a litigation paralegal with the
Oregon Department of Justice.
Jerry Stephens, BA, retired after 20 years as an
administrator for Marshalltown Community School District.
Dave Will, BA, MA '73, was selected national Coach of the
Year for girls' tennis by the ational High School Atl1letic
Coaches Association. He has compiled a 407-41 dual record
with 10 state team titles for the Columbus High School
Sailors, Waterloo.
' 7ORobert Allbaugh, BA, MA '80, retired at tl1e
end of this past school year. He and his wife,
Carol, live in Moreno Valley, CA.
Dee ( aven)Batchelder, BA, MA '77, retired after
teaching 2nd grade for the last 18 years in Johnston, but has
taught for 34 years.
Wayne Bohlken, BA, returned to teaching after 28 years.
He is the industrial technology teacher at Anamosa Schools.
Ken Budke, BA, founded Vibroacoustics Solutions witl1
an !SU mechanical engineer. The company uses materials
to control noise in machinery. Budke is a Cedar Falls dentist.
Sharon Bums-Knutson, BA, teaches part-time at
an Iowa City grade school and at Coe College. She has
exhibited her works at the College Hill Art Festival and her
work can be found in many galleries and museums across
the country.
Kris {Wiegel) Chipps, BA, is an associate librarian in
teen services in Centennial, CO. She's been there for the last
10 years.
Patricia Geadelmann, BA, received her master of
divinity degree from United Theological Seminary. She
was awarded the Lydia Myrl Kapp Memorial Award for
Outstanding Work in Preaching and the Charlotte L.
Mattl1ews Community Leadership Award to the graduate
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UNI alum and donor receives Horatio Alger Award
David W. Wilson, BA, '70, has received the Horatio Alger Award from the
Horatio Alger Association of Distinguished Americans and will be inducted as a
lifetime member of the organization.
Wilson, a native of Traer, is chairman and CEO of Wilson Automotive Group
in California. In 2000, he gave funds to the university, which funded U l's firstever joint endowed chair in business ethics housed in the colleges of Business
Administration and Humanities and Fine Arts.
Over the years, he has received several awards and honors, including tl1e
Sports Illustrated Dealer of the Year Award, Time magazine Quality Dealer Award
and was appointed to the California ew Motor Vehicle Board by the governor of California.
He is also active in his community, sponsoring a 1OK/SK run that has raised more than $250,000 over
the past decade. His employees also established an endowment fund, which now has more than $300,000
and enables former residents of tl1e Orangewood Children's Home to obtain a post-secondary education.
student who demonstrated outstanding service within the
UTS community. She i the special assistant to UNI president
Robert Koob for Board and Governmental Relations.
Steven Gilliam, BA, is a resident scenic designer for tl1e
St. Louis MU , the largest outdoor summer theatre in the
country. He presented a lecture at UNI as part of tl1e Hearst
Lecture Series.
Marilyn {Miles) Leeman, BA, retired after 34 years
in the elementary classrooms at West Union. She lives in
Postville.
Harlan Schuck, BA, is back teaching civil and
construction engineering technology at Hawkeye
Community College.
Stan Slessor, BA, MA '76, is the superintendent of schools
at Red Wing, MN, public schools.
Barb Taylor, BA, MA '72, retired from teaching after 34
years in the Vinton-Shellsburg Schools.
, 7 1 Carol (Blaisdell) Allbaugh, BA, MA '82, was
selected as Administrator of the Year for Moreno
Valley Unified School District as well as Citizen of the Year
for tl1e city of Moreno Valley. She and her husband, Robert,
live in Moreno Valley, CA.
Margaret {Prince) Brinton, BA has three teacher
resource books available nation-wide: Vocabulary in
Context, I 00 little language lessons and 100 Little
Reading Comprehension lessons.
Lorraine {Renk) Good, BA, retired after 34 years of
teaching kindergarten. She lives in Phoenix, AZ..
Morey, BA, and Clarice {Horstman) Green, BA,
botl1 retired from the Emmetsburg Community Schools.
Clarice taught for 30 years and was a kindergarten teacher
at Emmetsburg West Elementary. Morey taught for 32 years
and was a chemistry teacher at the high school.
Karen Lippe, BA, retired after teaching art at King.sley
Elementary, Waterloo, for 17 years. She also works with the
Waterloo Center for the Arts to showcase student art work.
Susan {Wulf) 0svald, BA, MA '88, lives on a farm near
Exira. She is in her 34th year of teaching, currently 2nd
grade in Atlantic.
, 7

2Maxine
{Reidel) Barrows, BA, MA '78,
received the 2004 Excellence in Education Award

sponsored by the Iowa State Education Association. She is
a family consumer science teacher at Holmes Junior High
School, Cedar Falls.
Tom Bierie, BA, MA '77, teaches art at Western Dubuque
High School, Epwortl1. He also advises the student
newspaper and coaches volleyball at Drexler Middle School.
He was honored as a Gold Star teacher.
Jennifer {Denger) Kreitlow, BA, is in her 31st year of

teaching at the Clarion elementary school. Currently she
teaches !st grade. She has hosted international students the
last three years.
Bob Longmuir, BA, MA '77, has retired from the New
Hampton Schools, where he was superintendent for 17
years.
Reginald Schmitt, BA, MBA '84, was tapped to fill a
Waterloo City Council seat. He is a manager at John Deere.
Bruce Sperry, BA, MA '80, is a long-term substitute
teacher in the Tripoli Schools.
Linda {Markus) Takes, MA, retired this summer.
She had been a teacher in the Western Dubuque school
system. She plans to do some sub titute teaching or teach
calligraphy.
Mary {Matthias) Traetow, BA, MA '00, opened the
Debut Art Gallery on Main Street, Cedar Falls. She had been
an academic adviser at Wartburg College.
Gary Weichman, BA, taught physical education for
32 years, mostly at King.sley Elementary, Waterloo, and is
now retired. He did coach sophomore baseball and girls'
basketball and softball at Central High School.
' 7 3 Bruce Bernard, BA, is director of facilities and
support services, Polk County, Iowa.
Steve Crawford, BA, is a social studies and PE teacher at
Sumner-Fredericksburg High School. He also is head girls'
varsity track coach and head girls' varsity basketball coach
at West Central of Maynard High School. He is a member of
the Fredericksburg City Council.
Dean Gillaspey, BA, is a senior sales representative for
King Phannaceuticals.
LaVerne Hohns, BA, opened BlueStem Winery and Gifts
in Parkersburg.
Sue {Harmeyer) Keller, BA, was honored with the
Mishler Award at tl1e annual CEA breakfast. She is an 8tl1
grade language arts teacher at HowaraJunior High. She is
involved in many activities at tl1e local, state and national
levels.
Donald Lamb, BA, who retired this year, continues to
umpire softball and coaches high school girls' basketball in
Marshalltown.
David Pike, BA, transferred from Fidelity Information
Services offices in Little Rock, AR, to its corporate offices
in Jacksonville, FL. He is responsible for managing analyst
relationships and alliance management witl1 tl1ird-party
vendors for their enterprise banking group.
Paula {Mathews) Strom, BA, opened the store, "good
thing.-;" in Waterloo's historic church row area. It features
antiques, collectibles and other vintage items.
Bert Svendsen, BA, retired from Steamboat Spring.-;
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School District after 30 years of teaching and coaching.
Currently, Bert is account manager with DiscoverColorado.
com.

, 7 4 ruchard Gaard, 1A, was selected as one
of seven American officers to take part in the
multi-national peacemaking exercise at the ATO School
in Oberammergau, Germany. TI1irty-seven officers from 22
countries took part. Colonel Gaard is tl1e state director of the
Liaison Officer team representing West Point Academy. He,
his wife and daughter live in Decorah.
Rosemary {Campbell) Geiken, BA, MA '92, is working
on her doctorate in curriculum and instruction at UNI.
She is a project associate at the Regents' Center for Early
Developmental Education at U I and is sharing a contract
as director of TLC, a child-care education center.
Joan {Kleinwort)Haack, BA, earned her ESL
endorsement through Heartland Area Education Agency and
Kansas State University.
Bonnie Oans) Holms, BA, opened BlueStem Winery and
Gifts in Parkersburg.
Linda {Watson) Schutte, BA, is teaching familyand
consumer sciences at Cedar Falls Senior High School.
Grant Veeder, BA, MA '79, was selected to represent the
Iowa State Association of Counties on the Board of Directors
of the ational Association of Counties. He is tl1e Black
Hawk County auditor.
, 7 5 Rhonda {Groeneveld) Achenbach, BA, is
tl1e half-lime middle school ELP teacher. She has
taught elementary classes for 25 years.
David Arnold, BA, is tl1e interim superintendent at Prairie
Valley Schools. He had been a superintendent in Clarks
Summit, PA.
Rebecca {Graf) Williams, BA, language arts and math
teacher, Union Middle School, was named a Gold Star
Teacher.
, 7 6Rhonda {Carney) Bergmann, BA, has been
with Allen Memorial Hospital for 25 years. She is
currently tl1e supervisor for phlebotomy.
RuthAnn {Rosenkrans) Chilton, BA, retired from
Bunger Middle School this year after 27 years teaching. She
plans to fish and relax.
Vicki {Cox) Cose, BA, MA '94, teacher and media
peciali tat Expo High School, Waterloo, was named a Gold
Star Teacher.
Don Dethlefs, BA, joined Cedar Valley Hospice as director
of client services. He had worked at Allen Hospital for the
past 28 years.
Paul Klinge, BA, president of TI1e Lincoln Group, Waverly,
received his certified bu iness intermediary designation
during the International Business Broker Association
conference.
Dennis Leach, BA, is elnet's executive director for
corporate planning. He's served in various leadership
capacities with elnet subsidiaries. He had been witl1
lnTuition, Sallie Mae and other educational financing
firms.
Arnette Pint, MA, was appointed to the Sergeant Bluff
United Community United Methodist Church. She had been
a family counselor.
Cindy {Mallo) Sorensen, BA, joined AHST Schools
as an elementary principal. Her career includes teaching
second grade, Title I reading and preschool/early childhood
special education.
, 7 7 run Dose, BA, MA '80, is superintendent at
orth Scott School District.
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Alumni challenge others to give
For Mark and Jill Oman, U I was a special place that prepared
them for a lifetime of opportunities and provided them with lifelong friends. ''The quality of education, the quality of the professors
and small class sizes - tl1ese were advantages that U I offered us,"
according Lo Mark. Both born and raised in Iowa, ~lark andJill feel
strongly about the importance of education to Iowa's future. While
attending UNI, ~lark majored in accounting while Jill majored in
office infonnation systems.
The Omans met while working for orwest Mortgage. Mark i
now Group Executive Vice President for Wells Fargo & Company and
Mark '76 andjill '85 Oman
serves on the UNI Foundation Board of Trustees.
The Omans are committed to giving back to the school tliat played such an important role in their
lives. "Public support for a student's education is declining rapidly, and has been doing so at a significant
rate for a number of years. We all have the opportunity to help students attend the institution that played
such an important role in our lives," said Jill.
The 2004-2005 Oman Challenge was established in support of U l's Annual Fund and matches gifts
of donors who join the Campanile Society for the first time or who increase their gift from last year. The
Campanile Society honors those who have given $I,000 or more to the U 1Annual Fund.
For more infonnation on the UNI Annual Fund or the Campanile Society, contact the U I Foundation
at 800-782-9522.
, 7 8Kathie {Stevens) Barry, BA, MA '95, released
a new CD, Crush on You. She is a school
counselor at Aplington-Parkersburg Schools.
Joan {Harmeyer) Cochrane, BA, received the
Distinguished Service Award from the North Central
Business Education Association. She teaches at Prairie High
School, Cedar Rapids.
Frances {Vickers) Crawford, BA, is the community
outreach/education coordinator for Mercy Medical Center,
'ew Hampton. Her youngest daughter will finish the
semester at the University of Newcastle, Australia, then
graduate from I.
, 7 9Nadene {Arthur) Davidson, ~1A, joined
the U I Health, Physical Education and Leisure
Services faculty. She had been director of the Malcolm Price
Lab School, Cedar Falls.
Reed Hunemuller, BA, co-owner of Harling &
Hunemuller Contractors, received an honorable mention
as Best Home Builder in the Waterloo-Cedar Fall Courier's
Best Of edition.
Kelly Rohlf, BA, became principal at Virgil Grissom
Elementary, Princeton, in the orth Scott School District. He
had been principal at Stewart Elementary in Washington.
Beverly {Heppler) Winterboer, BA, 2-yr. '53, retired
after teaching for 46 years in Iowa, California and Arizona.
She lives in Parker, t<l.
Randy Young, BA, MA '84, is teaching pecial education
at ewton Schools. He had taught at the West Des Moines
School .

,so

Karla {Petersen) Harn, BA, MA '83, merged
her financial services companywith those of
Patricia Monat. Their firm is located in Waterloo.
Randy Lincoln, BA, is the boys' basketball coach and
business teacher at Centralia. He had been an assistant
coach at Rock Island High School, IL.
Diane {Chapman) Uoyd, BA, was named the 2004
Atl1letic Trainer of the Year by tl1e AIA-ATA. She is the head
atl1letic trainer at the College of the Southwest, Hobbs, M,
where he, her husband and four children live. She holds
LAT and ATC certifications.
Barbara {Schluter) Moine, BA, MA '88, has been a

principal at Dike Elementary School for I I years and been
in education for 24 years. She lives in Waterloo with her
husband, Bernie.
Regina {Salemink) Schantz, BA, has been teaching
secondary Spanish at Waco Schools and is pursuing her
master's in curriculum and instruction.
Wayne Sensor, BA, is the Alegent Heath CEO. He came
to Alegent from CHRISTUS Schumpert Health System in
Louisiana.
Linda (Rigdon) Shatzer, BA, retired from the Denver
Schools after 24 years of teaching. She was the reading
teacher at the middle school.
Joe Starcevich, BA, became dean of the Indian Hills
Community College Centerville campus. He had been a
principal at Centerville Schools.

, 8 1 Sandra {Davis) Gero, BA, is principal at
Equestrian Trails Elementary in Florida. She has
taught at various elementary schools in Florida.
Margaret {Gilchrist) Kenaley, BA, earned her MA
in library and information studies from the University of
Wiscon in, Madison.
Elizabeth {Maxey) Ray, BA, earned her MBA from Iowa
this spring.
,8

Adams, BA, accepted a position as
2Steven
atl1letic director at Maine South High School,

Park Ridge, IL.
Tracy Drew, BA, works for Iii.A Advisors as a financial
consultant and lives in Springboro, OH.
Marie {Speilbauer) Lemka, BA, joined Columbus High
School as an English teacher. She had worked at Janesville
High School.
Larry Mahoney, BA, is a self-employed financial planner
in the Hou ton, TX, area.
Deborah Murphy, BA, is the !st grade teacher at St.
Joseph Catholic School, Des Moines.
Mark Opsal, BA, i division manager for credit risk at
John Deere Credit, Johnston. He and his 1vife, Sue, live in
West Des 1oines.

, 8 3 Jay Arntzen, BA, was promoted to vice
president South Area for KONE Inc. and moved
to Atlanta, GA.
University of Northern Iowa %~
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Brent Gilmore, BA, joined the Waterloo office of Piper
Jaffray as a developing financial adviser in the private client
services division. He had been a health care representative
1vith Pfirer Inc.
Kathy Martin, BA, was promoted to assistant director of
the Educational Opportunity Center at U I. She has been
1vith the program for the last eight years.
Thomas Neville, BA, has been promoted to principal
1vith Auerbach Pollock Friedlander, a perfonning arts/media
facilities planning and design finn. He has been 1vith the
finn since 1996 and i the principal in charge of the firm's
1inneapolis office.
Mary (Sharp) Nowlin, BA, was named to a newly
created position of vice president, key accounts 1vith GTESS
Corp., Richardson, TX. She had been 1vitl1 First Consulting
Group, EDS, and Standard Life & Accident.
Sue (Doolittle) 0psal, BA, is a homemaker and church
volunteer. She and her husband, 1ark, live in West Des
Moines.
Ida Walker, BA, is president of Ida Walker Manuscript
Services, a publishing services company, Binghamton, .
' 8 4Todd Farland, BA, was named buyer in the
purchasing department of Winnebago Industries,
Forest City. He has been at Winnebago for 20 years in the
ales department. He and hi family live in Forest City.
Ruth (Edson) Litchfield, BA, was selected as the Iowa
Dietetic Association's Dietitian of the Year. She is an assistant
professor at Iowa State and tl1e state nutrition extension
specialist.
Thea (Roberts) McKee, BA, is an ordained
Presbyterian minister, serving as head of staff for the Church
of tl1e Savior, Oklal1oma City, OK. She has been very active
in many church-related activities since graduating from
U I, and is currently pursuing her doctorate in ministry.
Susan Meyeraan, MBA, joined the business and
economics faculty at Wartburg College. She had been an
adjunct instructor at U l's business and natural sciences
colleges.
Lori (Cook) Stuckmyer, BA, teaches high school
chemistry, physics and basic science at Davis County
Community Schools. She came back to Iowa after teaching
junior high science in Waco, TX.
' 8 5 Mindy (Stump) Hein, BA, is teaching Spanish
and drama at Kingsley-Pierson Schools. She, her
husband and family live in Sioux City.
Randy Johnsen, MA, teaches instrumental mu ic for
grades 5-12 at Fredericksburg.
Beth (Hatcher) MiJler, BA, is a CPA and a partner 1vith
Bowman and Miller, PC, Marshalltown.
, 8 6Rich Christensen, BA, i tl1e executive
producer and host of a new racing show, "Pinks."
It 1vill air on Fox Sports Network. He lives in Nashville, TN,
1vith his 1vife.
Jodi Danielsen, BA, joined Lutl1eran Services in Iowa
as a mental health counselor. She had been a counselor at
Highland Rivers Mental health Center in Rome, GA.
Kari (Dailey) Gunderson, MA, is the new principal
at Expo High School, Waterloo. She had been principal at
Bunger Middle School and a Fonner Expo teacher.
Karen (Seiwert) Herkelman, BA, was appointed
director of correctional services 1vith the I tJudicial District's
Department of Correctional Services. She lives in Hudson.
Jon Weih, BA, MA '88, is director of student life at the Iowa
City campus of Kirkwood Community College.
Bobbie Williams, BA is a lieutenant colonel assigned
to the Pentagon as chief of tl1e Army Operations Center.
Williams lives in Stafford, VA.
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Dawn (Burmeister) Wright, BA, is serving as a halftime 6th grade writing teacher at Maquoketa Middle School.
She had been a teacher at Weslaco, TX.
, 8 7 James Clapsaddle, BA, MA '89, graduated
from the Department of Defense's Air War College
for senior ranking officers and was promoted to tl1e rank of
lieutenant colonel.
Kristen (Nanke) Croell, BA, joined ew Hampton
Clinic as a family nurse practitioner.
Bruce Hartley, BA, was named the head boys' basketball
coach at Fort Dodge Senior High. He had been tl1e
sophomore coach and tl1e varsity assistant coach. He is also
dean of students at Fair Oaks Middle School.
Deb Little, BA, MA '96, teaches 4th grade at Denver
Schools. She is in her 13tl1 year of teaching.
Todd Meyer, BA, became the principal of Spring Hill
1iddle School, Wisconsin Dells, WI. He and his wife, Lyn,
have three children.
Sharon (Adams) Schneider, BS, retired from First
Security Bank and Tru t, Charles City, after a 23-year career.
She started as a bookkeeper and ended in the real estate
department.
Jolene Vinson, BA, is head volleyball coach at Prosper
Schools, Texas.
, 8 8Mary (Sedlacek) Benion, BA, works for the
U.S. Post Office in Cedar Rapids as a letter carrier.
She lives in Palo.
Lorene (Whitehouse) Dykstra, MA, is the secondary
principal for the Ventura School District. She comes from
Maquoketa where she was the high school principal.
Doug Gee, BA, was named the football coach at Waterloo
West High School. He had been football coach at ortl1
Tania, Traer.
Michael Hager, BA, is the director of residence at U I. For
the past 11 years he has been in the residence department at
the University of ebraska.
Barbara (Green) Keninger, BA, is the CEP/
Administrator of the Presbyterian Village of Ackley. It is a
long-tenn care retirement community. She had been an
accountant and bu iness manager prior to her promotion.
She and her husband fann outside Ackley.
Catherine (Kahler) Orth, BA, is the fund development
director for Iowa Heartland Habitat for Humanity. She had
been a development associate for KU I Public Radio and
tl1e executive director of Christian Crusaders Radio ministry.
Steve Pelzer, BA, i tl1e controller of Iowa Lakes
Community College, Estherville.
Rene Recinos, BA, joined the department of plastic and
reconstructive surgery at the Mason City Clinic. He has his
medical degree and PhD in biochemi try, botl1 from Iowa.
Sandra Roberts, BA, was promoted to test manager at
ACS State and Local Solutions, Rockville, MD. She lives in
Reston, VA.
Deanna (Kuhn) Trumbull, BA, owns her own
marketing and consulting firm in the Iowa City area.
She was chosen to oversee tl1e redevelopment of an old
industrial park in Coralville. She and her husband have
three children.
Jay Wickham, BA, is a play-by-play announcer for tl1e
local media covering TV high school basketball games.
Brian Wilson, BA, an obstetrical/gynecological speciali t,
joined orthwest Iowa Surgeons, PC, Spirit Lake. He had
been chief of the O8/GYN department at William Beaumont
Army Medical Center, El Paso, TX.
' 8 9Dawn (Willems) Arbogast, BA, received her
master's in curriculum and instruction from the
University of PhoenLx Online.
Lori (Melin) Fillbrandt, BA, was nan1ed Teacher of
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the Year for 2004. She is a campus instructional specialist
at Cimarron Elementary in Galena Park !SD, Houston, TX.
She, her husband, Jack, and daughters live in Humble, TX.
Kevin Hansen, BA, joined Hellman Associates, Waterloo,
as a senior copywriter. He had been marketing manager at
McKenna Professional Imaging.
Sue (Bulfer) Koch, EdD, associate provost at U I, was
nan1ed interim dean of tl1e Graduate College.
Jerry Meyer, BA, returned home to Columbu , E, after
serving a year in Afghanistan. While there, he assisted 1vith
getting supplies for Afghani school children. The major
in the ational Guard is also a world history teacher at
Columbus High School.

' 9OBrenda (Hughes) Bauermeister, BA,
teaches first grade at Terril School. She had
taught in Pensacola, FL, and Escondido, CA, while her
hu band was in tl1e Navy.
Normand Bogunia, BA, is tl1e morning drive announcer
for WKKW -97.9, a country station in Morgantown, WV.
Marla (Wells) Padget, BA, MA '00, is the principal at
Central Middle School, Waterloo. She had been assistant
principal.
Paul Schlueter, BA, was elected treasurer of the
Construction Financial Management Association. He has
served in various areas of this association. He is controller
for the Taylor Construction Group, Des Moines, and is a CPA.
Mark Schwab, BA, is the head wrestling coach for Buena
Vista University, Stonn Lake. He has been an assistant at
Minnesota.
Stephanie (Fossum) Spain, BA, teaches 2nd grade at
Postville. She has been substitute teaching for the last 14
years.
Paul Wenthold, BS, was promoted to associate professor
in the Department of Chemistry at Purdue University.
, 9 1 Wade Anderson, BA, opened The Essential
Medical Spa, an anti-aging skin care and laser
center, in the Cedar Valley.
Connie (Halder) Ankenbauer, BA, earned her ESL
endorsement tl1rough Heartland Area Education Agency and
Kansas State University.
Seth Bonnette, BA, is a football coach for orthern
University High School, Cedar Falls.
Mary Brutsche Andersen, BM, MM '99, teaches band at
Fairfield Middle School, Fairfield.
John Buse, BA, MA '97, was appointed assistant dean of
students and director of the new student programs at U I.
Casey Drew, BA, is the city controller/auditor in Cedar
Rapids. He had been tl1e accounting services manager for
the city.
Jeff Etringer, BA, is a 7th and 8th grade science teacher
at Jesup Schools.
Joan (Walther) Greenlee, BA, MA '00, was nan1ed
Wal-Mart Teacher of the Year and received her I0-year pin
at Waverly-Shell Rock school .
Barbara (Bockhaus) Lamfers, BA, who had been the
social services director for the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Corps of
the Salvation Anny, is now director of tran itional housing.
Terri McNurlen-Bogunia, BA, i a supported
employment supervisor for Comprehensive Behavioral
Health Center, Morgantown, WV.
Amy (Appleman) Pottebaum, BA, teaches first grade
and reading recovering at Adel Elementary.
Peter Schlicksup, BA, became a partner of Price
Waterhouse Coopers. He, hi 1vife, Susie, and two children
live in Falls Church, VA.
Jill (Harris) Schroeder, BA, is teaching high school
mathematics at Akron-Westfield. She has previously taught
junior high and high school matl1ematics at several
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different schools. She, her husband and four children live
in Akron.
Mark Smith, BA, MA '96, is an aquatic biologist with the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Memphis, T .
Robert Spalding, BA, is the author of 7be F.ssential
Guide lo Touring Washington Wineries. This is his first
book.
, 9 2 Jason Aird, BA, MA '94, was appointed to the
Iowa Board of Speech Pathology and Audiology
Examiners by Governor Tom Vilsack. He is an audiologist at
Henry County Health Center.
Thomas Christopher, BA, graduated with an MFA in
creative writing from Western Michigan University.
Christine Graf, MA, wrote Paris by Bistro, with her
husband Dennis. She also authored tl1e book 771e Ca/es of
Paris. They live in St. Paul, M .
Devin McKinney, BA, autl1ored a book Magic Circles:
771e Beatles in Dream and History.
Dawn (Fober) Siech, BA, is the school improvement
coordinator for Tipton Community Schools. She has worked
at schools in Fort Worth, TX.
'9

3

Brian Bock, BA, is a financial representative for
Cuna Mutual. He has tl1ree children and lives in
North Liberty.
Brad Breitbach, BA, was named general manager of tl1e
landmark Gerard's Restaurant, Laliaina, HI.
Brian Costello, BA, is the elementary principal
at Nortl1wood-Kensett. He had been principal at CAL
elementary Community Schools, which were recognized
three times by USDOE's Blue Ribbon Schools Award and a
runner up in lime Magazine's Schools ofthe Year issue.
Michael Dawson, BA, is an elementary principal in
Branson, MO. He and his wife, Wendy, have two children.
Susan Dinsmore-Talbott, BA, has taught high school
Spanish for 10 years in Walioo, E. She, her husband and
son live in Omalia.
Suzanne (Parrish) Glascock, BA, joined Waverly
Health Center as a physician in obstetrics and gynecology.
Brady Gruhn, BA, MA '95, is sales and leasing specialist
with Lockard Companies, Waterloo.
Karla Hackenmiller, BFA, is the chair of printmaking
at Ohio University, Athens, OH. She also serves as an officer
of tl1e MidAmerica Print Council. Her artwork has won
Purchase Awards at these exhibitions: TI1e Contemporary
Art of Printmaking at the Mesa (t<l) Arts Center, the
LaGrange (GA) National Biennial Juried Exhibition at
the Chattahoochee Valley Art Museum, and the Florida
Printmakers Exhibition at the University of Miami, FL.
Jenny McElmeel, BT, is a quality engineer at John Deere
Ottumwa Works, Ottumwa.
Jana Middleswart, BA, will be the learning resource
center teacher at Jefferson Elementary in the Clinton School
District. She had been in Texas getting her MS in library
science from the University of Nortli Texas.
Leslie Mitchell, BA, works in the asset preservation
and closing department at Principal Financial Group, Des
Moines.
Janice (Wegenast) Ott, EdD, retired as director of
elementary education for the Cedar Falls School District.
She started her career as an elementary teacher and had
served as a principal. She ends a 41-year career in education
with her retirement.
James Reid, BA, received his MBA from California State
Polytechnic University, graduating summa cum laude and
chosen as Outstanding Graduate Student. He was inducted
into the Beta Ganima Sigma honor fraternity. He is general
manager for Toys 'R' Us distribution center in Rialto, CA,
and the Kids 'R' Us distribution center in Irwindale, CA. He
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and his family live in Fontana, CA.
Suzan (Merfeld) Turner, BA, teaches high school social
studies and assisting with volleyball. She has taught social
studies in Mason City and Charles City and worked with
AEA267.
, 9 4Mariali (Betz) Andrews, BA, works in tl1e
digital marketing department of an advertising
agency in Kansas City, MO. She has a daughter and another
on the way.
Renae (Bergan) Beneke, BA, teaches science at Peet
Junior High School, Cedar Falls, and coaches volleyball and
track. Her volleyball team reached the state finals this year.
Laura (Pfohl) Bies, BA, is senior project manager at
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., Dubuque.
John and Kara (Stoohs) Cernohous, BA, have
two boys and live in Bulverde, TX. John works for
Harcourt Assessment as a program mariager. Kara teaches
kindergarten in tl1e ortl1side ISO, San Antonio.
Amy Entwisle, BA, is an elementary teacher at Orchard
View. She had been teaching in Alaska, giving tours and
working as a dog handler for an Iditarod team.
Greg Fritz, BA, received the American Public Power
Association's Larry Hobart Seven Hats Award. He is the
Pocal1ontas city administrator.
Jeff Griffin, BM, MM '98, is the high school instrumental
music instructor at Clear Lake School District. He had
taught at South Tama Middle School and assisted with the
U l Panther Marching Band.
Christine (Humes) Gruhn, BA is a consultant for
Homemade Gounnet, Cedar Falls.
Jay Judas, BA, joined Sun Life Financial as vice president
of marketing for Bennuda International Operations.
Matthew Meinhard, BA, received his master's of social
work from Iowa and works at the Youth Shelter Services,
Ames.
Lance Menster, BA, is a mathematics coordinator for
Houston ISO, TX.
Emily (Moyer) Reid, BA, is a teacher in San Bernadina,
CA. She and her family live in Fontana, CA.
John Speer, BA, MA '00, became tl1e superintendent at
Allamakee Community Schools. He had been high school
principal at Independence.
Sonia (Cuvelier) Walsh, BA, uses her acting degree
while still here in Iowa. She has two agents in Des Moines
and one in Omalia. She has modeled/acted for Better
Homes and Gardens, Amana and several Des Moines area
organizations. She and her husband, Chuck, have four
children.
Kurt Warner, BA, moved to the ew York Giants NFL
football team as one of its quarterbacks.
Debra Umbrell Zanfes, BA, was named Educator of
the Year by businesses in the Sioux City area. She teaches
moderate special education at Sioux City Middle School,
ebraska.
, 9 5 Rob Bixenman, BA, i an insurance producer
for Le Mars Insurance Agency. He holds his CPCU
designation, and has previously spent eight years working
with all types of investment and insurance products. He, his
wife,Janelle, and daughter live in Le Mars.
Wendy (Wabeke) Dawson, BA, is a clinical
psychologist at a community mental health center. She and
her husband, Michael, have two children.
Corey Eschweiler, BA, an attorney with Snell & Wilmer,
Las Vegas, NV, was named one of the "Rising Stars under
40" byIn Business I.as Vegas.
Jeffrey Firsching, BA, is in his fifth year as a high school
social studies teacher and basketball coach 1vith the LawtonBronson Schools.
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Megan Fowler, BA, is a counselor at Clark County R-1
High School, Kalioka, MO.
Melissa (Boe) Hamer, BA, is the accounting manager
at the Cedar Rapids Water Department. She married this
year.
Jim Jermier, BA, joined the U I Foundation as assistant
director for planned giving. He had been employed by VGM
Club.
Darin Leach, BA, was named public infonnation
coordinator for USDA's Rural Development office. He had
been witl1 The Meyocks Group and lives in the Des Moines
area.
Rich Lorence, BA, is an account executive for KJMT-TY,
lason City.
Greg O'Connell, BA, an elementary educator from tl1e
Grant Wood Elementary School, Cedar Rapids, received a
2004 Milken Family Foundation ational Educator Award
of $25,000.
Susan (Oversen) Suhr, BA, joined Davenport-based
orthwest Bank and Trust Co.'s mortgage lending team as a
real estate loan originator.
Joe Surma, BA, is fund development coordinator for tl1e
Covenant Foundation. He had been public relations director
at the American Red Cross and weekend anchor for KW\VLTV.
Jennifer (Moon) Tjaden, BA, joined Mathis Earnest &
Vandeventer as client serves coordinator. She had been witl1
Waterloo Industries.
Shantel 1\viggs, BA, became the track and field head
coach at the University of evada. She had been women's
track and field coach at Northern Illinois University and was
an assistant coach with U I.
, 9 6Tammy (Farnam) Cashman, BA, is teaching
1st grade at Denver Schools. She had been
teaching in Waterloo. She is working on her master's at U I.
Aimee Deimerly-Snyder, BA, and her husband bought
Lillie Mae Chocolates, Marshalltown. She is active in the
Marshalltown community.
Jeff Kurtz, BA, is the executive director of the Cedar
Falls Historical Society. He had been 1vith the Pearl Button
Museum, Muscatine.
Terrence Ou, MPP, joined Zunch Communications as a
systems analyst in Dallas, TX. He is regarded as the world's
authority on Chinese search engine optimization.
Brian Pottebaum, BA, is the principal at the Jesup
elementary school.
Kenneth Tovar, BA, teaches social studies at Don Bosco.
Joel Weeks is the junior and senior high principal at
Turkey Valley Schools,Jackson Junction.
Vicki Wharton, BA, was promoted to community services
supervisor at Operation Threshold, Waterloo. She had been
tl1e agency's community resource specialist.
Terri Wiley, BA, is working on her master's in public
administration at Portland State University, Portland, OR.
She interned with the Meyer Memorial Trust and was elected
to the board of directors of Portland's Women's Crisis Line.
, 9 7 Traci Bizios, BA, manages benefits for
Associated Benefits Co., West Des Moines.
Brian, BA, and Kaia (Thiese) Outler, BA, live in
Blue Springs, MO. Brian is general manager/head golf
professional at Adams Pointe Golf Club in Blue Springs.
Kaia owns and operates Wave Instruction, a S\vim lesson
program in Liberty.
Threase Harms-Hassoun, BA, started her own public
policy and government relations consulting company,
Advocacy Strategies. She has a young son and lives in
Windsor Heights.
Chad Johnson, BA, is the head girls' varsity basketball
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coach for Hampton-Dumont schools. He had been coaching
at orth Kossuth schools. He'll also teach fifth grade and
assume other coaching duties.
Jay Johnston, BA, was promoted to regional credit analyst
for Community First, Decoral1. He and his family live in
Cresco.
Elizabeth Leas, BA, was promoted as the bilingual
community outreach membership manager for Activity
Centers and YMCA for the Girl Scouts of San Jacinto Council,
Houston, TX. She also 1vill be singing her first professional
opera role as Laura in La Forza del Destino.
Corey Martin, BA, joined the University of WisconsinMilwaukee as an assistant volleyball coach. He had been
head coach at Whitefish Bay High School.
Amy (Fitzgerald) Schipper, BA, is campus visit
coordinator in the U I Admissions Office.
John Sifert, BA, is teaching K-5 Spanish and 9-12 Spanish
at the CAL building in the CAL-Dows schools. He had been
teaching in the district's middle schools.
Jennifer Stull, BA, is the director of membership,
outreach and programs for the Girl Scouts-Great Plains
Council, Omalia, NE. She was recently recognized as one
of the city's "Ten Outstanding Young Omalians" and is a
member of tl1e Leadership Omalia class.
Rachelle (Martin) Thompson, BA, was promoted to
audit manager of the Hogan-Hansen accounting firm.
, 9 8Jennifer L. Alexander, BA, MA '03, special
education teacher and counselor at St. Edward
Elementary School in Waterloo, was named a Gold Star
teacher.
Curt Buhr, BA, joined Exceptional Persons Inc. as the
Black Hawk County training coordinator for the child-care
resource and referral program. He had been a teacher in the
Excelsior Springs, MO schools.
James Butterworth, BA, graduated from the Royal
College of Surgeons in Dublin, Ireland, and is now a
surgical resident at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
Josh Ellwanger, BA, joined the law offices of Blackwell
Sanders Peper Martin as an attorney in its Kansas City,
10 office. He 1vill be a member of the firm's litigation
department and focus on products liability, insurance
litigation and business and commercial litigation.
ick Gerhart, BA, is an attorneyand lives with his wife,
Jessica, in Urbandale.
Joe Goodrich, BA, teaches high school government,
sociology and social studies in addition to being the student
council sponsor and the assistant girls' track coach. He and
his family live in Greene.
Joni Huff, accepted tl1e position of director of admissions
at the University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine.
Anastasia Lee, BA, is a publicist 1vith ABC Cable Networks
Group promoting the DisneyChannel and tl1e ABC family.
Dave Larson, BA, is the Denver Elementary School's atrisk coordinator. He had been at New Hampton Schools.
Jason Lechtenberg, BA, is the fleet manager for
Heartland Express, Cedar Rapids.
Fred Lowery, MA, is tl1e work study/transition coordinator
for the Basehor-Linwood and Tonganoxie School Districts,
which is part of the Leavenworth County Special Education
Coop. He lives in Lawrence, KS, and has been taking classes
at the University of Kansas.
Michaele (Hoelscher) Olson, BA, is assistant
relationship manager at US Bank in Sioux City. She had
been 1vith tl1e Sioux Trail Girl Scout Council.
Chris Smith, BA, is a professional business recruiter in Des
Moines. He had worked for Principal Financial Group. He,
his wife and son live in Polk City.
Gloria Stigler, BA, is an employment assistance specialist
at the King Center, Waterloo.
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, 9 (\Jenifer Arnold, BA, MPP '03, is the executive
7 director of El Centro Latinoamericano, a Latino
resource center in Waterloo.
Ryan Askeland, BA, received his medical degree from the
University of Iowa and will begin a residency in pathology at
the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.
Kimberly (Hayworth) Bosworth, MA, is dean of
business, communications, humanities and social sciences
at Nortl1east Iowa Community College, Calmar campus.
Jessica (Lang) Gerhart, BA, owns a faux finishing and
decorative painting companycalled Brushstrokes. She and
her husband, Nick, live in Urbandale.
Eric Griffin, BA, is a firefighter for the city of Davenport.
Charlotte Hartmann, BA, teaches 3rd and 4th grades
at Audubon Elementary, Rock Island, IL. She is finishing
graduate school at Western Illinois University in reading.
Latricia Hylton, MA, is now the director of U I's
Upward Bound Math and Science Center. She had taught
mathematics at Hawkeye Community College.
Alissa (Suthers) Jirack, BA, is a school district resource
officer for Iuscatine's police force. Her sister Bree recently
joined the force.
Patrick Johnston, BA, works as a scientific operator tech
at U I's Ag-Based Industrila Lubricants Research Program,
Waverly.
Angie (Murphy) Klinkkammer, BA, is the West
Branch city treasurer and finance director. She had served
in a similar position for the Iowa City Area Chamber of
Commerce.
Jeremy Maske, BA, works for the Social Security
Administration, Des Moines. He does training and is very
active with the federal employee union.
Matt Maurer, BA, joined the Gamer dentist office of Ors.
Tesene, Young and Ruhland. He started seeing patients in
August.
Blake Miller, MA, is a motivation and performance
enhancement consultant for athletes and coaches and a
sport psychology researcher at the orwegian University
of Sport Science in Oslo, orway, He is president of tl1e
orwegian American Football and Cheerleading Federation.
He, his 1vife and three boys live in Asker, orway.
icholas, BM, and Elaine (Wong) Menke, BM, live in
West Des Moines. ick is a band director at Norwalk Schools
and Elaine is a band director at orth Polk Schools.
Kyle Palmer, BA, is a 4tl1 grade teacher in Ankeny and
working toward a master's in administration at Drake.
Stacy Reinhart, BA, is an audiologist in Iankato,
M . She received her doctorate in audiology from the
Pennsylvania College of Optometry's school of audiology.
Carey (Anderson) Winter, BA, works 1vith special
education in the Colo- esco elementary school.
Lisa (Trumpold) Woodward, BA, is an assistant project
manager and sales/marketing coordinator for Skogman
Homes. She started her MBA at Iowa this fall.
' o oMatt Cobb, graduated from the Kansas
University's School of Medicine and is in
residency in Mason City.
Angela (Lensing) Dark, BA, was named the marketing
director for the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier.
Tun Kirchoff, BA, lives in St. Johnsbury, vr, and works for
MicroDATA GIS making enhanced 9-1-1 maps.
Darcie (Wirth) Kramer, BA, is a sixth-grade reading
teacher at Seton Elementary School.
Christopher Luhring, BA, was promoted to police chief
in Parkersburg.
Kristi (Zell) Martin, BA, teaches Spanish at Don Bosco.
She has taught in Minnesota, Lisbon and a ative American
school.

Notes

Christine (Fuller) Maske, BA, is 1vith Midland
National Life as a senior annuity representative in its fixed
and equity index annuity division, Des Moines.
Jill Graettinger Mielke, BA, is the 6-8 language arts
teacher and coach at Terril-Graettinger Middle School.
She had been teaching and coaching with West Hancock
Schools.
Josh orton, BA, started with the Soutl1dale branch of
Commercial Federal bank as a small business banker. He
was 1vith Community State Bank.
Margaret Rick, MA, is the science department
chairperson at tl1e Academyfor Career Education High
School, Sparks, NV.
Robert Shontz, BA, graduated from tl1e University of
Iowa College of Medicine and 1vill do a four-year anesthesia
residency at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics,
Iowa City.
Ivy Sprague, BA, works at the State Bank of Waverly as
its marketing assistant. She had been director of marketing
and communications for the Waverly Health Center.
Tisha (Albertson) Thompson, BA, is teaching general
music for grades K-5, 6-8 choir and high school choir at
W-CL-T. She had taught English in Minnesota and a high
school in London, England.
,o

1

Bradley Best, BS, was promoted to senior
project engineer and elected to the company's
board of directors 1vith Peters Construction Corp., Waterloo.
Lee Bird, BA, is a 6th grade teacher at Aurora Heights
Elementary. He 1vill also coach 8th football and 10th girls'
basketball for Newton Schools.
Tom Church, BA, and his military police unit were
brought in to improve the conditions at the Iraqi Abu
Ghraib prison. Church is heading this mission.
Sara Cope, BA, was named assistant director of
KinderCare Leaming Center.
Jeffrey Danielson, BA, MPP '04, was elected to the Iowa
State Senate in District 10, which includes Hudson, part
of Cedar Falls and part of Waterloo. He is a Cedar Falls
firefighter.
Jeff DeBuhr, BA, received the Wal-Mart Teacher of the
Year Award in Evergreen, CO. He teaches 7th grade math at
Evergreen Middle School and coaches JV boys' basketball
and junior high boys' track.
Rebecca Feldman, BA, works for the Iowa College and
Student Aid Commission in Des Moines. She 1vill graduate
1vith a master's in education from !SU this spring.
Karen (Koster) Garringer, BA, is the K-6 resource
room teacher at Glidden-Ralston, as well as the
cheerleading sponsor for football and basketball. She used
to teach in Manning.
Michael Lloyd Griffin, BS, is a police officer for the city
of Moline, IL.
John Heidersbach, MA, is an instructor at Hawkeye
Community College, Waterloo.
Shannon Heisterkamp, BA, earned her ESL
endorsement tl1rough Heartland Area Education Agency and
Kansas State University.
Levi Lyle, BA, is teaching 7-IO science and will be a school
guidance counselor at the Meskwaki Settlement School,
Tama.
Tarah (Shannon) Palmer, BA, is a 5th grade teacher at
Ballard Community Schools.
Miya (Molaison) Reichwald, BA, graduated from
Drake University Law School and is working at the Litow
Law Office, Cedar Rapids.
icole Spettel, BA, teaches 6th grade reading and
language arts at the Lincoln Center for Albia Schools.
Jill Sturtz, BA, is teaching preschool and kindergarten for
the South Tama Schools.
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Kelly (Zmolek) Upah, BA, is an At-Risk/PEP teacher at
South Tama middle school.

'o2

Angie Briggs, BA, is teaching 6th grade special
education at Colfax-Mingo School .
Amanda Buse, BA, is a kindergarten teacher at East
Elementary, Sheldon.
Cory Hines, BA, is a GIS specialist for the Linn County
Auditor's Office in Cedar Rapids.
Luann Jackson, BA, teaches prekindergarten at the
Meskwaki Settlement School, Tama.
Missy Langel, BA, is teaching Title l at Clark Elementary
and Gehlen Catholic, Le Mars. She also is an assistant coach
for 7th girls basketball and 9th volleyball.
Melissa O'Connell, BA, was promoted from supported
living staff to site coordinator at Exceptional Persons Inc.,
Waterloo.
Rebecca Ogilvie, BM, is the K-5 general music teacher
at Denver.
Isaac Podolefsky, BA, is director of U l's Community
Technology Center, Waterloo.
Kris Seitz, BA, teaches manufacturing, woodworking,
computer-aided drafting, manual drafting and the 7th and
8th grade exploratory classes at BKJSH. He and his wife live
in Belmond.
Adam Small, BA, is the assistant general manager of sales
and marketing for the Burlington Bees, a minor league
baseball team that is the Class AMidwest league affiliate of
·
the Kansas City Royals.
Alaina (Shoopman) Small, BA, is a reading recovery/
Title I teacher for the Fort Madison Community Schools.
Brandy Williams, BA, is teaching kindergarten at
Pleasant View, Web ter City.

'o

3 Tristan Boddicker, BA, i teaching U.S. and
world history, world regions and introduction to
history at the Mesqwaki Settlement School, Tama.
Carrie Burdick, BA, teaches high school language arts
and 8th grade English at Osage Schools.
Cheryl Coonrod, BA, is teaching art at W-CL-T, as well as
sponsoring the junior class and the yearbook and assistant
coaching volleyball.
Gabe Davis, BA, teaches 2nd grade at Kluckhohn
Elementary, part of the Le Mars Community Schools. He 1vill
also coach 9th girls' basketball and be part of the baseball
coaching staff.
Luke Gebel, BA, joined The Mudd Group, Cedar Fall , as a
direct marketing account executive.
Angela Grossman, BA, teaches science for grades 7-9
for Glidden-Ralston Community Schools. She also coaches
junior high volleyball. She had taught at Dallas CenterGrimes.
Josh Heggen, BA, was recognized as an Outstanding
Intern by the Democratic members of the Iowa Senate. He
worked in for the Iowa Senate Democratic Research Staff.
Katy Johnson, BM, joined the Clarinda Schools as an
elementary vocal music teacher.
Kelley Oonte) Loveless, BA, joined the Tripoli
elementary staff as an SC!n teacher.
Diana Kersbergen, was press officer for athletes
competing in the Paralympic; in Athens, Greece. She
is a public information coordinator at the U.S. Olympic
Training Center, Chula Vista, CA.
Katie Koch, BA, i teaching pre-kindergarten for AHST
Schools.
Sara Ko_nrad, BA, is the assistant editor of the West Liberty
Index while she pursues a master's degree in journalism at
Iowa.
Kari Koopman, BA, is working for Aventis
Pharmaceuticals and is relocating to Des Moines.
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Kevin Kuker, BA, teaches high school history, coaches JV
bo) ' basketball, and upervises the CAL-Dows Highs School
mock trial.
Megan (Riniker) Lahey, BA, teaches high school
Spanish at Hempstead High School, Dubuque.
Matt Leeman, BA, is a kindergarten teacher at Postville
Schools.
Kama Leerar, BA, is teaching high school Spanish for
Osage Schools.
Courtney Lehne, BA, joined the Conestoga Council
of Girl Scouts, Waterloo, as membership and marketing
specialist.
Jackie Lennon, BA, teaches fifth-grade at Trinity Catholic
School, Protivin. She lives in Calmar.
Linda Nelson, BA, teaches extended-day kindergarten at
Olmsted Elementary, Urbandale.
Salome Phillmann, BA, traveled to Israel to help rebuild
·
Palestinian homes.
Teresa (Kulow) Roof, BA, is marketing director for
La'James International College. She lives in Fort Dodge.
Missy Samuelson, BA, is a pre-kindergarten teacher at
the Meskwaki Settlement School, Tama.
Matthew Smith, BA is a full-time doctorate student in
physical therapy at Des Moines University.
Brian Surrat, BA, teaches indu trial technology at
Aplington-Parkersburg High School and is assistant boys'
basketball coach.
Bree Suthers, BA, works for the Muscatine Police force
and is nearly through with her field-training program.
Lynne Wagner, BA, is the new education director at the
Grout Museum, Waterloo.
Miranda Weber, BA, teaches kindergarten at Denver
Schools.
Sara Wellman, BA, is an English teacher at Fort Clarke
Middle School, Gainesville, FL.
Michelle Yeggy, BA, is the early childhood special
education teacher at Tipton Schools. She will also coach
8th grade girls' basketball. Previously she taught special
education in Arizona.

'o

4 Jana Benson, BA, is a fourth grade resource
teacher at South Tama Intermediate.
Miranda Coleman, BA, is teaching special education at
Emerson Hough Elementary in Newton.
Amy Coughlin, BA, teaches government, world history
and psychology at the Davis County Community Schools.
She also coached the softball program this summer.
Jodi Gerdes, BA, i the high school PE instructor at Osage
Schools.
Travis Elliott, BA, is a third grade teacher at Edison
Elementary, Waterloo.
Matt Harris, BA, is development coordinator at the Civic
Center of Greater Des Moines. He had been the advertising
sales coordinator at the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts
Center at U I.
Beth (Schwartz) Hilliard, BA, teaches high school
Spanish at Lisbon Schools.
CoreyJacobson, BA, is a human resource associate 1vitl1
the Cedar Rapids Gazette.
Rebecca Kruse, BA, began a six-month intern hip with
the U. S. Olympic Committee Media and Public Relations
Division.
Cassie Miller, BA, is teaching part-time 5th grade at
ashua-Plainfield. She student taught in Waterloo and in
Melbourne, Australia.
Mike Rink, BA, joined The Mudd Group, Cedar Falls, as a
direct marketing account executive.
Sandy Rolwes, BA, joined the regional consulting and
accounting firm of Eide Bailly, Dubuque.

Notes

Rodney Schumacher, BS, joined
Peters Construction Corp. as a
project engineer. He completed his
internship with Peters.
Matt Schneiderman, BA, signed
a contract to play basketball with
Lau ann/Morges of the LNA, First
League of S1vitzerland.
Judy Slaikeu, BA, is a
programming director at the Grout Sclmmacl,er ,04
Museum, Waterloo.
Kathy Susong, BA, works for In Vision Architecture
'
Waterloo.
Todd White, BA, i the middle school science teacher at
Postville.

Marriages
' 6 O sClara Stark BA '68 & Wayne Hinman
Bruce Gulick BA '69 MA '77 & Barbara
McLaughlin BA '74
' 7 O sSandra Darnell BA '74 &Randy
Coggeshall Todd Wilson BA '77 & 1olly
McAllister
' 8 O sCynthia Rumpza BA '82 & aim Mustafa
Duke Dierks BA '83 &Barb Husmann
Tanya Hoegh BM '84 &Graham Allan Jody Nelson
BA '84 &Kathy Raymond JeffreyJensen BA '87 &
Leslie WindeknechtJacqueline Kuennen BA '87 &
Lance Brandt Thomas Cornish BA '88 &Valerie MacKay
Jennifer Olney BA '88 &Glenn Vogelsang Mary Kueny
BA '89 MA 95 &Patrick Runge Mark Moser BA '89 &
Julie Bass John Poepsel BA '89 &liyna Burtseva
' 9 O ~onathan Agnew BA '90 & Michelle
~ Perry BA '96Jill Schwarz BA '90 &
Rene Ruiz Carol Burton BA '91 &Mike Abbott Carol
Rohmiller BA '91 &MikeAdamsJohn Schneider
BA '91 &Julie Cornwall Dean Stumma BA '91 BA '93&
Farisha Mohammed Vickie Burkle BA '92 &'Jymothy
Theisen David Carter BA '92 &Lisa Braymen Chri tine
Fangman BA '92 &Mark Murphy Cynthia Johnson
BA '92 &Chad JeffreyBrad Breitbach BA '93 &Kim
ishihara Beth Gutermuth BA '93 &Blaine Bargfrede
Heidi Heidt BA '93 &Thomas Pattison Tunothy
Ketels BS '93 &Margo Boom BA '94 Angie Mitchell
BA '93 &Robert Fritz Troy Schwemm BA '93 &Kerri
Schwarze Paul Taylor BA '93 &Sue Sandahl BA '91
Shawn Williamson BA '93 &Loriann Clark Michael
Yeater BA '93 &Julie Kintzle Renae Bergan BA '94
&Jeff Beneke Peggy Kennedy BA '94 &JeffreyGaul
William Lange BA '94 &Kerri Grissom Shannon
McClintock BA '94 &Robert Miller Chip Schumann
BA 94 &Julie Frahm Karrie Sturtz BA 94 &David
Woodruff Alpa Goswami BA 95 &Patrick Yam
Stephanie Harstad BA 95 &Todd Thielen Thomas
Kline MA '95 &Karen Agee Larry Aarhus Jr BA '96
&Holly Aarhus Ryan Attleson BA '96 &Heather
Buns BA '96 Kris Beyer BA '96 &Chad Jensen Glen
Cornell BA '96 &Jill issen Maria Henry BA '96 &
Dante Di Gioia Terry Hurlburt BA '96 &Michelle Tell
Heidi Limburg BA '96 &Miguel McQueen Anne
Michael BS '96 BA '99 &David Graham Stefanie
Niemann BA '96 &Todd 1oudry Lance Pedersen BA
'96 &Tiffany York Jolene Tauke BA '96 &Matthew
Klejwa Chad Trulson BA '96 &Lori Carlton Kristi
Westfall BA '96 &Bradly Peck Jill Wright BA '96 &
Ryan Adams David Ahlstrand BA '97 &Corinne
Hedrick BA '96 Andrea Brasch BA '97 &Monty
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Frana Alison Brinker BA '97 &Jason Owen Katie
McCullough BA '97 &Ben Christensen Bruce Mowatt
BA '97 &Leslie Davis Tun Racine BA '97 &Sara
Olsen Marvin Sims Jr BA '97 &Alison D'Angelo
BA '98 icole Veldhouse BA '97 &Craig Volk Sunny
Witham BA '97 &Aaron Potter Darci Carlson BA '98
& Robb Crosby Amy Cass ill BM '98 &Jeff Cook Amy
Cuvelier BA '98 &Gene Stanbrough Eric Dodd BA
'98 &Melissa Larson Melissa Fritcher BA '98 MA '04 &
Michael Adams Jonathan Harris BA '98 &Emily Reagh
Emily Keehner BA '98 &Byron Hook Brian Klaas
BA '98 &Sonja Klaas Kelli Kramer BA '98 &Tedd
Anglley Troy McKinney BA '98 &Mary Feit Annette
Moussalli BA '98 &Jason Adams Angie Nernrners
BA '98 &Kevin Kluesner Erica Nixon BA '98 &Robert
Huffman Matthew Otting BA '98 &Eve Manson BA
'99 Jennifer Patterson BA '98 &Mark Tonne Amy
Pillard BA '98 &Michael Studier Adam Pyatt BA
'98 &Jan Hoerschelrnan BA '99 Jillian Sanderson
BA '98 &Jon Thompson Michelle Schellhase BA '98
&Keith Ervin Laura Tolzin BA '98 &Brian Benson
Jennifer White BA '98 &Eric Sulik Tunothy Acton BA
'99 &Amanda Sprole BA '01 Renata Alexandre BA
'99 &Ray Howland Michael Bishop BA '99 &Eileen
Herd Erin Conlin BA '99 &Daniel McGrane Shelby
Courbat BA '99 &Paul Schmidt Mark Denny BA '99
&Jaci Wilson Natalie Fazio BA '99 &Bruce Peterson
Karissa Giesernann BA '99 &Jeffrey Kelleher Chad
Guge BA '99 &Tiffany Epping Tunothy Heinrich BS
'99 &Courtney Munro Jan Hoerschelrnan BA '99 &
Adam Pyatt BA '98 Brooke Jennings BA '99 &Aaron
Thoma Brad Kluver BA '99 &Shelley Decker BA
'00 Steven Lindaman BA '99 &Jane Brandt BA '89
MA '95 Michael Meiners BA '99 &Kelly Hansen BA
'99 Brent Meskimen BA '99 &Mary Canady BM '99
Heather Michalicek BA '99 &Chae Song Michael
Murray BA '99 &Amy Ferguson BA '96 Dana
Myszka BA '99 & Erik Peterson Todd Reed BA '99 &
Cherilyn Oloughlin BA '01 Matthew Regas BA '99 &
Jennifer Lundell BA '99 Sean Ritter BA '99 &Colette
Hoelzen Molly Robb BA '99 &1J Anderson Derek
Roberts BA '99 &Piper McFadden Julie Schutt BA
'99 &Matthew Schilling Kevin Skinner BA '99 &Sara
Baurnhover BA '99 April Sperstad BA '99 &Erik
Fitzer David Sturtz BA '99 &Janelle Menz BA '01
Jason Swestka BA '99 &Sara Larson BA '01 Allison
Vaage BA '99 &David Feldhacker Elizabeth Valesh
BA '99 &Mark Lawler Matthew Wertz BA '99 &Molly
Wertz Robert Wymore BA '99 &Jennifer Petersen
BA '02 Kevin Yoder MA '99 &Stacey Tschantz BA '02

, OOsKelly Adams BA '00 &Kent Hinnen Tisha
Albertson BA '00 &Scott Thompson
Chad Bauer BA '00 &Stephanie Yoder BA '03
Brian Benest BA '00 &Jessilyn Heckart BA '02
Michaelyn Brickman BA '00 &Shane McClinton
Phillip Chapman BA '00 &Laura Cummins BA '97
Scott Chapman BA '00 &Kristin Kelly BA '99 Amber
Culver BA '00 &JerodJohnson Brent Dinnebier BA
'00 &Trisha Felland Rebecca Dirks BA '00 &Brett
Stewart Michael Galles BS '00 &Jennifer Dunne
BA '01 Bradley Hanchak BA '00 &Lacey Schaler BA
'01 Matt Harbaugh BA '00 &Katy Poe BA '01 Jill
Hoefer BA '00 &Tod Rotl1enberger Brian Hoelscher
BA '00 & Kristin Rath Lisa Holdorf BA '00 &Kevin
Toft Lindy Holst BA '00 &Vaughn Mathis Chawn
Honkornp BA '00 &Ryan McCray Tiffany Johnson
BA '00 &Jesse Kinzenbaw Betsy Kellner MA '00 &
ick Nelson Donald Kennedy BA '00 &Tiffany
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Tjepkes BA '02 Elaine Kenney BA '00 &Will Axmeer
Emily Knepper BA '00 &Brian Nadennann Robyn
Kramer BA '00 &Aron McDennott Eric Kress BA
'00 &Danielle Dilley BA '00 Sara Kunde BA '00 &
Jeremy Hillebrand Susan Manor BA '00 &Thomas
Agosta Dawn Miller BA '00 & Ryan Ovel Amy Nagel
BA '00 &Kory Kuhlman Jillian Pospichal BA '00
&Christopher Gorgei Shayne Roe BA '00 &Mandy
Mulder Stacy Schmitt BA '00 &Corey Kettmann Sunni
Smith BA '00 &Darius Hart Joshua Tunmer BA
'00 &Brooke Burrage Kelly Vaughn BA '00 &Dustin
Morin Lezlee Vaughn BA '00 &Ryan Schutty Jill
Wildeboer BA '00 &Ryan Bradley Matthew Baragary
BA '01 &Paula Gillen Travis Bovy BA '01 &Dorthea
Wehling BA '01 Laroia Creighton BA '01 &Courtland
VanArsdale Nicole Gebel BA '01 MA '03& Matthew
Baugh Matthew Haedt BA '01 &Tiffany Anderson
BA '02 Adam Halvorson BA 'OI &Tami Coonrad
BA '01 Elizabeth Harding BA '01 &Andrew Bosworth
Michelle Hoffman BA '01 &Keitl1 Koehn Keith
Hoppe BA '01 &Leali Broders BA '00 Teresa Hosch
BA '01 &Michael Wolken Kevin James BA '01 &
Elizabeth Boline Kelli Johnson BA '01 &Eric Schmitz
Kathi Kluver BA 'O I &Ryan Milligan Shanna
Martin BA '01 &Theodore Bachman Joseph Mergen
BA '01 &Valerie Cline BA '03 Miya Molaison BA
'01 &Timothy Reichwald Nick Ouellette BA '01 &
Julie Haskins Danette Pillers BA '01 &Michael
Mitchell Melissa Pins BA 'OI &David Schnorrenberg
Matthew Roesler BA '01 &Jodie Mueggenberg BA
'01 Andrea Roush BA '01 &Brian Meyer Clint Rowe
BA '01 &Shawna Doyle BA '03 Jeremy Ruhland
BA '01 &Amanda Sauer Brandon Rutledge BA '01
&Amber Tischer Rebecca Schuldt BA '01 &Calvin
Avellano Cameron Schultz BA '01 &Raegan Rardin
BA '01 Jodi Spinal MA '01 &Howe Siegel Kristen
Stauffer BA '01 & Ryan Fleshner Kurt Urnthum BS '01
&Shannon Rudolph BA '00 Katrina Weber BA '01
&Eric Charlton Matthew Willand BA '01 &Jennifer
Stein BA '02 Thaddeus Amos BA '02 &Tonya
Wilkinson BA '02 Adam Austin BA 0'2 &Kathryn
Meyers BA '02 Jessica Bandstra MA '02 &Brandon
Blommers Angela Beatty BA '02 &Bradley Sefcik Kyle
Bundy BA '02 &Kristin Roos BA '02 Steve Bush BA
'02 &Magan Wilkerson BA '02 Derek Conley BA
'02 &Kari Millang BA '03 athan Conrad BA '02
&Janet Thorne BA '02 Wes Cooling BA '02 &Kari
Walkup BA '03 Matthew Crimmins BA '02 &Katl1ryn
Lacey Heather Delamore BA '02 &Shawn McBride
Amber Donovan BA '02 &Nicholas Jedlicka BA
'04 Patrick Dowd BA '02 &Michelle Condon BA
'03 Brandon Drew BA '02 &April Robinson BA
'03 Melinda Engstrom BA '02 &Chad Uhlenhake
Catherine Ewers BA '02 & Patrick Sires Andrew
Finn BA '02 &Jessica Curran Lindsay Geiger BA '02
&Michael Elenz David Gilbert BA '02 &Stephanie
Corey BA '02 Ashley Goeman BA '02 &Joshua Petersen
Sean Grant BA '02 &Brittanny Lang Aren Gunderson
BA '02 &Jennifer Vavricek BA '01 Keith Habel BA
'02 &Erin Valentine BA '02 Scott Hagarty BM '02 &
Mia Craig BM '03 Jessica Halverson BA '02 &Jeff
Renaud Cory Hines BA '02 &Amber Luchtenburg Amy
Hinkle BA '02 &Thomas Slykhuis Aubrey Hurley
BA '02 & Ray Devore Vernon Knaack BA '02 & Karla
Rieckmann Justin Koedam BA '02 &Jessica Caskey
BA '02 Amanda Koester BA '02 &Andy Schroeder
Chad Kohrs BA '02 &Jessica Degenhardt Bradley
Lalk BA '02 &Bradley Lalk Lindsey Lawrence BA
'02 &Brandon Herlein Jocelyn Lewis BA '02 &

Notes

James Jones Lindsay Lutkenhaus BA '02 &Scott
Britson Ryan Maller BA '02 &Melisa McBurney BA
'01 Gregory Marquart BA '02 &Sally Morlan BA
'02 Brian Mulligan BA '02 &Jody Johnston BA '02
Nettie Nuzum BA '02 &Trent Smith Travis Olson
BA '02 &Karen Tsia BA '01 Lisa Olson BA '02 &Troy
Tempus Amanda Pitts BA '02 &Adam Griffin Emily
Recker BA '02 & icholas Knepper Adam Riley BA
'02 &Jessica Neavins BA '02 Sarali Roberts BA
'02 &Lon Sash Kristy Sadler BA '02 MSW '03 &John
Tiedt Angela Schadt BA '02 &Jason Ferris Toby
Schissel BA '02 &Laura Reckernrner BA '03 Adam
Small BA '02 &Alaina Shoopman BA '02 Jacob
Steil BA '02 &Lynsey Kunkle Shelley Thoman BA '02
&Vaughn Schulte Jacob Tisue BA '02 &Korrena Mills
Jennifer Urnthun BA '02 &Eric Weatherford Nicholas
Wigant BA '02 &Stacey McNorton BA '02 Sarali
Ziegenrneyer BA '02 &Marlo Hay Mindie Aalderks
BA '03 & Klay Hoppenworth Matthew Baker BA '03
&Brooke Pork BA '00 Jamie Baxter BA '03 &Mark
Corwin Cassandra Bennett BA '03 &Patrick Riley
Heather Bills MBA '03 &Daniel Allen Daniel Blevins
BA '03 &Brandie Cuvelier BA '04 Courtney Boote
BA '03 &Adam Boone Michelle Brown BA '03 &Noel
Elizondo Emily Burger BA '03 &Jason Dougherty
Jason Danielson BA '03 &Sara Shanley BM '03
Erica Degen BA '03 &Micali Bonderson Jennifer
Dilger BA '03 &Justin Westendorf Sara Eighmey BA
'03 &Ryan Vanlaningham Jennifer Even BA '03 &
atl1aniel Schoepske Karen Fogt BA '03 &Troy Alfson
Dawn Funke BA '03 &Adam Recker Jill Gibbs BA
'03 &Alan Besler Dana Grant BA '03 &Mitch Blanshan
Matt Haak BA '03 &Tricia Majewski BA '04 Jaime
Harnrnersland BA '03 &Amy Bullennan BA '03 Corey
Huinker BA '03 &Tracey Hoy BA '03 Suzanne Just
MA '03 &Daneil Schuknecht Andrea Kaiser BA '03 &
Eric Townsley Laura Kleve BA '03 &Thomas Schmauss
Kelly Klopfenstein BA '03 &Tim elson Austin
Martin BA '03 &Stacey Schmidt Heather Meyer BA
'03 &Calley Kruger Destiny Meyer BA '03 &Mark
Meyer Jill Miksch BA '03 &Nate Spencer Eric Olson
BA '03 &Britney Anderson BA '03 Trisha Quandt
BA '03 &Ryan Tigges Katie Reninger BA '03 &Brian
Burkhardt Kristina Rowen BA '03 &Cory Meyer Kari
Schlichte BA '03 &Curt Gengler Ryan Schmit BA '03
& icole Patterson BA '03 Lisa Schmitz BA '03 &
Tyler Johnston Blair Seim BA '03 &Jessica Wegener
BA '03 Laura Smith BA '03 &Chad Wroe Jason
Steinkamp BA '03 &Gina Schultes BA '03 Meredith
Tharp BA '03 &Cory Bargfrede Andrea Thielen BA
'03 &Joseph Mausser Tunothy Wilcox BA '03 &
Heather Barnes BA '03 Randy Winslow BA '03 &
Aubrey McAlister BA '03 Kelly Winter BA '03 &
Amy Hade BA '02 Ty Woodruff BA '03 &Justin Joyce
Nick Davenport BA '04 &Kristin Blue BA '02 Karl
Dimmer BA '04 &Emily Wiese Lindsey Dodd BA '04
&Scott Behrends Matthew Dvorak BA '04 &Kristin
Jungling Joshua Evans BS '04 &Angela Gass Alayna
Hart BA '04 &Jonathan Rose Lindsay Hawes BA '04
&Tim Johnson Kevin Hetland BA '04 &Amanda
Ozinga BA '03 Tasha Juilfs BA '04 & Kyle Gingerich
Brian Krohn BA '04 &Mirranda Dideriksen BA
'03 Ernilliano Lerda BA '04 &Shannon Blake BA
'03 Benjamin Matthies BA '04 & Elizabeth Osting Jay
Miller BA '04 &Melissa Faust BA '03 Theodore
Pienkos MA '04 &Jessica Jobe BA '04 George
Regennitter BA '04 &Stacy Hagberg Sara Shine
BA '04 &Alan Mohr Elliott Shipp BA '04 &Ashley
Druvenga Sara Sudbeck BA '04 &Timothy Hoffman
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Emily Wachtel BA '04 &Jon Allen Nicole Weber BA
'04 &Justin Weber Katherine Wildeboer BA'04 &
Jonathan Harbaugh

'

Births

' 7 O sErin Olson Walter, BS '71 &Dan Walter,
Washington IL, daughter Elizabeth adopted
ll-04.
' 8 O sBarry Huber, BA '81 &Debbie Huber,
Oelwein, IA, son Jonathan bom l2/l/03.
Kathryn Marine Domke, BA '82, &Gary Domke,
Western Springs, IL, son Alex bom 3/21/03. Daniel
Dyson, BA '84 &Donna Dyson, Mount Pleasant, IA, son
Selby bom l l/17/03. Jon Weih, BA '86, MA '88, &Cheryl
Weih, Coralville, IA, daughter Amanda bom 5/8/04. Jeffrey
Orr, BT '87 &Meli a Orr, Manhatten Beach, CA, son
Cameron bom 3/13/04. Steve Weber, BA '87 &Kathy
Weber, Dubuque, IA, son Jared bom 2/10/04. Raymond
Cook, BA '88 &Cindy Cook, Shorewood IL, l\vin sons
Jacob &Evan. Betty Voelker Giddings, BA '89 &Ron
Giddings, BA 90, Independence, IA, daughter Lillian bom
315/04. Mellisa Handorf Mattsson, BA '87, &Nicholas
Mattsson, Minneapolis, MN, daughter Adriannna bom
7122/04. Dennis Schuessler, BA '87 &Jackie Schuessler,
Johnston, IA, son Declan bom 3121/04.
Kelly Erpelding Berhorst, BA '90 &
S John Berhorst, Canton, MO, son Dalton
bom 8/21/03. Tamra Busche Fairchild, BA '90 &
Clifford Fairchild, Des Moines, IA, son Colton bom 9126103.
Patricia Cobley Gaynor, BA '90 &Richard Gaynor,
, 90

Wheaton, II, son Garrett born 8/5/04. Rachelle Guge
Hodges, BA '90 &Brian Hodges, Fort Madison, IA, son
Matthew born 5/29/04. Lynne Madden Westfall,
BA '90 &James Westfall, BA '92, orth Platte, NE,
daughter Amelia born l l/19/02. Julia Hass Helm,
BA '91 , MA '93, &Steven Helm, BA '93, Cedar Rapids,
IA, son Mitchell born 3110/03. Dawn Zwanzinger
Bengen, BA '92 &Todd Bengen, Denver, IA, daughter
MacKenzie born 1/6/03. Traci Vanderschel Buck
BA '91 &Brad Buck, BA '92, Clive, IA, son Samson ~rn
8/8/03. Joanne Grant Byars, BA '92 &Bill Byars, Adair,
IA, daughter Alyssa born l2/20/03. Michael Dillon,
BA '92 &Kendall Dillon, Des Moines, IA, son Maguire
born 8/27/04. Shawn Fisher McCabe, BA '92 &Paul
McCabe, Atlanta, GA, daughter Kate born l l/l l/02. Amy
Frohardt Schafer, BA '92 &Ben Schafer, BA '92,
Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Caroline born 2/27/04. Brian
Bock, BA '93 &Molly Bock, orth Liberty, IA, daughter
Hannah bom 3/14/02. Brad Breitbach, BA '93 &Kim
ishihara Breitbach, Lahaina, HI, son Drake born l/17/04.
Stacie Dickman Faber, BA '93 &Brett Faber, BA
'93, Aurora, E, son Dane born 9/14/04. Angela Asbe
Holmes, BA '93 &Jeffory Holmes, Kansas City, KS, son
Sage born l l/13/02. Amy Sundermeyer Manning, BA
'93 &Thad Manning, Bloomington, IL, daughter Megan
born 12/15/03. Traci McMullen McBee, BA '93 &
Kirk McBee, BT '94, Elkhart, IA, daughter Morgan bom
4/2/04. Kerri Hanson Mohwinkle, BA '97 &Jeff
Mohwinkle, Aplington, IA, daughter Kasidyborn 10/4/03.
William Pierce, BA '93 &Judy Pierce, Fort Worth, TX,
son Holden bom 5/6/04. Amy Nichols Pregon, BA '93
&Jeff Pregon, BA '96, Cedar Rapids, IA, daughter Holly
born 5/6/04. Lana Snitker, BA '93 &Du tan Snitker,
Good Thunder, M , daughter Meridian born 614/04. Sara
Welty Strunk, BA 93 &Henry Strunk, Milwaukee, WI, son
Ryan born 10/9/03.Jessica Hyland Agee, BA '94 &Joel
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Agee, BS '94, Phoenix, t<l, daughter 71Je born 10/18/03.
Cindy Wolf Bartels, BA '94 &Douglas Bartels, BS '94,
orth Liberty, IA, daughter Annalee bom 7/3103. Deborah
Smith Bowling, BA '94 &David Bowling, BA '93,
Cedar Falls, IA, son Ryan born 611 l/04. Tina Sondag
Halverson, BA '94 &Keith Halverson, BA '94, Waverly,
IA, son Grant bom 5/5/04. Nancy Wilson Hicks, BA
'94 & Darryl Hicks, ashua, H, daughter Lindsey bom
2/18/04. Diane Carlson Kesl, BA '94 &Mattl1ew Kesl,
Tama, IA, son Ryne bom 12/26103.Jason Maasdom, BA
'94 & Lily Maasdom, Knoxville, IA, daughter Olivia born
4/8/04. Jennifer Baker Muilenburg, BA '94 & Troy
Muilenburg, BA '9l Iowa Falls, IA, son Tate born 2/22/99;
daughter Tia born 31310 I. Tasch a Roggentien Naber,
BA '94 &Kirk Naber, Overland Park, KS, son Cameron born
5/4/04. 'Iyann Sheldon Rouw, BA '94 &Chris Rouw,
Cedar Falls, IA, son Henry born l l/l l/04. Sonia Cuvelier
Walsh, BA '94 &Charles Walsh, Carroll, IA, daughter
Emersyn born 2/10/04. Kasey Lockwood Buchholz,
BA '95 &Troy Buchholz, Sumner, IA, daughter Lily born
3124104. Nicole Owens Jensen, BA '95 & Eric Jensen,
BA '93, Indianola, IA, son Cale born 10/6/03. Sarah
LeClair Jones, BA '95, MA '97, &Brent Jones, Waverly,
IA, daughter Emma born 8/28/03. Darcey Richardson
Landuyt, BA '95 &Jeff Landuyt, BA '96, mwalk, IA,
son Shaffer born 5128/04. Karla Hanson Reznicek,
BA '95 &David Reznicek, Moris, IL, daughter Ellie born
7/2/03. icolle Knapp Garnett, BA '96 &Robert
Garnett, San Diego, CA, son Evan born 316103. Shannon
Kueny Gilbride, BA '96 &Richard Gilbride, BA '93,
Omaha, E, son Drake born 8/1/03. Jennifer Bowling
Haglund, BA '96 &Jason Haglund, BA '96, Story City,
IA, son Zane born 3129/03. Tod Hawkins, MA '96 &
Silvia Hawkins, Indianapolis, I , daughter Sophia born
l lnt03. Jill Wolf Herold, BA '96 &Mark Herold, BA
'97, Military, NY, son Thomas born 10/25/04. Elizabeth
Fiegel McAlpine, BA '96 &Patrick McAlpine, Cammack
Village, AR, son Walter born 6125/04. Gregory Olson,
BA '96 &Jill Brinkerhoff Olson, aperville, IL, daughter
Kayla born 2/12/04. Erin Ruhde Peterson, BA '96
&Jason Peterson, Des Moines, IA, son Brice born l/3/03.
Amy Roupe Seller, BA '96 &Sam Seller, BA '96,
Minneapolis, MN, son Gavin born l l/28/03. Kristi
Ussher Techau, BA '96 &Jason Techau, BA '97, Cedar
Rapids, IA, son Andrew born 9/19/02. Jennifer Nus
Yarrow, BA '96 &Christopher Yarrow, BA '90, Dike,
IA, daughter Emma born 10/28/03. Dusti Appleglise
Cermak, BA '97 &Chad Cemiak, Iowa City, IA, son Tyler
born 11/19/03. Kimberly Enockson Meggers, BA '97
&Tim Meggers, Grimes, IA, son Austin bom 8/20/03. Julie
Soper Doup, BA '97 &Scott Doup, BA' 97, Ankeny,
IA, l\Vins Hannah & Scott born l/4/03. Kaia Thiese
Outler, BA '97 &Brian Outler, BA '97, Blue Springs,
MO, son oah born 12/28/02. Melissa Duve Joynt, BA
'97 &Matthew Joynt, Chandler, t<l, daughter Emma born
6/l 7/03. Tami Thompson Leonard, BA '97 &Brad
Leonard, BS '96, Madrid, IA, son Brady born 12/13103.
Keith Poock, BA '97 &Suzy Poock, Ankeny IA, daughter
Elisabetl1 born 8/10/04. Meridith Mueller Anderson
BA '98 &Mark Anderson, Morrison, IA, daughter Emma '
born 5/5/03. Michelle Schellhase Ervin, BA '98 &
Keith Ervin, Oak Creek, WI, son Joseph bom 5/29/04.
Molly Skallill Lawry, BA '98 &Jason Lawry, Mundelein,
IL, son William bom 3/12/03. Alison D'Angelo Sims,
BA 98 &Marvin Sims Jr, BA '97, Brooklyn Park, 1N,
daughter Cassandra born l lnt02. Gina Hand Trimble,
BA '98 &Cole Trimble, BA '95, Independence, IA,
daughter Alison born 9126103. Sara Vanoverbeke Wolf,
BS '98 &Chris Wolf, BA '96, Rochester, MN, son Brock

Notes

born 613/04. Molly Kiefer-Bierman BA '99 &Justin
Bierman BA '99, Cedar Rapids, IA son Jacob born 8/9/04.
Jenifer Davisson Christofferson, BA '99 & Andy
Christofferson, BA '99, Marion, IA, son Brantley born
5/8/03. Stephanie Moore Gadzik, BA '99 &Michael
Gadzik, Madison, WI, daughter Mereditl1 born 3/2104.
Susan Beatty Rollinger, BA '99 &Jeffrey Rollinger,
Shellsburg, IA, son Ethan born l/19/03. Betsy Reinhardt
Wolf, BA '99 &Joseph Wolf, Wapello, IA, daughter Kylie
born 9113103.
' OOsAndrea Nechanicky Dufner, BA '00 &
Daniel Dufner, MBA '99, Waterloo, IA,
daughter Jacquelyn born 7/3104. Lisa Kemp Fiedler,
BA '00 &Joshua Fiedler, BA '00, Hickory, C, daughter
Julia born 4/28/04. Andrea Welch Kirby, BA '00 &
Travis Kirby, Dubuque, IA, daughter Ellen born 10/14/03.
Catheryne Born Kuhl, BA '00 &Jeffery Kuhl, Council
Bluffs, IA, son Jacob born l l/28/04. Jody Biwer Osier,
BA '00 &Darin Osier, BA '98, orth Platte, E, son
Kaleb born 7/12/01; daughter Layne born 10/8/03. Tricia
Gustafson Cobb, BA 'Ol &Matt Cobb, BA '00, Mason
City, IA, son Cooper born l/22/04. Michele O' eil
Doyle, BA '01 &Casey Doyle, Waverly, IA, son Shay born
8/3/04. Erica Hirl, BA 'Ol, Des Moines, IA, daughter
Taylor born 6/17/03. Trina Modlin Miller, BA 'Ol
&Eric Miller, 'ew Windsor, NY, daughter Madison born
4/14/04. Tarah Shannon Palmer, BA 'Ol &Kyle
Palmer, BA '99, Des Moines, IA, son Karson born 12/23103.
Leslie Rempe, BA 'Ol &Thomas Vonderhaar Davenport
IA, son Luke born 4/9/2004. Kimberly Spaulding
Schrader, MA 'Ol &Trevor Schrader, Winnebago,
IL, daughter Shannon born 7/19/04. Amy Nelson
Sherwood, BA 'Ol &Adam Sherwood, West Des Moines,
IA, daughter Ashlynn born 5/1/02 Stacy Frehse Travis,
BA 'Ol &James Travis, Lake View, IA, son Isaac born 316104.
Nicholas Liston BS '02 &Tara Liston, Grundy Center, IA,
daughter Brooke born 8/2/2003. Megan Riniker Laliey,
BA '03 &Ed Lahey, Durango, IA, son Ethan born 9/9/04.

Deaths

'2

OsHelen Lilly Hagedorn 2-yr '23, Mason
City IA, died l/15/2004. Doris Husband
Labor 2-yr '24, Dallas Center IA, died 8/10/2004. Marie
Shellard 2-yr '24 BA '3 l Waterloo IA, died l l/25/2003.
George Taylor 2-yr '26 BA '26 Lake City IA died 618/2004.
Mabel SturtzVauthrin 2-yr '26, Marshalltown IA, died
5/12/2004. Johanna Smid Jansen I-yr '27, George IA,
died 5/18/2004. Alice Poole Kyle 2-yr '27, Kalamazoo
'II, died 11/15/2000. Hilda Skinner 2-yr '27 BA '45 Des
1oines IA, died 12/13/2003. Marcyea Weeks Bielefeldt
2-yr '28, Cedar Falls IA, died 6/21/2004. Alice Berntson
Fjeld 2-yr '28, Estes Park CO, died 12/2612003. Lulu
Prull Kramer 2-yr '28, Hampton IA, died 12/27/2003.
Allene Graves Carlson 2-yr '29, Springfield MO, died
8/20/2004. Alleen Havens Howard 2-yr '29 BA 65
Cedar Falls IA, died 12/27/2003. Bartley Ogden 2-yr
'29 BA '33 Odebolt IA, died 12/29/2003. Dorothy Owen
BA' 29, Centerville IA, died 216/2004. Frances Krouse
Putnam 2-yr '29, Montecello IA, died l l/22/2003. Opal
Allen Worley I-yr '29, Aredale IA, died 12/11/2003.

'3

OsMaxine Park Bowie BA '30 MA '30 Lake
City IA, died 6/1/2004. Melva Sherman
Chisholm 2-yr '30, Des Moines IA, died 6/15/2004.
Lauraine Miles Dinger BA '30, Riceville IA, died
12/24/2003. Johanna Cannell Egan 2-yr '30, Oelwein
IA, died 9/12/2004. Mildred Beck Kuyk 2-yr '30 BA
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'52 Pella IA, died 8/26/2004. Arvid Lein 2-yr '30 BS
'38 Boone IA, died 8/19/2004. Everett Ludley BA '30,
Webster City IA, died 1/2/2004. Hazel Wiese McDaniel
I-yr '30 BA '30 Eldridge IA, died 4/8/2004. Mary Pavlicek
McLintock 2-yr '30, Spencer IA, died 2/1/2004. Mina
Griggs Packer 2-yr '30 BA '39 Davenport IA, died
ll/l 7/2003. Ruth Bahnsen Rohwedder I-yr '30,
Boise ID, died 4/4/2004. Leona Schroeder 2-yr '30
BA'41 Lake City IA, died 219/2004. Mabel Tjossem
Wall 2-yr '30, Paullina IA, died 12/8/2003. Vila Magee
Warrington 2-yr '30, San Pedro CA, died 1/2712004.
Evelyn Sorenson Wise 2-yr '30, ewell IA, died
2/20/2004. Viola Arenson 2-yr '31 BA'44 Pekin IL, died
8/21/2003. Lester Artherholt 2-yr '31 BS '31Waterloo
IA, died 1/2/2004. Gladys Ryan Brown 2-yr '31, Ames
IA, died 8/26/2004. Gilbert DeBoer BS '31, Eagan M ,
died 8/8/2004. Helen Green DeSart BA'31, Mason City
IA, died 5/17/2004. Harriet Higgins Draper 2-yr '31
BA '48 Sigourney IA, died 12/11/2003. Irene Dvorak
Knilans 2-yr '31, East Providence RI, died 4/6/2004.
Ann Mackey 2-yr '31, Sigourney IA, died 7/4/2004.
Reba Clampitt Martin I-yr '31, ew Providence IA,
died 5/20/2004. Marlys Huyck McCunniff 2-yr '31
BS'32 Cedar Falls IA, died 1/8/2004. Irene Rafferty
Shaw I-yr '312-yr '33 Pocahontas IA, died 2/10/2004.
Audrey Asay Stone 2-yr '31, Pella IA, died 8/20/2004.
Emma Spongeberg Thompson 2-yr '31 BA'46 Des
Moines IA, died 7/1/2004. Florence Drew Wenthold
2-yr '31, Decorah IA, died 9/22/2004. Lola Heiland
Castle 2-yr '32, Clear Lake IA, died 1/17/2004. Ruth
Harding Cooper 2-yr '32 BA '39 Rockwell City IA, died
5/30/2004. Alice Crannell Hockens 2-yr '32, Osage
IA, died 4/26/2004. Helen Mckinley Johnson 2-yr '32,
Indianola IA, died 1/5/2004. Evelyn Snook Laws 2-yr
'32, Emmetsburg IA, died 7/10/2004. Luella Schlotfelt
2-yr '32 BA '41Ames IA, died 8/16/2004. Helen Harding
Stephen 2-yr '32 BS '38 Cedar Rapids IA, died 8/21/2004.
Jane Becknell Wassom BA '32, Grinnell IA, died
1/24/2004. Carl Zimmerman 2-yr '32, Topeka KS, died
1/17/2004. Doris Bane 2-yr '33 BA '49 Oakland IA, died
11/2/2003. Marione Ross Boller 2-yr '33, Waterloo IA,
died 7/20/2004. Margaret Lynch Canty 2-yr '33 BA '39
La Crosse WI, died 8/10/2004. Alta Grier Carlson 2-yr
'33, Council Bluffs IA, died 10/9/2004 Winifred Beeler
Kline 2-yr '33, Grinnell IA, died 5123/2004. Lyola Gage
Patin 2-yr '33, Waterloo IA, died 4/12/2004. Edith
Reed 2-yr '33 BA'33 Ottumwa IA, died 5nl2004. Ralph
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Roberts BA'33, Cedar Rapids IA, died 7/2712004. Agnes
Conger Alvord BS'34, Rochester MN, died 8/7/2004.
Vera Mae Beltz 1-yr '34, Des Moines IA, died 7/14/2004.
Mildred Schuster Cate BA'34, Arlington VA, died
4/30/2004 Richard Hammans BS '34, Fort Dodge IA,
died 1/16/2003. Arleen Fulton Hanson BA'34, Odebolt
IA, died 8/18/2004. Irma RoHes Hungerford 2-yr
'34, Rockford IA, died 3/9/2004. Clinton Kelley BS '34,
Boone IA, died 8/14/2004. Mary Martin Lange 2-yr '34,
Wilton IA, died 4/19/2004. Luella Raab Mundel BA
'34, Lompoc CA, died 3/22/2004. Ellis Wilhite BA'34,
orth English IA, died 2/18/2004. Donald Blanchard
BS '35, Lone Rock IA, died 6/20/2004. Elfrieda Hertle
McHaffie 2-yr '35, Davenport IA, died 10/2/2004. Edna
Padovan 2-yr '35 BA '39 Centerville IA, died 8/24/2004.
Eleanor Schaefer Anderson 2-yr '36, Hampton IA,
died 12/13/2003. Verona Radig Berntson I-yr '36
2-yr' 40 Paullina IA, died 3/21/2004. Margaret Kurtz
Boardman 2-yr '36, Sun City t<l, died 7114/2004.
Edith Reaney Busch BA '36, Carroll IA, died 8/7/2004
Austin Finnessy BA '36, East Moline IL, died 6/22/2004.
Meridith Griflling BS '36, Centerville IA, died 3/3/2004
June Morrell BS '36, Wichita KS, died 6/12/2003.
Lois Hanson Bergland BA '37, Mason City IA, died
2/14/2004. Zoe ClevelandJordan BA'37, Grinnell IA,
died 4/10/2004. Velva Klaessy BA '37, Minneapolis MN,
died 9/16/2004. Margaret Good Larkin 2-yr '37, Cedar
Falls IA, died 1/25/2004. Lily Primus Minium 2-yr '37,
Ames IA, died 1/15/2004. Wayne VanDeest BS'37, Cedar
Rapids IA, died 12/8/2003. Elsie Showers Wilmeth 2-yr
'37, Des Moines IA, died 12/15/2003. Elenore Crummer
Anderson 2-yr '38, Spartenberg SC, died 4/712004. Edna
McCurry Brown BA '38, Ames IA, died 9/10/2004. Alta
Cole 2-yr '38 BA '51 Des Moines IA, died 7/12/2004.
Coralie Coontz Johnson BS '38, NewHampton IA, died
2/17/2004. James Mathews BS'38, Farmersburg IA, died
6/15/2004. Thelma Peterson BA'38, Venice FL, died
11/6/2004. Helen Rothlisberger BA'38, Elgin IA, died
12/12/2003. Rachel Dorwin Speers BS'38, Grinnell
IA, died 8/26/2004. Lowell Thalman BA '38, Dike IA,
died 4/3/2004. Eva Avery Toft 2-yr '38, Durant IA, died
4/16/2004. Ruth Cadam Weedman 2-yr '38, Clarksville
IA, died 7/9/2004. Gladys Reeve Wenthe 2-yr '38
BA '44 Waterloo IA, died 11/712004. Arlene Johnson
Brainard 2-yr '39, Anamosa IA, died 1/20/2004. Eleanor
Hill Busch 2-yr '39 BA' 48 Maquoketa IA, died 6/5/2004
Jean Elliott Cuvelier 2-yr '39, New Hartford IA, died

Government code breaker dies
Velva Klaessy, a government cryptanalyst and graduate of Iowa State Teachers College, died in
September at her Minneapolis home. She was 88.
Klaessy was born in 1915 in Renwick, Iowa. During the Depression she received a scholarship to attend
ISTC. She received a math degree in 1937 and began teaching matl1 in a small Iowa town.
She was teaching high school math in Cherokee in 1944, when a government recruiter was looking
for high school students to join the war effort as cryptologists. As all her best students were headed to college,
Klaessy took the job herself.
After World War II ended, she worked for the ational Security Agency and was part of the technical
consultants group. Although much of her work was classified, it is known that she was named chief of the
New and Unidentified Signals Division in 1964 and in 1967 was named deputy senior U.S. liaison officer in
Ottawa, Canada.
In 1970 she was named senior liaison officer in Ottawa, becoming the first woman to hold a senior
post anywhere. In this capacity, she represented the U.S. Intelligence Board and the SA in all matters
dealing with signal intelligence and communications security.
She retired in 1975 in Fort Meade, Md. In 1987 she was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease and moved
to the Twin Cities to be close to relatives.

Notes

Poet laureate dies
Mona Van Duyn, a 1942 graduate of Iowa
State Teachers College and the first female poet
laureate, died Dec. 2 at her St. Louis home. She
was 83.
After graduating from ISTC, Van Duyn, a
native of Eldora, attended the University of Iowa's
Writers' Workshop and received a master's degree
from the University of Iowa.
She wrote nine volumes of poetry. Among
her works are "Valentines to the Wide World,"
in 1959, "ATime of Bees" in 1964, "To See, To
Take," which won the ational Book Award for
Poetry in 1971, and "Letters From a Father and
Other Poems" in 1992. In 1991, she won the
Pulitzer Prize and in 1992, the Library Congress
selected her to serve as United States poet laureate,
the first woman to be chosen.
She also received the Carl Sandburg Prize
of Cornell College in 1982 and Guggenheim
fellowship in 1972 She also taught at the
University of Louisville (Ky.) and Washington
University in St. Louis.
Two years ago "Selected Poems" was
published. Her 1992 "Firefall ' remains in print.
9/4/2004. Frederick Everett BA'39, Kissimmee FL, died
10/16/2004. Dorothy Fitzgerald BA'39, Ventura CA,
died 7/21/2002. Velma Harman Haupt BA '39, Ames
IA, died 12/27/2003. Sophus Helm BS '39, Rochester
MN, died 12/9/2003. Maxine Foster Reisner 2-yr '39
BA '49 Appleton WI, died 7/2/2004. Ruth Boardman
Ridenour BS '39 MA '39 Cedar Falls IA, died 10/28/2003.
Merle Vaughn BS '39, Des Moines IA, died 7/8/2004.
Eleanor Kreussel Wheaton BA '39 MA '64 Cedar Falls
IA, died 2/10/2004.

'40S·68

Palma Borlaug Behrens 2-yr '40 BA
Cedar Falls IA, died 3/5/2004. Wayne
Davenport BS'40, Des Moines IA, died 8/23/2004.
Florence Hackbarth Hecht 2-yr '40, Larchwood IA,
died 6/1/2004. R Gordon Hoxie BA'40, Oyster Bay NY,
died 10/23/2002. Evelyn Howe Jensen 2-yr '40, Charles
City IA, died 6/30/2004 Leona Dominy McCarville
2-yr '40 BA '48 Fort Dodge IA, died 10/18/2003. Ruth
Johnson Rock 2-yr '40, Avoca IA, died 1/26/2004.
Edwin Shank BA '40, Waterloo IA, died 12/22/2003.
Mary Stucker Shovar 2-yr '40, Davenport IA, died
8/14/2004. Madelon Capp Carlile 2-yr '41, Perry IA,
died 12/3/2003. Lenore Swanson Cole 2-yr '41, Sioux
City IA, died 11/21/2003. Marjorie Hayden McCabe
2-yr '41, Clare IA, died 12/31/2003. Glenn Miller BA '41,
Murrieta CA, died 5/11/2004. Harold Richterman BA
'41, Boynton Beach FL, died 12/16/2003. Helen Risser
Semelroth 2-yr '41, Oshkosh WI, died 1/9/2004. Carroll
Drake Ball BA'42, Cincinnatti OH, died 6/26/2004. June
Azeltine Blow 2-yr '42, Waupun WI, died 2/3/2004.
Leone Adams Brown 2-yr '42, Longview TX, died
4/3/2003. Rita Dunn Howe 2-yr '42, Clemons IA, died
1/24/2004. Margaret Jones BA '42, Lime Springs IA,
died 2/2/2004. Darlene Andrews Montgomery BA
'42, Conrad IA, died 5/31/2004. Bernadine Mcloughlin
Rosen boom I-yr '42, Poneroy IA, died 12/15/2003.
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Janet Juel Austin 2-yr '43 BA '77 ora Springs IA,
died 6/28/2004. Anna Kline 2-yr '43 BA 46 Bettendorf
IA, died 1/3/2004. Phyllis Ruppelt BA '43, Steamboat
Rock IA, died 10/10/2004. Robert Werner BA '43,
Tama IA, died 4/12/2004. Wilma Talhnan BA '44,
Panora IA, died 9/12/2004. Mary King Brobst BA 45,
Bagley IA, died 1/13/2004. Dorothy agle Adams BA
'46, Monticello IA, died 8/2312004. Maxine Trunkey
Pearson BA '46, La Porte City IA, died '3111/2004.
LaVohne Thompson 2-yr '46 BA '53 Sheldon IA, died
917/2004. Ramona Hesse 2-yr '47, Cedar Falls IA, died
10/24/2004. John Sewell BA '47, Emmetsburg IA, died
8/10/2004. Lucille Sievers Warner 2-yr '47, Monticello
IA, died 3/22/2004. Rodney Hakeman BA '48, Humboldt
IA, died 5/19/2004. Marlys Creswell Paige BA '48,
Dike IA, died 6/19/2004. Eloise Hanson Straight 2-yr
'48, Livermore CA, died 3/24/2004. Ruth Ryan Wilcox
2-yr '48 BA '69 Cedar Falls IA, died 6/14/2004. Annette
Klasen Armitage BA '49, La Mesa CA, died 2/27/2003.
Ethel Hammond Fritcher 2-yr '49, Waverly IA, died
8/9/2004. Donald Hugh BA' 49, Cedar Rapids IA, died
9/17/2004. Barbara Picht Kleiner BA '49, lnchelium
WA, died 6/30/2003. Beth Olmsted Linder BA '49,
Manson IA, died 8/25/2004. Irene Maddocks McGrew
2-yr '49, Emerson IA, died 8/25/2004. Dolores Heath
Mertz 2-yr '49, Webster City IA, died 7/24/2004. Carolyn
Nelson 2-yr '49, Warren Ml, died 3115/2004. Mary
Galloway Paup 2-yr '49 BA'56 Cedar Falls IA, died
5/12/2004. Lois Stratton Seebach BA '49, Dysart IA,
died 11/6/2003. Marianna Trekell BA '49, Davenport IA,
died 10/11/2004.

'5

OsGerald Bisbey BA '50, Cedar Falls IA, died
7/8/2004. Sidney Crookshank BA '50,
Des Moines IA, died 6/15/2004. Marjorie Holderness
BA '50, Bettendorf IA, died 5/6/2004. Donald Kristensen
BA '50, Audubon IA, died 10/14/2004. James Merrill BA
'50, Bakersfield CA, died 7/21/2004. Donald Narveson
BA '50 MA '65 Waterloo IA, died 2/12/2004. Lois
Lockhart Shover BA '50, Englewood CO, died 4/1/2004.
Ruth Nordskog Strohbehn BA '50, Reinbeck IA, died
2/21/2004. George Worthington 2-yr '50, Enumclaw
WA, died 12/4/2003. Henry Bruns BA '51, Cedar Falls IA,
died 6/10/2004. Daryl Clute BA '5I, San Marcos CA, died
6/18/2004. Everill Daters BA '51 MA '62 Iowa City IA,
died 7/2/2004. Marlyn Lackore BA '51 , Rochester MN,
died 7/15/2003. William Topping BA '51, Kenosha WI,
died 12/25/2003. Jeannette VanDrie Hall 2-yr '52 BA
'63 Belmond IA, died 1/12/2004. Reginald Schive BA
'52, Sioux City IA, died 2/2/2004. William Schrader
BA '52, Alexandria VA, died 2/1/2004. Maynard Stone
BA '52, Los Angeles CA, died 9/2/2004. Donald Welbes
BA '52, Minneapolis M , died 4/22/2004. Neta Paulsen
Wightman 2-yr '52 BA '80 Dysart IA, died 8/22/2004.
Gretchen Noe Williams 2-yr '52, West Des Moines
IA, died 9128/1997. Richard Garms BA '53 MA '59
Waterloo IA, died 11/9/2003. Joanne Bowdish Kiser
2-yr '53, Wilton IA, died 12/26/2003. Dorothy Shimon
McCroskey 2-yr '53, San Jose CA, died 6/2312004.
Carolyn Lee Phelps BA '53, Long Beach CA, died
4/312004. Dale Strotman BA '53 MA '59 Mountain View
CA, died 8/28/2004. Patricia Messerly Tracy 2-yr
'53, Council Bluffs IA, died 3/9/2004. Donna Siddall
Anderson 2-yr '54, Spencer IA, died 8/28/2004. Jan1es
Orlean Buckels BA '54 MA '59 LaQuinta CA, died
10/1/2004. Arline Camilla Chatburn BA '54, Leon
IA, died 3/6/2002. Roxie Fossler Drew BA '54, Tucker
GA, died 5/23/2004. Luane Frank BA '54 MA '58 ew
Hampton IA, died 12/18/2003. Mary O'Toole BA '54,
LeMars IA, died 6/19/2004. Patricia Allen Peterson
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BA '54 MA '68 Hampton IA, died 2/17/2004. Delbert
White BA '54, ewton IA, died 6/3/2004. Doris Wisecup
2-yr '55 BA '6o Boone IA, died 12/26/2003. Margaret
Patterson Deal 2-yr '56, evada IA, died 6/1/2004.
Bill Syhhnan BA '56 MA '61 ine Mile Fall WA, died
11/26/2003. Margaret Kuhn Bantz BA '57, Fort
Atkinson IA, died 1/8/2004. John McKee BA '57 MA '64
Hackensack MN, died 10/11/2004. James McNitt BA '57,
Sun City AZ, died 7/20/2004. Cecelia Doran Stubbe BA
'57, Newton IA, died 9/6/2004. Robert Ballenger MA
'58, Green Valley AZ, died 4/1/2004. Janice Gore Egemo
2-yr '58, San Diego CA, died 2/11/2004. James Hurley
BA '58, Waterloo IA, died 1/19/2002. Dale Johnson
MA '58, Heber Springs AR, died 5/9/2004. Lila Oakes
Lawton 2-yr '58, Boxholm IA, died 7/4/2004. Virginia
Kerr Sinclair BA '58, Ames IA, died 2/22/2004. orman
Stuart BA '58, Ankeny IA, died 2/4/2004. Leah Wand BA
'58, Des Moines IA, died 917/2004. Harriet Elliott MA
'59, 'ewton IA, died 3122/2004. Dennis Filliman BA
'59, Geneva IL, died 9/20/2004. William Hartman BA
'59, 'ewton IA, died 5/4/2004. Royce Luiken BA '59,
Stean1boat Rock IA, died 311/2004. Agnes Menke BA '59,
Fort Madison IA, died 12/2312003.

' 6 O sCarl Benner MA '6o, Xenia OH, died
11/1/2003. Richard Halland BA '6o,
Cloquet MN, died 7/8/2004. Jacqueline Eaton BA
'61, Acworth GA, died 5n/2004. Robert Kail BA '61,
Washington IL, died 2/18/2004. Charlotte Sawyer
Rowlison BA '61, Conrad IA, died 10/21/2003. Don
Anderson BA '62, Indianola IA, died 6/2212004.
Marjorie Baker Fish MA '62 SPEd '65 Cedar Falls IA,
died 11/24/2003 Mary White Kimmell BA '62, Argyle
IA, died 3124/2004. Gary Svetly BA '63, Perry IA, died
3129/2003. Edward Versluis BA '63, Ashland OR, died
11/14/2003. Donald Vinson MA '63, Burlington IA, died
9/5/2004. James Geiselliart MA '64, Muscatine IA, died
3129/2004. Mabel Vonglon Harner BA' 64, Waterloo
IA, died 10/25/2003. Carol Reinecke Shimp BA '64,
Bettendorf IA, died 6/3/2004. Jane Woeber Thuenen
BA' '64, Bettendorf IA, died 3/9/2004. Wayne Markland
BA '65, Fargo ND, died 10/23/2004. Arlene Waligorski
MA '65, Fairbank IA, died 1/22/2004. Arline Geberding
Aves BA '66, Waterloo IA, died 2/29/2004. Mary Stark
Clark BA '66 MA '73 Bella Vi ta AR, died 8/29/2004.
Steven Ernst BA '66, LeMars IA, died 2/9/2004. Beverly
Hanson Hartwig BA '66, Coal Valley IL, died 6/21/2004.
Margaret Olson Hearity BA '66 MA '74 Mason City IA,
died 1/21/2004. Calvin Mether BA '66, Iowa City IA, died
11/20/2003. Richard Brinkmeyer BA '67, Hubbard
IA, died 6121/2004. Josephine Jordan Megivern
BA '67 MA '70 Cedar Falls IA, died 9/26/2004. David
Pimlott BA '67 MA '70 Saint Lucas IA, died 10/31/2004.
DJay Doonan BA '68, Harlan IA, died 5/23/2003. Jay
Hoffman BA '68, Aurora CO, died 4/2/2004. DonnaLou
Peterson Kester BA '68, Marshalltown IA, died
8/14/2004. Marilyn Somers Miller BA' 68, Oel\vein IA,
died 2/16/2004. Larry Worrell BA' 68, Marion NC, died
2/16/2004. Lylda Hesse Bond BA '69, Denver IA, died
4/21/2004. Robert Gifford BA '69,Janesville IA, died
7/29/2004. Justin Newburg BA '69 MA '70 Iowa Falls IA,
died W/2004.
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Weldon Else MA '70, Sanborn IA, died
S 5/26/2004. Richard Hall BA '70, Elkader
IA, died 12/1712003. Maurice Sathoff MA '70, Monroe
IA, died 2/17/2004. Gary Sutter BA '70, Hillsboro MO,
died 1/29/2004. Barbara Phares Bromann BA '71,
Clinton IA, died 5/15/2004. Robert Byrnes BA '71 MA '77
Cedar Falls IA, died 5/28/2004. Gerald Johnson BA '71 ,

Notes

Cedar Falls IA, died 7/15/2004. Verna Viel Schildroth
BA '71, Hudson IA, died 5/2/2004. James Vokoun BA '71,
Traer IA, died 5126/2004. Charlotte Coney Williams
BA '7I, Waterloo IA, died 12/17/2003. Doris Richardson
Airy BA '73, Cedar Rapids IA, died 9114/2004. Pamela
Azzolin MA '73, Addison IL, died 8/21/1993. Marcia
Wick.iser Henry BA '73, Waterloo IA, died 3/21/2004.
Warren Rosst BA '73, Punta Gorda FL, died 11/5/1997.
Mary Colyn Anderson BA '74, Brooklyn IA, died
5/3/2004. Joel Blanshan BA '74, Cedar Falls IA, died
1/1/2004. Mary Colyn BA '74, ewton IA, died 5/3/2004.
Lewis Churbuck MA '75, Fayette IA, died 11/9/2003.
Adele Pederson Harms MA '75, Humboldt IA, died
2/24/2004. Gary Lek.in BA' 75, Rock Island IL, died
10/24/2003. John Peters BA '75, Fort Madison IA, died
5/21/2004. Virginia Bonderson Alexander MA '76,
Waverly IA, died 9/18/2004. Marolee Kinch Harrell
BA '76 MA '78 Winterset IA, died 5/22/2004. Connie
Munson Hermann BA '76, Waterloo IA, died 2/14/2004.
James elson MA '77, Rochester MN, died 9/9/2004.
Gerald Anglum BA '78, Cedar Falls IA, died 11/26/2004.
Elno Van Pelt Beran BA '78, Grinnell IA, died
5/17/2004. Kathy Stone Johnson BA '78, Crawfordsville
IA, died 6/13/2004. Evelyn Barron MA '79, Dayton IA,
died 8/29/2004. Sherrill Paullus Hansen BA '79, Cedar
Falls IA, died 1/27/2004.

Margaret Ubben Dannen BA' 80,
S 1ndianola IA, died 8/3/2004. Cinda Fuller
Fisher MA '80, Gilbert AZ, died 31111996. Edward
Sullivan MA '80, Marshalltown IA, died 1/10/2004.
Randall Potratz BA '81 BA' 94 Cedar Falls IA, died
6118/2004. Steven Rolland BA '81 , LaPorte City IA, died
5/5/2004. Patricia Banwart Wirtz BA '81 , West Bend
IA, died 6/28/2004. Scott Brettmann BA '83, Waterloo IA,
died 4/28/2004. Jacqeline Brown Harman BA '83, Des
Moines IA, died 7/11/2004. Kevin Kluver BA '83, Lake
Saint Louis MO, died 2/14/2004. Larry Luttrell BA '83,
Las Vegas , died 5129/2004. Laura Lorber Fox BA '85,
Cedar Falls IA, died 2/2/2004. Peggy Calvin Hoff BA '85,
Waterloo IA, died 7/1/2004. Kathleen Muleady Seager
MA' 85, Cedar Falls IA, died 5/8/2004. Travis Cropper BA
'86, Silverthorne CO, died 4/3/2004. Tunothy Burkle BA
'89, Prior Lake MN, died 5/25/2004. Teresa Chevalier
Hill MA '89, Bum ville MN, died 5/13/2002. James
McDaniel BA '89 MA '90 Boulder CO, died 11/11/2004.
'80
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S Darcie Danley Balduck.i BA '90, Runnels
IA, died 1/28/2004. Dan Wisnousky BA
'90, Clive IA, died 10/23/2004. Carol Hasty Johnson BS
'91, Parkersburg IA, died 2/22/2004. Jon Lund BT '91 ,
Aurora IL, died 6n/2004. Kathy Nelson Leland BA' 92,
Solon IA, died 3/16/2004. John Herdrich BA '93, Iowa
City IA, died 6/20/2004. Ellen Kutz Rohde BA '93, Clare
IA, died 3120/2003. Michelle Dowie Friedly BA '94,
Cedar Falls IA, died 8/25/2004. Richard Wheeler MA
'94, LaPlace LA, died 1/24/2004. Carol Huss Zartman
BA' 94, Dubuque IA, died 5/10/2004. Brett Zartman BA
'94, Dubuque IA, died 6123/2004. Scott Clark BA '96,
Webster City IA, died 12/25/2003. Vicki Lee Reeder BA
'96, Toledo IA, died 12/26/2003. Aaron Curtis BA '97,
Lacrosse WI, died 8/17/2004. Brenda Ehr-Jackson
BA '99, Dunkerton IA, died 12/25/2003. Jessi Rutter
Stewart BA '99 MA '02 ~v Hartford IA, died 4/14/2004.
Kara Luett BA '00, Cedar Falls IA, died
S 9/17/2004. Dean Murrell BA '00, Mason
City IA, died 5129/2004. Carrie Taylor BA '00, Denver
CO, died 4/4/2003. Micki Terrill BA '00, Scranton IA,
died 6/19/2004. Lori Rich BA '00, Honolulu HI, died
9/17/2004.
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Perspective,continued from page 36
we enable tude nt to take advantage
of all the o ppo1tu nitie ava ilable while
they are o n campus and o nce they
gradu ate?
As we sought answers, we
ca me to rea lize that to provide the e
o ppo rtu nities we must enhance o ur
fin ancial ecurity. The best way to
e nsure chi is to ignifi cantly grow the
I Fo undatio n .
e ndowme nt of the
Many of you know how an
e nd w ment wo rks . Whe n you provide
I Fo undatio n, a po rtio n
a gift to the
of the inco me generated fro m the gift
i u d t meet your i h . Thu , a
gift directed to a n e ndowm nt fund
provide a perpetual o urce of uppo rt.
Endowed scho lar hips provide
assi tance to stude nts . Endowed
chair and pro fe o rship he lp us to
attract and retain fa culty. Endowed
lectu reship e nable o ur tudents
to hea r o ut randing leade r from
all over the world. The Ii t of such
o ppo rtunities i exte n ive.
I Fo undatio n
Curre ntly, the

e ndowment stands at approximate ly
40 mill io n. Fo r us to create
o pportu nities for o ur tudents, the
I Foundatio n Board i committed
to increasing the e ndowment to 100
mill ion by 2010. Is this an easy task?
Ce rtainly not. I it a necessity for the
univer icy? Absolute ly. Ca n it be do ne?
Witho ut qu e tio n .
Perhap the o ne thing that ha
most impre sed me over the year afte r
talking with o ur alumni and frie nds is
the incredible affectio n they feel fo r
chi ca mpus, whether they knew it
a Iowa tate Teache rs Co llege, tate
College of Iowa o r the niver icy of
o rthern Iowa. Ou r alumni want to
provide the ame oppo rtunities for
future generatio n of students that they
received w he n they were in chool.
Private suppo rt plays a critical
I is able to
role in making sure that
tudents
it
to
mise
pro
the
n
o
de liver
are
We
.
re
futu
the
into
now and
inspired by the suppo rt we continue
to receive fro m alumni and frie nds

and know you w ill be here for us as
we e nco unter new o pportu nities. We
thank you for all that you have done
to get us to w he re we are today, but I
pro mi e you, the best i yet to come.

William D. Calhoun, Jr., M.A . '79,
is vice president f or unive-rsity
advancement and president of the UNI
Foundation.
As has been mentioned elsewhere
in the this magaz ine, the unive-rsity
experienced a significant loss when
Gerald Anglum, Assistant VP f or
Unive-rsity Marketing and Public
Relations and editor of the IT
magazine, passed away in ovember.
He was a loyal UNI graduate, a great
un ive-rsity team member and leader
and a valued friend. We shall miss
him .
-WDC
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Delivering on the promise: the next step
by Bill Calhoun

I

remember the day well. The
I
Foundation Board met on campu
in April of 2000 to determine the
component and ize of the univer ity'
next fundrai ing campaign.
The meeting wa held on the stage
of the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing
Art Center, which was dedicated
earlier that month. The facility was the
corner tone project of the university'
"Leading Building haring" campaign,
and we were just beginning to realize
how it would transform the university
and northeast Iowa .
To as i t in our campaign
planning, we'd hired a con ultant to
help determine the level of upport
we might expect from our alumni and
friends. The consultant -said at our
meeting that we might be able to raise
· 50 million if we waited a year or two
while we prepared and planned.
The Board member thanked
the consultant, promptly et the goal
for 75 million and decided to begin
immediately! Having discussed the
incredible upport for the previous
campaign, they instinctively knew
that our alumni and friend wou ld
get behind our efforts to a i t future
generation of
I tudents. They
decided the largest component of
the new campaign would be student
cholar hip , along with support for
our faculty and academic programs.
The Board wanted to partner with
the university to enhance building
project for which we had received
or were cheduled to receive support
from the State: Lang Hall (the former
Old Aud), Mccollum cience Hall and
Ru ell Hall, home of our chool of
Mu ic. Board member al o wanted
to create a national center where
our College of Education cou ld
demon crate b t practice in early
elementary education.
Moreover, the Board included a
goal for construction of the Human
Performance Center-an addition to
the wellness center built in partnership
with the loca l medical community
36

and our School of Health, Phy ical
Education and Leisure Service .
The facility cornerstone of this
campaign wou ld be a multipurpo e
ports arena , but we needed a hero to
provide the lead gift to get the project
tarted. For the next two years , the
Foundation Board and its staff, a si ted
by the ationa l Campaign Steering
Committee and a group of dedicated
volunteers, moved the campaign
forward. We found our heroe : Clark
and Mary McLeod of Cedar Rapid
and , later, Betty McCoy of Waterloo,
tepped forwa rd to provide the lead
gifts to the arena.
In October 2002, the "Students
First" campaign wa forma lly
introduced. Already an incredible 70
million had been rai ed. During the
campaign kickoff, we announced a
new goal of 100 million.
Where do we stand today? Our
" tudent Fir t" campaign has eclipsed
the · 100 million mark with six months
remaining-powerful te timony to
the pride and affection our graduate
and friends have for the niver ity of
orthern Iowa.
What has been achieved?
• More than 31 million has been
rai ed for tudent scholarships, with
an additiona l 36 million to support
our faculty and academ ic programs.
• The McCollum cience Hall add ition
i completed, and cla room
are equipped with technologie
to enhance tudents' learning
experiences.
• McElroy Hall 's Freeburg Early
Childho d C nter i d mon crating
best practices for early elementary
ed ucation to international acclaim.
• Private upport for the Russell Hall
addition moved the legislature to
approve an additiona l 7.9 million
for renovation of the home to our
out tanding chool of Mu ic.
Thi winter we wi ll eek Board
of Regents, tate of Iowa approval
to begin con truction on th Human
Performance Center addition, and

just south
of the
IDome there
i a very big
hole where
worker
have begun
con truction
of the
McLeod
Center- ee
it via the
webcam
at www. http://www.vpaf.uni.edu/
facp lan/Content/ McLeod/ Current/
webcam-live.asp. This has all been
achieved becau e our graduates and
friend have made an extraord inary
investment in the future of
, it
students, faculty and taff.
Even as our Students First
campaign winds down , we have begun
to work with university leaders to
discu the future. ince 2000 when
the campaign began, the univer ity
has been impacted by more than
21 million in budget cuts from
state support. In the past four year
tuition ha increa ed by more than 72
percent, rai ing the average debt of
graduating students to about 22,000.
Consequently, the di cussion we are
having with our campus community
are different than tho e five year ago.
Recently, the
I Foundation
Board held a retreat during which
Pre ident Robert Koob concisely
identified what UNI does well
and what makes it one of the best
univer itie in the nation: The
University of Northern Iowa offers
a world-class education providing
personaliz ed experiences and
creating a lifetime of opportunities.
He then posed the following
questions: What can we do to ensu re
the university will alway provide its
tudents with a world-cla education?
How can we continue to provide our
tudents with personalized experience
in and out of the cla sroom? How can
continued on page 35
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